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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, December 27, 1921.
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WESTERNERS ARE OUTCLASSED Hi j

"Praying Colonels" Score Almost at Will,
Tearing Through Their Rivals' Defense for
Two Touchdowns in the First Period; Contest Is Played in the Rain.
Stadium, San Diego, Dec. 26. Centre college, con- querer of Harvard, overwhelmed the University of An
zona Wildcats, 38 to 0, in a football game played in the
here today. The Kentucky Colonels outclassed the
rain
...
,i
imieni, uj.c uiu game tuiu otuicuJ
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almost at will.
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tho wife of the secretary-treasurof the Kansas State Federation of
Labor. Mrs. James Mariottl is the
wife of a district auditor for the
miners' union. Mrs. Farrell and
Mrs. Bassetti are wives of strikers.

(Hy The Associated I'ress.)

Omnhii. Neb.. Dec. 26. Uuen de
fiance of police was manifested
here tonight by large crowds of
packing plant striking workmen.
Two men were arrested after they
had assaulted a policeman, attemptwere
ing to disarm him. The men chnse.
caught after a three block
The police making the arrests declared the strikers hooted them and
threatened to take the prisoner
from them.
When officers arrested, a man
near the Armour and company
plant for alleged disorderly aconduct
patrol
for
and were waiting
wagon, a crowd gathered and again
to
free
the
prisoner, pothreatened
lice said. The officers in one inswept a crowd
stance, early tonight, bayonet-tippebefore them with
a street for
riot guns, clearing
blocks. Police officials said totrouble
night that they anticipated
when the late night and early
remorning cars bearing workersholi-daturning from the Christmas
men
back.
the
began bringing
said they had
Union officials
on
urged every man on strike to behad
tho picket lines, but that they
violence
use
to
not
cautioned them
or carry weapons of any kind.

BY HIGHWATER

thirty-five-yar-

I

five-yar-

CONGRESS PUTS

Mrs. Analia Bassetti, Mrs. led Farrell
Left to right:
army, arrested during ithe
. riots.
.
: :
II
mrs. j a men murium ana iurs. tv
vtuiibiu nunc

Officials Say Men
These our prominent women of iing out of the advance of the
Kans., are awaiting trial zon" unny. Mrs. Analia Bassetti,
Have Been Urged to Be.
on charges of unlawful assembly lone ot the four, is also charged with
On the Picket Lines, But in connection with the recent riot- - Ussault. Three of the women are
$750 bail. Mrs, William Howe Is
Not to Use Violence, .
ing In the Kansas coal fields, grow-'o-
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Mary de Mumm, Eight Years
Old, Loses Her American
Citizenship, New Jersey
Tribunal Decides.
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KOnERTS AND McMlIJ.1V
Chicago.
Tho Game Hy Periods
' ,, STARRED FOR CEXTRE
First period: Arizona's defense
San Diego. Calif., Dec. 26. Cen- was unaiile 'to check the charging
tre College crowned Its football In- Kentuckians, who tore through for
two touchdowns in the first period.
vasion of the west with success by McMillln
kicked the second goal but
splashing to a 38 to 0 victory over tailed on the first. Line plunges
the University of Arizona here to- and end runs, with Snoddy, McMil- lin, Tanner and Roberta carrying
day.
Rain fell throughout the game the ball, gave the southerners their
tirst score, Roberts taking tno ban
and tho field was a churned mass across.- Bucks
tackle and
of slippery slime. Several thousands a forward pass through
sent McMillin over
d
of people,
and huddled for the second.
under umbrellas, stood throughout
Second period: Centre continued
tho contast.
tb hammer Arizona's line and four
- Centre
outclassed Arizona com- minutes after the second period
pletely. In the first half the Wild
Tanner went across for the
cats did not make a first down and opened
lientuckian's third touchdown. Mc- Jthroughout the game they rarely Millin missed another goal. Alter
had possession of the ball. In the the next Arizona kickoff the Tucson
third and fourth periods they made defense stiffened and on the fourth
a few good gains but were unable down with ten yards to go, Armto maintain a continued drive.
threw a forty-yar- d
pass to
, "Hri' Pnhprtd nntnri pnrl nf the strong on Arizona's twenty-yard
Snoddy
Centre team and his equally noted line. Murphy replaced Snoddy and
CANAL
team-matAlvln (Bo) McMillln, fumbled on the next play and Arithe
were tho Centre stars, although
zona kicked to safely.
work of the other Kentuckians
Third period: Arizona started a
n
showed that the team is not a
drive toward Centre goal after the
machine. The work of Rob- third period opened and a forward
erts was particularly noticeable, pass and three gains through the
his sensational catches of forward line, with Manzo and Hohbs carryline., busking and his ing the ball, put the Wildcats in a
Continuous
jiasesbis
A forward Heavy and Almost
work in Interference being cheered threatening position,
line,
Centre
over
the
goal
pass
by the spectators.
Rain Causes Cave
Roberts made Centre's first however, was intercepted and theA
touchdown "within five minutes of Colonels took the offensive.
Ordinarily Dry, to
Creek,
d
run by McMlllin
the opening gun. With Roberts
Reach Flood Stage.
lead nit the interference. McMlllin and gains by Armstrong put the
line,
and Tanner carried the ball to the ball on the Arizona throe-yar- d
over.
three-yar- d
(Bv The Assoelnted Press.)
Wildcats'
line, where from where Snoddy bucked
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 26. Water
the Arizonans held Tanner and Mc Roberts kicked goal.
Fourth period: Centre hammered from Cave creek broke tnrougn
Millin, but were unable to stop the
d
line, but the banks of the Arizona cnnal
Cmitm end. who huckpd across the to the Wildcats'
and shortly after 9 o'clock tonight. Tho
line. The second touchdown came lost the ball on a forward pass who
water has reached a point half a
in the same period, when, after Arizona punted to Covington,
'.8
buelsTnir the ball down the field ran through a scattered field to an- mile south of the canal, which
missed
Roberts
the principal artery of the Salt
McMillln went through right tackle other touchdown.
ami
goal. Following the Arizona kickoff. river valley irrigation system
for the score.
Is located ten miles north of PhoeCentre'ses next touchdown came McMillln gained twenty yards on
on
,
..
after the second per an end run and Covington,made nix.
four mln-'Officials of the Salt River alley
when Tanner went plunges through right tackle,
iod opened,
said
touchdown.
association
last
Kentuckiuns'
they
Users'
the
Water
through right guard. McMillln
had been informed that one break,
failed In attempts to kick the first Covington kicked goal.
in
fifty feet wide, had occurred
three goalB. In the third period
the canal banks. They said thera
Arizona rallied and advanced but
had been no water in the Irrigation
Tanner Intercepted a forward pass
system's canals since last night ai
behind his own goal and the Ken
a precautionary measure against a
tuckians ploughed down the muddy
field to another score, snouay carpossible flood.
rying tho ball over. Roberts kicked
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 28. Rain,
goal.
K, ON
which has been falling almost conCovington scored Centre's fifth
touchdown when, standing- on his
tinuously since 11 o'clock yesterhad caused Cave
line he caught an Arizona
day morning,
creek, ordinarily a dry wash, .o
punt and ran tnrougn a nroiten
tonight as fa.'
ECONOMIC PLAN reach floodthestage
field for the tally. Roberta missed
Arizona canal, the
south as
goal. Covington scored the last
buck.
an
tackle
off
northern boundary of the irrigated
touchdown on
He kicked goal.
portion of the Salt river valley, acreceived by ofLine-u- p
and summary:
Is Outlined By Pre cordingofto reports
Policy
88
the Salt River Valley Waficials
Centre,
Position
Arizona, 0
Roberts
Le
McCIellan
mier Lenine; Alarming ter Users' association. creek broka
L T
Last August the
Clark
Gordy
and
Chlnn
I. O
Report of the Typhus Epi through the Arizona, Grand
Wiley
Kubale
C
smaller canals, flooding the westClymer
Presented.
demic
is
Shadoan
G
ern
of
R
including
Phoenix,
Smith
portion
R T
the state captro? building,
Cregor
Barkley
'
James
(By The Associated
Wofford, (C) R K
McMillln
Slonaker
Moscow, Dec. 26 (by the AssoFRENCH WOMEN VOICE
Snoddy ciated Press.) The ninth
'L H
Manzo
R II Armstrong (C)
Broderlck
THEIR OPPOSITION
soviet congress today apTanner
F B
Hobbs
economic
new
ot
soviet
the
proved
TO
Score by periods:
n policy as outlined before1 the gath.
0
0
0
Arizona.
7 1838 ering yesieruuy uj nomiwi
12
Centre
!ly The Associated Press.)
Touchdowns This approval was given by acCentre scoring:
Marseilles, France, Dec. 26 (by
Lenine's
address,
Premier
cepting
the Associated Press.) An unex
Roberts. McMlllin, Tanner, Snoddy, which was
presentedotwith the re- pected feature of the first national
Covington
commissars
council
of
the.
port
of the French comGoals from touchdown: Roberts, on
the domestic and foreign pol- convention
Cnvineton.
munist party In sossion hero desoviet
of
the
government.
icies
for
Etz
Arizona
Substitutions:
veloped today when the women
Thanks for Relief.
voted opposition to th3
Clark; Rubarth for Manzo; Erb for
resolu-tl6- n delegates
endorsed
a
The
congress
In a
campaign.
Barkley; Connell for Hueann.
Nan-se- n
Dr.
to
of
thanks
Fridjof
Centre:
Covington for Arm
speech to the convention Mme.
adrelief
American
the
and
for
Murphy
Chlnn;
declared:
strong; Jones
ministration for recent famine re- Colllard
"I don't want any
for
Armstrong lor coving-tolief industry in Russia. The resin favor of militarism
am
I
Snoddy for Murphy; Gibson
for Arm- olution especially mentioned the which, as In Russia, will defend the
Uartlett
for Shadoan;
as
administration
having
relief
Tanner;
for
We accept violenco
revolution.
Covington
strong;
helped more than any other for- when it will gain power for us."
ttAfin for .Tnmes.
eign organization.
Officials: Referee: Evans.
Colllard
and other women
Mme.
Semashko
presented
that women
Umpire. Rosenthal, Minneso anDelegate
of the typhus delegates demanded
alarming
report
FfefferKorn,
be given a
place on he
ta; Head linesman,
epidemic which he described as communist prominent
program.
on
the
so
that
bad
railways
being
half of the soldiers traveling from
BUREAU
place to place had contracted the ESTABLISHING
disease. He said dozens of bodies,
MATERIAL
TO
FURNISH
including many children, were beTO WRITERS PLANNED
ing picked up dally at congested
FORECAST.
railway centers.
New
2d.
Dec.
Dislike, the Change.
Denver, Colo.,
(By The Associated Prni.)
Mexico: Tuesday and Wednesday, " A large faction of communists,
St, Louis, Mo., Dec. 26. Estab
the government's lishment
cloudy, probably rain or snow who dislike
of a nureau to furnish
northwest and north central por- change to capitalistic methods, authentic material to writers anl
In
In
of
tions; little change
tempera- Joined grudgingly
acceptance
in American
persons Interested
ture.
the new economic policy.
history, will be one of tho subjects
Arizona: Tuesday and WednesOne reason why they approved considered at the joint convention
day, rain south and west portions; it at all, It was explained in some of the American Historical assosnow northeast portion; not much quarters, was because they had no ciation and five other historical
to offer. Although societies, which opens hero tomoralternative
change in. temperature.
they detest the terms "money," row night.
and "trusts" they
IiOCAIj REPORT.
"capitalism,"
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
received their leader's apologies
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, that the economic change was only TREATY RATIFIED FOR
recorded by the university;
a preface to construction of a real
CREATION OF A UNION
El communistic government.
Highest temperature
SB
Lowest
OF CENTRAL AMERICA
16
FATHER LAIS DIES.
Range . .,
43
,
Mean
London. Dec. 26. Father Lais,
(By The Associated Fms.)
, ' 40 the noted Jesuit director of the
Humidity at 6 a. ni
Washington, Dec. 26. Accord8
71
m.
at
or
Osservatore Romano, official
p.
Humidity
ing to official advices from GuateTrace gan ot the Vatican, died today in mala today, the national assemPrecipitation
12 Rome,
Maximum wind velocity
to a dispatch bly has ratified "In principle" ths
accardlng
East from thatcity to the Central News pact for the creation of a Central
Direction of wind
i
Character ot day
Cloudy agency.
American Union.
-
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Mine War "Amazons" Await Trial
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GIRL BECOMES A
IRONIIC OUT OF ;
BARONESS BY A
COURT DECISION SUB DISPUTE IS

ROWLING
USED
AT

GAS FUMES KILL 5
MEMBERS OF FAMILY
EVE
ON CHRISTMAS

IS
GAVEL
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Convention of Workers'
Party of America Proceeds
With the Work of Adopting a Constitution.
(By Tho Associated Tress.)

New

Dec.

York.

26.

Steve

hurchor. New Jersey delegate to
the convention railed for organization of tho Worker's' Party of
America, who presided with a po-

liceman's billy at yesterday's noisy
scwion took the chair today with
a bowling pin for a gavel.
A preliminary rap and the convention proceded with the work of
adopting a constitution for an organization dedicated to the overthrow 'of the present government
and substitution of a workers' republic. There followed an address
by "Comrade" Hill Dunn, of Montana, a former I. W. W. leader, In
which he predicted the ultimate
success of the Russian revolution
and the eprend . of communism
throughout the world. He ndded
that It was "becoming fashionable
to believe that some sort of capitalism Is springing up In Russia."
"We are meeting hero In security, or at least in fancied security,"
he continued, "and up to the present none of the forces of capitalthe govern
ism, either through
ment or otherwise, has In' fered
of fact, no
matter
us.
a
As
with
radical body has been raided within tho last two years and some of
us seem to think that the hysteria
of wtr has died down. But is that

true?"

He then dectnred that the reason
for the lack of raids was becnuse
the radical element had banded to,
gether and fought back.at Centralia,
Citing the incident
Wash., he said:
"Blo-idshe-

Is always deplorable.

j

LOSES MOST OF
GLQTHES. FALSE
TEETH IN

A

FIRE

njr The Assoilzied Tress.)

a terrible thing for men and
Nogales. Ariz., Dec. 26. Fire dewomen to have to die when life Is stroyed tho hotel and restaurant
to
at the Morning Glory mine, thirsweet. Rut It is always better
die fighting than t Is to be kicked teen miles southeast of Patagonia,
to death."
early today, doing damage estimated at $10,000. James Muldoon, 7')
Wild applause followed.
deThe preamblo to the party's
years old watchman at the mine,
finally who was the only one in the buildof principles,
claration
adopted before adjournment, which ing at the time of the fire, had a
was taken sine die, denounced the narrow escape from being burned
the to death, tho top of his head havclass," declared
"capitalist
proing been scorched before the barkpartv favored the- "Russian
letariat dictatorship." and affirmed ing of his dog awakened him. exMuldoon lost all his clothes,
th.it the Russinn soviet government
was firmer today than ever.
cept those in which ho was sleepr'nnt nn np it neemreu liihi wie ing, and had to walk barefooted
United States had acquired us in through the mountains to the
nnouiMlnna
hv "loot an( nearest neighbors, Mr. and Mm.
anlaii
Herman Bender, who lived a mllo
plunder," and called for freeing all
withdrawal of and a half from the Morning Glory
lands
and
such
mine. He was three hours reachtroops from Haiti.
ing their home and was weak from
the cold when ho got there.
CALIFORNIA U. TEAM
The watchman also lost his false
In the fire. He became so
HAS SECRET WORKOUT teeth
black fighting tho flames that Mrs.
Bender at first believed he was a
Pasadena, Calif., Dec. 26. The negro and the lack of his teeth
Pnllfnmin. eleven worked out in se which
irripeded his speech made
cret today On the field where next it difficult
for him to make her
week it will contest with Washingunderstand who he was.
ton and Jefferson in the annual
The fire Is believed to have been
east-wefootball game. The prac- due to a defective flue. tice was secret but Andy Smith,
head coach, said the usual "Bear

It

is

st

pep" was in evidence despite tho
holiday layoff.

CONVICTS

FAIL

E

TO BE LEVIED AGAINST
BANK STOCKHOLDERS
TO MORK'NOj

JOURNAL!

Santa Fe, Dec. 26. Holders of a
majority of the stock of the sus-

ATTEMPT TO

IN

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

ISPCCIAk DIBeAlCH

SON

(By The Assoelntrd Frest.)

pended Santa Fe bank have agreed
to pay the special assessment levied by the directors. The general
belief among the stockholders Is
that by paying this assessment U
will be possible within a short
while to reorgaplze the bank anJ
resume business. The capital of
(he bank was $50,000,
When this institution was taken
12 by
in charge on December
James B. Read, head of the state
bank department, on account of
"depleted reserves," It had total
of which
deposits of 1667,000,
some $353,000 was in state funds
from the state treasurer's office.
The total of depositors was about

Auburn. N. Y., Dec. 26 (by the.
Five convicts
Associated Press.)
recently found guilty of rioting In
the yard of Auburn prison, failed
in an attempt to escape on Christmas night through their efforts to
get away with one of their number
who had broken his leg in flight.
This became known today when 1,200.
one
prison officials announced
criminal had been slain and the
others recaptured.
FROM VIRGIE HIDALGO
Cutting their way out of tho cells,
the convicts dropped Into the outer
N. M Deo. 20, 1921
The
one
was
and
Gallup,
yard
Injured.
alarm was spread while he was beAlbuquerque Morning Journal
Albuquerque, N. M.
ing taken In a wheelbarrow across
I want to tlinnk the Journal
the yard and some of his companfor tlio fair and impartial in- ions were searching for a ladder
tcrcst during the content and
with which to scale the outer wall.
The cripple and two others were
I am Indeed proud to linvo
won cur. anil I give full pre.
other
Immediately caught but the
two were not recaptured until they
dlt to jny numerous Gallup
were discovered this morning hidfriends for their generous
ing in a packing box In a private
help.
office.
A bullet fired to frighten
VIRGIE HIDALGO
killed one, who was crouching in
the bottom ot the box.
,
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FROMJPSEAS
French and Japanese DeleMora
Expecting
gates
Definite Instructions From
Their Governments,
ALL SIGNsToiNT TO
CONTINUED OBJECTION

Proposal to Write Into the
Treaty An Agreement for
Reassembling Conference
is Taking Form.
(nj- The Answliited Press.)

Washington, Dec. 2ti (by the Associated Press.) The arms conferCALL PARLEY ON
ence naval commltteo which face
a perplexing situation in its efforts
to agree on limitation of submaOF
rines tonight postponed its next
meeting until Wednesday so that
tlio French and possibly the Japanese might receive from home more
definite instruction regarding the
American compromise proposal.
All Indications here,
however,
pointed to continued objection t
the American plan by both ths
Marine Transportation ComAt the
Japanese and the French.
same
time, the Americans and Bril.
panies' Officials
ish appeared to feel that in offer'
When diplomatic relations be- Ing totoscale down their submarine
Shipping Board Representhousand tons each,
Germany and Iho United fleet had sixty
tatives to Meet Jan. 5. tween
made a maximum concesStates were resumed, the father they
in tho interest of an agreetook up tho fight for the custody sion
ment.
Ry the AsKociiitcd Tress.)
of his child.
Later Conference.
Dec.
26. A final
Washington,
In theso circumstances, more deconference of officials of leading
finite shape was assumed by the
marine
transportation companies
movement for a later conference, to
with the shipping board's aperlal
DEAD,
be attended by more nations, for
subsidy committee has been railed
another examination of the submafor January 5 to pass upon a tentarine
and for a future
problem,
tive plan formulated by the commeeting of the great pr.wers to
mittee providing for the subsidizARE
the general possibilities of
ing of the American merchant maarmament
further
limitations
rine to insure its maintenance.
There were indications
that the
Tho committee was formed to
for a world submarine conplan
study subsidies at the suggestion of
ference would be put Into concrete
President Harding. The plan when
form quickly. Tho proposed new
finally approved, will be submitted
on the general subject
conference
to the president, who Is expected to
of armaments probably would be
adopt some of its provisions in a
held In 192S or 1929, and provision
(lly The Assnflitted Tress.)
message to congress.
Cairo, Dec. 2ii by the Associated for It would be made in the treaty
What l'lnn IropnwH.
Is to embody the decisions of
that
were
Five
killed
Press.)
persons
f
In Its present form which com- and
wounded by troops who the preje.ut JUPttinsV.
not of- were four
mittee members stated
of the naval coman
out
Postponement
called
attack
during
ficial and subject to changes, the on the
station in the Mousky mittee meeting from Tuesday to
plan proposes both direct and in quarter police
The troops opened Wednesday is understood to have
direct aid, the former through di- a heavy todJy.
resulted from a request by the
fire.
version of ten per cent of Import
One rioter was killed and an- French delegates, who have not yet
customR as bonus to American ship other
heard the verdict of their home
and
at
Suez Sunday,
injured
operators and the latter through two rioters were killed
and two government on the American plan
establishment of a revolving loan wounded at Port Said. Naval units to fix American and British subfund ot $100,000,000.
are stationed at Suez,
Port marine strength at 60,000 tons and
Other suggestions nre understood Said and Alexandria. Ismailia,
Minor acts to make a status quo nrrahgement
to include:
to wire communications for France, Italy and Japan.
of
That tho shipping board sell Its arosabotage
The impression among French
reported In lower Egypt.
remaining fleet a.s rapidly as poss-- 1
Most of the government officials delegates tonight was that the plan
Ible at prices not to exceed tho pre- haVe decided to strike, hut it is not would bo unsatisfactory to Paris.
vailing world market price.
expected they will remain out long. A submarine tonnage of 90,000 tons
has been suggested for France by
Amendment of section eleven of! Cairo is without local transportathe merohnnt marine act to permit tion; even the cabs suspending ser- her naval experts end under the
establishment of a merchant ma- vice on account
of attacks by American proposal, she would have
rine loan fund of about $ 100,000.-- 1 roughs early tcduy. It is estimated only about thirty-on- e
thousand.
000. under the administration of; that thus far fourteen persons have
Japanese Aro Silent,
Tho japaneso maintained silence
the shipping board for making been killed ano forty wounded In
loans at reasonable rates of Inter-- ! the Cairo district. The French and as to their future course, but there
est, not to exceed five per cent per Italian consuls
are reported to was no evidence that they Intended
on nrst mortgages on havo protested to the authorities to recede from their flat refusal to
annum,
American flag ships; this fund not against the attacks on the property accept the American compromise.
The Japanese have told the conto be limited to shipping hoard of their nationals.
ference they consider that 40,000
transactions but to be available for
tons Is necessary to their national
financing all American ship opersecurity In place of the 31.000
ating organizations.
In the compromise arrangeE
Income Tax Relief.
ment. In some quarters, however,
Income tax relief to create nn
it is hoped that further advices
Incentive to shippers to use ships
from Toklo may soften somewhat
flying the American flag, providtheir preposition.
ining for a deduction from net
ON
Should the American plan fail to
come taxes payable on the basis ot
bring the powers together, it is
a email percentage of the freight!
suggested by some of those con
paid on American flag ships, or
nected with the confrence that
through a greater allowance on deconsideration may be given to a
WHY TO
preciation on ships.
proposal for a general
building
Creation of a government marine
holiday In submarines, under an
Insurance,
making corall
five
that
agreement
powers
poration to Insure its own ships and
would
leave
their submersible
iliy The Assochiled Tress.)
to offer hull insurance at cost to
2(1,
Dec.
Premier
London,
I.loyd strength distributed as at present
private American owners, backed George
left today for Cannes, in tho various sea areas. Under
by a loan of $10,000,000.
council
the
where
this suggestion, which has so far
France,
supremo
OtlHT Siiggcs'rd Schemes.
4.
received no formal endorsement,
Other suggested schemes include will meet January
from any of the delegations, the
the carrying in American ships of
25 (by the United States,
Dec.
Amiens,
France,
Japan, Italy and
at least 50 per cent of the immi- Associated Press.) Premier Lloyd France would undertake
to maingrants coming to this country: a George of Great Britain, during a tain the tonnnge of submarines
system; amending short halt here today on his way to
ship licensing
now
in
have
the Atstationed
they
of navigation lnws; Cnntiu.
and revising
(tHtind thn f nrt li en m II cr lantic, the Pacific, the Mediterpreferential through rates to Amer meeting of tho allied supreme coun- ranean
and the Adriatic.
ican flag vessels, the extension of
Ext'hnnge or Views.
coastwise laws to Insular posses- cil,"I said:
to get a little good
come
have
The
proposal to write into the
of ship- sunshine in southern France. I am
sions and the
naval
limitation
treaty an agreebetping board and navy to secure
going there with the ardent des're ment for reassembling the Confer
ter compensation of tho merchant that
satisbo
shall
Franco
entirely
ence
to take more defimarine officers and men of the na- fied and r nm sure we shall reach nite has begun
form. An Informal exchange
val reserve.
the result we arc seeking."
of views
among the American,
Believing that indirect aid will
British and French delegates has
not alone enable American ships to
Dec. 2i (by the Associated developed a feeling that by that
Paris,
operate successfully, In competition Tress.) Premier
Briand greeted
it may be possible to work
with ,thoso of other nations, tho Premier Lloyd George of Great time,
extension of tho naval holicommittee also has adopted tenta- Britain as he passed through Paris out an
in the light of a seven-yea- r
tively, the following methods of di- on his way to Cannes for the meet- day
In nnv
test
of
the agreement.
rect assistance:
of the Bupremo council. They
it has been said, there will
Establishment of American ship- ing
conversed a half hour. M. Brland event,
be details to work out of the proping on an even competitive basis will leave for Cannes January 3.
gram that Is to replace the
with that of Great Britain by a
fleet status with actual applito American ship
basic payment
MINISTRY OF COMMERCE.
capcation
of the
26.
Dec.
Consideration
operators to cover the general wage
ital ship ratio.
and subsistence
differential be- is Madrid,
by the members of
given
being
World Sub Conference.
tween the ships.
the cabinet to a tentative proposimore probable
It also
Ilcmuncratlve Fund.
tion relative to the formation of that some appratef.
definite step toward a
Making available a portion of the a ministry of commerce, separated world conference
on submarines,
remunerative fund of about
from the ministry of public works, probably to be held within three
per annum for encouraging which at the present time, has su- years
soon. What
be
taken
will
construction of mall carriers.
pervision over ' commercial inter- form It will take Is In doubt, pendEncouragement of special serv- ests.
,
ing final action here on submarines
ices and new routes through nomiand It Is certain that tho American
nal bare boat charters, operation
delegation plans to exhaust every
under managing operators' coneffort to bring about an agreement
tract, until private capital Is availas to submarine tonnage which will
able, and through bids for the opresult in actual reduction of toneration of prescribed routes and
of future
nage and delimitation
services.
submarine building problems beCustoms, receipts and tonnage
fore passing to other auxiliary
taxes form tho main support of the
craft proportions.
direct aid suggested. From the esThe initial word for a world sub.
timated Income from customs re(Uy The Assoelated Tress.)
marine conference came from the
1922-23
of about
Dee. S.
O.,
Cincinnati,
ceipts for
British delegation in line with its
10 percent, or $30,000,000
Continuing to Tho at approxifruitless effort to get this conferof u foot
would be set aside as a special fund
mately
ence
to agree to abolishment of unfor paying remuneration to Amerievery two hours, the Ohio
derwater craft entirely. The Amercan ships on a basis to be adopted.
river lu re refiistcrccl 55 fret nt
ican
expressed much
delegation
7 o'clock tonight
Indications
Augmenting this fund, there would
sympathy with the British view,
be, the report states, a tonnage tax
were, ncenrding to river men,
was
not
but
ready to consider such
collected In American ports from
that the rise' would continue
a step, except In conjunction with
all ships hith American and fornt a diminishing rate until the
all nations.
crest of about 56 feet Is
eign; this tax estimated at $2,000,-00- 0
Xew Agencies of War
reached Into tonight.
under present conditions would
It Is pointed out that In the event
be raised to $4,000,000 If the proReports front up river points
of the calling or r. special world
Indicated that nil the larger
posed tonnage dues under the pendtributaries were receillinr.
ing measure are made effective.
(Continued on Page Two.)
1

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 26.
Fumes from a defective gas
heater caused the death of O.
Maimonti, his wife and three
children hero Saturday night
as the family was preparing to
celebrate the holiday. Police
called by neighbors whose anxiety had been aroused today
by the fact that the Christmas
tree In tho Maimonti homo was
Saturday
brightly lighted since
night, while none ot the family had been seen, broke down
a window and discovered tho
tragedy.
The bodies of Mrs. Mlamontl
and the children were found la
their beds. Maimonti's body
was found near his wife's bed,
where ho apparently had been
overcome as ho attempted to
arouse the family.
The police believe Maimonti
remained up after other members of the family retired, to
decorate the Christmas tree:
that with the task completed
he lighted a gas heater, which
had no pipe connection with
tho chimney, to heat water,
and that possibly he sat dowa
and fell asleep. He was aroused
some ''.tie later by the fumes.
ffirn.. believe,; but was overcome liciforo ho could save hia
family.
Christmas gifts surroundlnf
the tree gave no clue to the
names or whereabouts of
:

Tress.)

Seneca, Kans., Dee.
S
yenrs old.
Mary do Mumm,
through a recent decision ofAm- a
New Jersey court, lost her
erican citizenship and became a
German baroness.
The court decreed that the
late Mathimo Frances do' Mumm,
formerly Miss Frances Scoville, of
this town, should have the custody' of tho daughter who has
been living with her maternal
grandparents. She must be re
turned to her father by March 1,
the court ordered.
ot
romance
Tho international
do
Mumm and
Baron Walter
Frances Seoville attracted wide
spread attention in 1912. They met
while JUss Seoville was traveling
in Switzerland and were married
in London the same year.
The' daughter was born In
Frankfort, Germany, in 1 J 4. The
mother's sympathy for the allied
cause and the baron's love for his
fatherland caused an estrangement.
Madame de Mumm later came
to America and by a special act
of congress, her American citizenship was restored.
Madame do Mumm returned to
France to fight for her share of
her husband's property which the
French hud seized when the war
broke out. A legal separation had
been agreed to in l!il8. Madame
do Mumm died in Farts, May 5,
.
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Half of Population of Republic Will Starve Before
the End of Winter Unless
Aid is Sent.
DltPAT

H TO

Mt,...1N. JOURNAL,

Kazan, Hussia, Deo. 20. That
halt the population of the Tartar
republic will Btarve before the end
uf winter unless further aid in the
form of food is sent from other
countries, if the conviction of J.
Hives Childs, of the American relief
administration.
"Conditions are growing worse by
Childs.
Mr.
and
says
bounds,"
leaps
"Things took a turn for the worse
in November and will reach a crisis
in January. The need of food here
is very serious. Theonly meal that
seventy-fiv- e
per cent of the children
in tlio territories covered by our
are
receiving today is that
kitchens
RivJn by the American relief adUnless the outside
ministration.
world awaltens to conditions here
T doubt if we shall save more than
half the childVen we are feeding
In his messnge, Mr. Childs, who
is a regional director of the A. n.
A., further calls attention to the
!,.t itat unnn America's fiction in
tending grain and seeds depends
"Next year
next year's harvest.
will see a repetition of this terrible
America
unless
affairs
state of
semis cmln and seed," says Childs,
whose Information regarding Present conditions was obtained during
a survey trip through the stricken
section.
"We cannot urge too strongly the
the
necessity for adult relief," ofadds
famine
message. "The victims
here look to America for whatever
substantial aid they are to get.
'Kood' is the cry on every hand.
That the American relief admindeath
istration is enabled to halt the
g
march through its
1.200,-00- 0
program, by means of which
voungsters sre to receive sustenance during- the present winter,
shows the extent of the A,. K. A.
work in this section. This program,
the
however, provides only to for
be fed
children. If adults are
Of
flow
its
must
increase
America
food remittances into the famine
regions.
Through the food remittance system Americans are enabled to send
117 pounds of wholesome foodstuffs
to designated persons for $10. Shipments in th?s rnrm for Individuals
can be roade up to $"0. For Institutions, groups of doctors, farmers,
homes for aged, etc., shipments can
Applications
be made up to $500.
made
for these remittances must beadminthrough the American relief
child-feedin-

istration's headquarters,

42 Broad-

way, New York city.

BRIine TO LEW
NEXT YFAVS ASCENT

GFM

OF MOUNT

EVEREST

Brlgadler-CienerLondon. Dec. 2S.
Charles Granville Pruce
who. despite his 55 years, has accepted the leadership of next
year's ascent t of Mount Everest,
is a man of remarkable attainments. He was shot through
hoth legs in Oallipoli and, as he
himself describes the event, "he
rolled down the hill like a shot
rabbit," hut, being an irrepressible optimist, he recovered.
His personal strength is such
that he could at one time raise
and hold out at arm's length a
well grown person as he sat In
a. chair. Stories of his strength,
his practical Jokes and of other
more serious exploits, are common property throughout northern India, where he has commanded a Gurkha regiment for
years.
His passion has always been
More than once
mountaineering.
he brought one of his Gurkhas
home with him. One he took with
where the
him to Switzerland,
Gurkha's uncanny ukill in scrambling up impossible places produced great shaking of heads
among the Swiss guides who had
never before seen anything like It.
Should he be
compelled to
leave the final peak to younger
men, his vigor and thoroughness
as an organizer and his experience as a leader of men will be
Invaluable, his friends say.

JOHNNY GRIFFITHS
AND ALEX. TRAMBITAS
FIGHT
DRAW
D

(By The Amoelatrd Preu.)
Portland, Ore., Dec. 26. Johnny
Griffiths,
Akron, Ohio, welter-

weight, fought a ten round draw
with Alex Trambitas of Portland,
here today. Griffiths had but one
day s training on the ground, arriv
ing from Akron yesterday.
Pete Mitchie, Portland light
weight, won a six round decision
over Eddie "Kid" Billings of
Minn.

Du-lut- h,

SCIENCE IS DRIVING EVIL SPIRIT 'TOLLY" FROM GIRL'S BRAIN

submarine
conference, such matters as use of poison gas, aircraft
bombing and any other new
agencies of war could be talked
over with a view of setting up an
International code to govern their
The
Washington
employment.
conference is regarded as too limited in scope to deal with such questions.
IjiiiuI Armaments.
It further appenrs possible that
the difficult question of land armaments could be put forward to
the supplementary world assemyears may show
bly, as threo
in Europe
conditions
changed
which will then admit of an ajiroe-meto curb army establishments
as well as navies.
Tho project to call another sesnaval consion of the
ference first was suggested. It 's
French
delegathe
understood, by
A
a ' pretty ' hlQ"
tion. At first, the date suggested,
was 1931, when the decade stop In
school mitt "tar acbuilding ends. Since matters to
tion! seem to be
bo discussed then, however, would
have to do very largely with reguided by her good
placement building, Lord Lee, of
angel. She It normal,
Secretary-Hughethe British group, and
bright, healthy
are said to have expressed
tho opinion that the question
quick at her
should ho taken up three years
tudltt and everything
before the holiday expires and ih
that a girl of nineteen
It now stands, tho meeting would
l expected te be.
be some time In 1928-2It should
be recalled tiiat while tho
capital ship ratio ha.s
at
been accepted,
provisionally,
least, by all five powers, it does
not become effective until the ten- The "evil personality" of "Polyear holiday ends.
ly" is being di ven slowly but
the
Holiday.
During
surely from the brain of Here-nic-e
During tlio holiday, Great Bri
Redick Cleveland, O., girl,
tain will maintain a 20 per cent
by science. The girl's case is
larger capital ship force than the
furnishing one of the most amat-ir- e
United States.
She has agreed to
psychological studies in medscale down at the end of that
ical annals, according to medical
period to an equality with t ht
American fleet, Tiowever, and this
process cannot be worked out now $4,000,000 In
the calendar year
in detail, lly again going over the
lOi'O, and today the children of
ground three years beforo tho hol- over
countries
nnd colonies
fifty
of
iday ends, however, the method
British reduction can be provided of the world are begging American
tho exports of other
for, even if it does not then swm dolls, while
of American toys In 1920
advisable for further naval reduc- classes
wero
distributed
to nearly
one
deleas
tions nil around,
many
gates hope will be the case. The hundred countries and colonies hs
threo year interval will permit the against approximately half that
number in tho year, woceding the
building of new ships to displace war.
old. in Ihe rearrangement of tonnage under the
PERU'S PROPOSAL IS
program.
It is also regarded as altogether
ACCEPTED BY CHILE
seven
years the
probable that in
present controversy as to relative
IVeaa
merits of capita ships and air(lly The
craft In war will have cleared it.Santiago, Chile, Dec. 26, (By tho
Associated
self.
of
The
Should tho predictions
Chilean
Press.)
some experts that aircraft will government has forwarded a note
eventually make capital ships use- to Peru accepting Peru's proposal
less have been made good,
the that the two countries designate
seven year session could write that plenipotentiaries to meet at
to continue negotiations for
new
a
naval
into
development
a solution of pending disputes. The
agreement contemplating abandonment of the capitals. It is printed chief aim of tho negotiations, is a
out. In the same way, it could ap- settlement of the Taena-Aric- a
ply to tho new theory of
naval building any other
scientific development In the way
ARE SMOTHERED IN
of new agencies of warfare which
A REFRIGERATOR
CAR
the years have brought to light.

A

five-pow- er

wnen suddenly,' she re
verts, apparently without!,
caute back 'to her childhood days her mind teems
obtetted with an evil
spirit that makes her tin
ruly, destructive and sullen.
The struggle f her
two souls for mattery 1$
'
fascinating scientists.

s

viva-clou- t,

WaHh-ingt-

MILLIONS SPENT

W

YEAR

II NUT!

Imports in the 1921 Fiscal
Period Greater Th:.n at
Any Time Preceding the
War, N. Y. Bank Reports
New York, Dec. 26. Over a
hundred million dollars has been
expended for toys by the people or
the United States even in this yeav
of economies, 1921.
The factory
value of toys manufactured In the
United States says the Trade Record of tho National City Bank of
New York, more than trebled when
the war cut us off from that former chief source of our toy Imports, Germany, and the value of
the ' toys and games' turned out
by our factories In 1919, the latest
census yenr, is officially stated at
$46,000,000

against

Berenice Redick.

it

authorities Interested in
Miss
Redick. nineteen, was completing
ber education when the other personality began fighting for control in her train. Several times
a day she would fall under the
control of this second nersonalitv
and babble and resist discipline

FREEH

like a child of four.

Now,
to word from Columbus,
Dr. Henry H. Goddard of the
Ohio Surean of Juvenile research,
by resorting to hypnotism, has
succeeded in reducing the risitt
of this spirit which answers to
the name of "Polly,"

UNIDENTIFIED MEXICAN
IS SHOT TO DEATH AT
FORT HANCOCK, TEXAS

OF ALL

PRISONERS, PLAN
OF EUGENE OERS

Leader Arrives at;that the man was one of four he
found robbing a Southern Pacific
Washington and CallS On freight car, and who ran when they
Af inrnnv
inrl
caught sight of the officer. Bean
dnnonol
MbllUI Ml
UIIU .aid he fired twice after calling on
,,v, livj
the men to halt, and the fire was
President Harding.

oOCiallSt

Wy The Aosochted

returned. On the body of the dead
man was found a revolver, two
chambers of which contained empty
cartridges. Six robberies of freight
ears have been reported from Fort
Hancock within the last few days.
No trace has been found of the remaining members of the band.

I'm.)

Washington, Dec. 26. Kugene V.
Debs, socialist leader, whose ten- year prison sentence fur violation
of the espionage act was commuted
on Christmas came here today from
the Atlanta federal penitentiary
and called on President Harding
and Attorney Oeneral Daugherty.
Mr. Daugherty said Debs came of
his own volition, while Debs de(By The AnHorhilrd Prrm.)
HG.
Sioux City, Iowa, Dec.
Two clared his visit was at the "request"
young men, both of St. Paul, Minn., of the attorney general and that he
were found smothered to death In was given a ticket to the capitol,
a refrigerator car of the Chicago by the warden without choice of
and Northwestern railroad here
ueMtinallon, altii ugh he had planned to go immediately to his home
Letters and papers found on the at Terra Haute, ImU
.
' oilies showed the dead to be Clark
No I niibii I Condition.'
tiurlun and Clarence Cootwav. Thev. After his cuiuorence with' Debs,
ro Dciieveit to have been overcome me attorney general declared In a
y fumes ttvm an oil stove used to statement Hint lucre vero no uii- lUHiial conditions attached to the
heat tho car.
commutation of the sentence, that
'no advice was ofu'r.;d to Debs nor
r pi: appointed.
tho
2 6.
and that he
New York, Dec.
Tom was any reii!cnt"d,
Tiiorpo of Columbia university ha.i h.ped Delis would direct his talbeen appointed an official of tlio ents to a useful purpose.
No statement wan made after the
football game between the University of California and Washington White HouKe conference, but on
and Jefferson college at the Tour- reaching his hotel, Debs broke his
nament of Uoses, at Pasadena. ileneo fnd declared he would dethe freedom of all
January 2. His selection wa-- ; vote his timeHoto added
that he had
nursed upon by Coaches Smith of
his
'scuffed
with Presiopinions
California a'ld Nealo of Washingdent Harding In order that there
ton and Jefferson.
might be no misunderstanding as
to his principles and ideals.
"DIOGENES" HUNTS
Debs arrived at 9 a. m. He left
in a day coach, giving the
HONEST
MAN AT M'onta
tra fare to Russian relief, but
ARMS CONFERENCE brut 10 o'clock last night, accord-n- g
to friends who accompanied
'tm, he changed to a sleeper. With
'Mm were his brother. Theodore;
"Tlss Cclia Hotter,
of the Debs
"reedom conference;
Miss Lucy
nf
Federatho
American
bobbins,
tion
men.
of
iJihor.
and
newspaper
V 'A
4
Walks To White House.
He went immediately to a hotel
for breakfast and then walked to
the attorney general's office. From,
tb department he walked to the
White House and then back to his
hotel.
He
planned to leave Washington when his calls had been paid,
hut tonight it was decided to remain ovor until tomorrow night to
confer with friends.
One of his
first visitors after his return from
the White Heua. wag Samuel
Gompers, who declared that the
work for freedom "in behalf of political prtaojrers" would go on.

114,000,000

In

MW

SMITH, WHITING,
EXHIBITION

-

t

Frm.)
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 28.
Mao Donald Smith and Sam Whiting of the Olympic club, defeated
Jjm Barnes and Jock Hutchison,
open golf champions of the United
States and Great Britain, respecexhibition
tively, in a
mate
hore today, one up. The
first six holes were played In a
driving rain and a high ' wind blew
throughout tho match.

1.

U
"If

Has your

skin 8l

clean

heedthy
outdoor
look?

1D--

f

Or is it blotchy and
repellent? Resinol
Soap and Ointment
are natural adds to
skin health and the
do build attractive
complexions

RESINOL
Soolhinq &ndHeIinq

7

f

Sat

three-quarte-

'

HelpYourself
As a builder of strength or
protection against weakness

Scott's Emulsion

w

haa stood the exacting
test of time. Help yourself to renewed strength,
take Scott's Emulsion!
Scott & Don, BloomfiaU, N. J.
ALSO MAKERS OF

bowels completely by mornint and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts,
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and ignorance com- -,
mand nothing; in the way of
earning power.
This
School
has SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED.
SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ATinANfirc vnn a rnvrsm .tm
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.
j

Kmioids

Wind Shield
.

tit

(Tablets or Granules)

Glass-Lumbe-

I

r

t O.

UAI.DK!. K l.t'M II UK
South Hr.t Street
I'bonr

C.

to--

i

msortDF.R.s

EachCamule hjfnul
IKW.'illlftf t bomriniincSaT"'
Rtmareoftmtr.lt'rWI

107 S.

Fourth.

Phone

105J--

LUMBER

"My btby first began breaking out
on her stomach and then It came all
over her body and head.
The eruption was in little
clear blisters full of water.
She was so cross and fretful she could hardly sleep.
Her hair came out.
"She was broken out for
bout a month before I used
Cuticura Sotp and Ointment, and
after using one cake of Cuticura Sosp
snd one fifty cent box of Cuticura
Ointment and one twenty-fiv- e
cent
box of Cuticura Ointment she was
Den-non,
healed." (Signed) Mrs. W. H.
Villa Grove, Illinois.
Use Cuticura Soap, Ointment snd
Talcum for all toilet purposes.

ALBUQUERQUE

niryrle

Bale.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

C. H. CARNES

Ai HEAD

IS Dsjr

I.arseat tock of high-grad- e
Eloycles
ver hnwn in Albuquerque, at reduced
prices.
BROAD BICYCLE
TRADING CO.,
220 Boutta Second Street.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION

Baby Fretful. Hair Came
Out. Cuticura Heals.

GLASS,

PAINT,-CEMEN-

T,

PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOKTfl I'IKST BTUKKC.

ALL

COAL

PRICES

fl.2S PER TON.
FANCY

EGG

REDUCED
TRY OUR

$11.25
5

AZTEC Fl'EL COMPANY

StavlatMhrmbrMftO.
ArtdrM:"OntlmnUfe
M14u
Hui.N Sold
riUrlM, D.,1
Soap26c. Olntntmt S indnfe. Talcum tto.
without kmc.
JMS Cuticura $o

i,

Phone 251

L. J. MILLER, Pres.

ix behfast.

The Mycologlcal department of
Kew gardens is In
charge of a woman, Miss WakeIn
who
field,
the course of her
work has examined
and named
fungi from all over the world, and
has made some valuable discoveries In relation to plant diseases.

ARE BEATING A PATH TO

"Let a man make a Mouse Trap better than his neighbor
and the people will make a beaten path to his door."

BURINS

Dr. Liuird haa alauluia Dronf
berculoma can be healed In all
by THE INHALANT METHOD.

una
that tu

clinuter

Retuit.
are nation-widFor further particular
addresa THE INHALANT METHOD CO.
Suite 609 Union Leanue BIdt., Key No.
32, Los Aqgelea,
Calif.
s

CAREFUL

The public knows that at PIGGLY WIGGLY they et the
lowest prices, not on one item or two items, but on all items.
The public knows that at PIGGLY WIGGLY they find
known products no private brands, no bankrupt stocks
no junk.

Extra

na-tiona- lly

,

Special

SALIVATEL

Next Dose of Treacherou?
Drug may Start Misery
for You
is aaneerous. It mnv
salivate you and make
jou suffer
leanuny irom soreness of gums.i
tenaerness or Jaws and teeth,
swollen tongue and excessive saliva
dribbling from the mouth. Don't
trust calomel. It is mercury; quicksilver.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and
a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tonegetfor
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangorous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If It
aoesrrt start your liver and
straighten you up better and quick,
er than nasty calomel and without
making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
If you take calomel today you'll
be elck and nauseated tomorrow;
besides, it may salivate you, wTiile
if you take Dodson's Liver Tone;
you will wake up feeling great. No
sans nocessar,. Give It to the chll
dren because it Is perfectly harm
less and can not salivate.

We have just received 300 pair of
Officer Dress Shoes
all new stock and
for this week only
will sell them at
the remarkable low
price of

$4.65

The public knows that at PIGGLY WIGGLY they do not
get "PERSONAL SERVICE" no one to persuade, to suggest
or to even intimate what they shall buy.
ALL OUR PRICES ARE EVERY DAY
x

PRICESr-Y- OU

D0N7 HAVE TO WAIT FOR SPECIAL SALES

In the past we have served you, as best we can and for
the future we will lend every effort to give; you groceries as
cheap as known to modern merchandising.

j

j

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
lhillrrmakera end. Weldera.
2100 South (Second (it.
Tel. 1U17--

'

Buy Here and Save

a Dollar

PIGGLY WIGGLY

Army & Navy

ALL OVER THE WORLD.

Store
323 South First St.

I

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER

BUSTERS

the famous

I

for INDIGESTION

Belfast. Dec. 20. Further disorders occurred here today. A dozen
shots were fired in one street this
afternoon, b: t so far .as is known
no one was Injured, soldiers restored order.

CALOMEL USERS

I

i. ta
The nicest cathartlc-Iaxat- h
physio your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Colds
Sour Stomach
Biliousness
Dizziness
Cascarets. One or
is candy-lik- e
two tonight
will
empty your

Liver

Bilious

.

SIGN'OIUTA ARRIVER.
Washington, Dec. 26 (by the Associated Presa.) Slgnorita
Italia
Garibaldi,
granddaughter of the
Italian patriot, has arrived to Join
the Italian delegation as a member
of the press section.

frt

EVEN

1921.

if;s

For Constipated Bovvcl

j(Bj The Amuciated Ttett.)
Nogalcs, Ariz., Deo. 26. Gen.
Francisco Reyna, who had figured
prominently in revolutions in Mexico In the last ten years, was executed by a firing squad in Nogalee.
Sonora, across the international
line from here late today. He was
alleged to have been caught digging rifles, saddles and ammunition
from the ground near Canosa, Sos.
nora, fifteen miles west of

BODY

m

Heifer-

,

1,

Tlio Joy or living.
No one can reasonably expect to
much
get
pleasure out of life when
his bowels are constantly constipated. A few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets will move the bowels,
Btrengthen the digestion and giv
you a chance to realize the real
joy of living.

WIN
MATCH

(By The Aanoelntrd

vis

census year, 1914.
the preceding
Meantime the. imports of toys which
fell from $8,000,000 in the year
prior to the war to a little more
of its
than $1,000,000 in the yeclose quickly advanced to $6,000,-00- 0
in 1920 and $10,000,000 in 1921
so that the imports of toys in the
fiscal year 1921 were actually
greater in valuo than in any year
preceding the war.
while this unexpectedly prompt
Inflow of toys from foreign counreduced the
tries has somewhat
outturn of the toy factories of the
United States in the current year.
the fact that the capital ngaged
In the industry advanced from over
?
lr
to probably
in 1914
$10,000,000
hlch year
$25,000,000 In 1919 In
d
the number of employees exceed
10,000, suggests that the outturn of
our own factories in 1920-2plus
that of the doll factories wnicn are
entitled
in
not Included
the group
"toys and games," pine the importation In 1921 of $10,000,000 worth
with
of dolls nnd toys from abroad,
an aggregate factory -- "luation of
must
over
$50,000,000,
considerably
have cost the "ultimate purchaser"
despite
fully $100,000,000 in
tlio tendency
toward economies
which has characterized trade conditions during the year.
,-In one particular line of tho toy
v
tho
and
holiday
trade,
Industry
season finds a distinct shortage,
namely that of dolls. The number
of doll factories in the United
States greatly increased following
the opening of the war, upon tho
assumption that the absence of the
supply formerly drawn from Germany would greatly intensify the
demands of the home market, but
s'
V
with the close of the war and the
prospect of big imports from Germany and other countries of Europe as well as from Japan which
had developed a considerable toy
trade during the war, many of the
f
doll factories in the United States
bis
closed down, while the expected Urbain Ledoux conducting
search across the street from the
lncreaso In importation of dolls
not
in
as
as
did
materialize
arms conference
Washington
rapidly
had been anticipated, and as a
after his arrest.
consequence the holiday tradi
finds an extreme shortage In this
VACCARI SAILS TODAY.
particular class of goods, developWashinKton, liec. 28 by tho As
ing an actual "famine" in dolls des- sociated Press.)
General Vaccarl
pite the fact tmt tho children of and tho military
section
of the
the United States are "crying for Italian arms
delegation will leave
them."
tomorrow for New York to sail for
Tho happenings
of the war Italy.
period above referred to, the shortage in toy supplies turned out in
For Coltts, Grip or Influenza.
Europe and the big lncreaso In and as a
take Laxative
those from our own factories, has BROMO Preventive,
QUININE Tablets. The
resulted in a large growth in our frenulne bears the signature of E.
toy exports meantime, which adv. Grovo. (Be sure you get
vanced from
of a DROMO.) SOe.
million dollars in the year fmhie-- j
dlately preceding tho war to over
Journal Want Ada bring results.

FIRING SOUAD

General Reyna, who has been
In Santa
living In the mountains,
Cruz county, Arizona, ten miles
northeast of hero, was captured
about 8 o'clock this morning and
was taken to the Nogales, Sonor,
Jail where he was tried by a military court.
Reyna'a chauffeur
also was arrested.
Mexican officials said that after
Reyna was captured, officials unearthed thirty rifles, thirty saddles
and about 4,000 rounds of ammunition q the spot where he was,
digging. Reyna and his chauffeur
were arrested by fifteen Mexican
soldiers under the command
oi
Capt. Francisco Gonialea.
200
about
and
followers,
Reyna
it Is alleged, planned, to launch a
revolution January 1.
He was
also charged 'with
having had
connections with leaders of another proposed revolution. The alleged leaders of that affair were
arrested In Nogales, Sonora, about
a month ago and were executed
shortly afterward In Hermosillo,
Sonora. Reyna was arrested
by
United States officials here at that
time but was later released.

Mi

i

Bl

(Br The Aaaoclated rreaa.)

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 26. An unidentified Mexican, 40 years of age,
was shot to death at Fort Hancock,
mile's east of here,
Texas, fifty-tw- o
shortly after midnight last night.
Deputy Sheriff J. M. Hean, who did

y.

THIS

,

Gen. Francisco Reyna Ato Have Been
lleged
Caught Digging Munitions
of War From the Ground.

nt

FOR

REVOLT LEADER
S EXECUTED

(Continued from page One.)
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Two Stores in Albuquerque.
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AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIRIT
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Importan values m ah uepartm ents
m

Our regular stocks of Women's
The most substantial values it has been possible to offer for many years are now ready.
parel and merchandise exclusive in character and of the highest quality have been reduced for this sale.

Ap-

SHOES ARE GREATLY REDUCED
PRE-irjyHTO-

SALE OF

PRE-INVENTO-

PHILLIPINE HAND

SALE OF DRESSES, SUITS AfiD COATS

RY

Dresses Valued up to $39.50, Reduced to $14.95

EM-

'

BROIDERED BLOUSES

Sizes 18 to 42.

Come clown to see these FROCKS today. Included are Tricotine, Charmeuse
in Navy and black only. Each Frock is a "value worthy of a separate adver-

tisement, trimmed as they are with military braid, or embroidered in same
color, fringe, fancy embroidered banding and fancy colored embroidery.
Listed below are a number of extraordinary values in Suits, Coats atad Dresses:

Fine quality, white French Voile, hand
embroidered, several patterns to select
from. All hand made.
,
$9.50 values for

$6.95

$9.50 to $12.50 Values
Women's strap pumps and
oxfords, in brown suede,
kid and calfskin, black
satin and grey combina
tion. Light and heavy
soles. Louis, Baby Louis
and military heels. Every
pair is this season s style.

Priced for this QQ AP
sale at
tpO.it)
Values to $9.50

Women's Strap Slippers and Oxfords, calfskin and kid, in brown
and tan patent, kid and calfskin In black. .Louis, iiaby Louis,
h
heels. livery pair
Military and
(lf? QP
iDOtXJO
an exceptional offer, at
one-Inc-

WOMEN'S SWEATERS
Eeautiful. color line including
orchid,
white,
jade, copen,
African, grey, navy. etc. They
are the popular Tuxedo models.
d
Qp
. . . .
Price

Including entire stock of wool
and Tuxedo
sweaters, Bllp-o- n
models, several colors including
rose, navy, brown, grey, tan,
tangerine, orchid, etc.

$4.95

Price

$10.00 to $12.00 Boots

Women's black kid, welt sole, Cuban heel Boots
Women s black kid, turn sole, a rencn neei .uoots.
Women's brown calf, welt sole, Cuban heel Boots.
And Women's brown kid, turn sole, French heel Boots.
Price, per pair

$10.50 Silk Sweaters

Values to $10.50
Women's Wool Sweaters

WOMEN'S OUTING GOWNS'
Lot

$2.50

$2.35

$1.69

$2.75

ry

Children's Shoes, Values

Sale of
Plaited Skirts
SUITS

$29.50
$42.50
$47.50
$60.50
$62.59
$68.50
$77.50

Hosiery Specials

quality of percales In
light and dark figures, and
stripes; all sizes, belt and
pocket trimmed.
$1.25 values. Pre'

Inventory Price.

.

Children's Buster Brown Hose-B-oys'
and Girl's fine and heavy
ribbed hose, In black and brown
to 10 Vi
all sizes 5
OK
Trice, r.

.79c

25c WOMEN'S

WHITE

itl

HOSE

Women's Fine Cotton Hose, in white only; all sizes.
Price.
Fair

12J c

V'vl.

...I.

i

sleeves and ankle length; low
neck, no sleeve, ankle length and
Dutch neck, elbow sleeve, ankle.
length. Values from $2.35 to
$5.00, all at half price, regular
and extra sizes.

79c French Gingham,

k

48c Devonshire

Crepe,

,

35c

grade in all the popular shades
for children's rompers, women's aprons
and house dresses.

45c Creton,

departments filled with choice

merchandise marked especially low

for this sale.

Watch our windows

for Special Bargains.

29c Yard

the light and dark floral and
conventional patterns
In

36-ln-

$1.25

Best quality
cretons. splendid

Cretons,

89c

figured repps and
color combinations.

$1.25 Sunfast Madras,

79c

Color combinations of rose and green,
gold and green, green and black, etc.,
"36. Inches.

45c

Marquisette, 29c

Comes In white, cream and ecru, highly
mercerized
finish; hemstitched edge.
Best

25c Ginghams,
grade

of

27

Inch

19c

,

gingham,

In.

stripes, checks, plaids and plain colors.

45c

5-- 4

Oil Cloth,

40-inc-

h

wear.

Y

SPECIALS IN WHITE
GOODS AND BEDDING
Best quality red bordered
towel, size 18x36.

$1.25

35c Yard

Best quality of oil cloth, In white and
,
light and dark fancies.

Dresser

Size 18x54, wide
'

patterns.

Cloth, 39c'

Splendid assortment of colors and patterns tan, rose, navy, grey, red and
Copen.
Best

All

for $17.95
for $27.50
for $37.50
for $47.50
for $69.50
$119.50 for $89.50

$29.50
$37.50
$49.50
$67.50
$98.50

'

assortment of patterns in stripes,
checks, plaids and plain colors.

Japanese

OF SILKS

Huck Towels, 19c each

45c '

35c Kimona Velour, 27c

DAtJ

$5.50 CANTON CREPES, $3.89
40 inches wide, pearl, brown, navy and black.
$2.39 CHARMUESE, $1.49
In navy only, 36 inches wide.
$3.50 CHARMUESE, $2.69
The
width, in turquoise, brown, navy and black.
$2.50 CHIFFON TAFFETA, $1.69
Splendid quality of chiffon taffeta, in black only, 36
inches wide.
CHIFFON CHANGEABLE TAFFETA, $2.50 YARD
36 inches wide, beautiful color combinations, for evening gowns.
$2.00 FRENCH GEORGETTE, $1.69
40 inches wide. A full range of colors for evening

COATS

Plaid effects, color combinations, of
red and grey, pink and green, blue and
tan, blue and green, etc. 32 inches wide.
Good

(M QP

18-inc-

PRE-INVENTOR-

SECTION

45c

-

to $4.00

rv

IN THE '
WASH GOODS

200 Women's Merode and Athena
C,,U

for $19.50
for $29.50
for $34.50
for $42.50
for $45.00
for $49.50
for $59.50

flC

?7Q TRFPF. flF. THINFS. S1.9S

BARGAINS

Half Price
-i

'
Cl

iDidtUlt

Sale at this
Our entire stork rlurinor our
reduced price. All the popular shades.
$2.00 MILLINERY VELVETS, $1.49
h
Paon and Erech Pile, in a full range of colors.

for $29.50
for $32.50
for $34.50
for $37.50
for $39.50
for $43.50
for $45.00
for $47.50
for $49.50

PRE-INVENTO-

Women's Merode Underwear

TT-

$42.50
$47.50
$49.50
$52.50
$55.00
$57.50
$65.60
$68.50
$72.50

SALE

PRE-INVENTO-

DRESSES

$6.95
Bungalow Aprons

Shoes, Values to $5.00

Children's patent lace and button, mat. top Boots.
Children's brown kid, lace boots, and
Children's black calf, lace Boots.
Extra Special, per pair

Prunella, Flannel and Serge
Skirts. 'Plaid and stripe effects,
also plain navy blue, all sizes.
$10.50 Values for

Good

$3.95

.

per pair

Misses' patent lace, brown and grey tops.
Misses' calf, lace, mat. tops,
Misses' brown kid, lace
v
Sale price, per pair

Gowns that havo retailed up to $5.00 well known "Dove" brand
Included. Round and square necks, with and without collars, long
sleeve, regular and extra sizes; plain white and fancy stripes.
Pre-Invento-

brown kid, Cuban heel Boots.
black calf. Cuban heel Boots.
brown calf, Cuban heel Boots, and
brown suede satin top, French heel Boots.

Misses'

Lot 4

Lot 3

Lot 2

1

DJO

$8.00 to $10.00 Values

Women's
Women's
Women's
Women j
Special,

.tDUt)

(Si QP

$1.25

SALE

PRE-INVENTO-

OF TOILET GOODS

cotton

huck

assorted

Pre-Invento-

Reinfrew Colored
Damask, 98c

of Colgate's Toilet Goods
Including toilet water, perfumes, face
and talcum powder, tootH paste, etc.
Soaps, Including Cashmere - Bou-dvW
.
quet, Woodbery'a
J. I L
Cole's, etc. Special
C

15a Toilet Soap

v

..................

9o
17c

..............

25c
.19c

2fc Toilet Soap
35c Shaving Powder
25c Face Powder
25c Talcum Powder
2 So Dental
Powder
85o Shaving Sticks
25c Ribbon Tooth Paste
4
oz. Vaseline
1
v
65c Toilet Water
85o Toilet Water ... .,
11.25 Toilet Water
40o Compact Powder
$1.00 Bottles Bay Hum

...17c

:

.

.'

.

17c
25c
19c
6c
.40c
63o

...89c
25c

Sale of Dress Goods.

ry

dP

Good

Chic Plaid Skirtings. Values to $8.00.
Qf?
. fS0UO
Prunella Skirtings, per yard
Beautiful quality of Prunella skirtings in wonderful
color combinations, in stripes and plaid3.
fl0 Q
$4.95 Velour
. .
.v. ...
Skirting, per yard. . .
h
all wool, velour skirtings, bright plaid effects.

Doraers.

$4.50 Stripe Serge Suitings.

60 Inches wide, In red and white, blue
and white, and buff and white checks.

25c Unbleached Muslin, 19c
yards Sea Island Cotton, 40 inches
wide, very fine weave lor sheets, cases,
1,000

Entire stock

Chic Plaid Skirtings

Scarfs, 79c

lace borders,

etc.

'

' '

.

$2.25 Cotton Blankets, $1.69

quality cotton blankets, in grey.
tan and white; with pink and blue

All Wool Blankets, $8.19

Guaranteed

100 per cent wool, In fancy
size tsuxso; pink, blue and tan

plains;
plaids.

$2.75 Comforts, $1.39

Single bed size, light and dark colors.

$3.50 Comforts,
Three-quart- er

scroll Btitched,

size

$1.89

comforts,

$7.00 Comforts,

silkoline,

$4.69

Double bed size, sateen centers, silkoline
borders, assorted colors.

Bed Pillows, 89c each

Guaranteed to be pure and sanitary,
size 17x24, covered with fancy ticking.

.-

PU7

54-inc-

Per yard

All wool,

54-inc-

h

fl0 QC
P&VO

serge suitings, in navy with white stripe

(1
tpL)U,
Rus-

$2.25 French Serge.
Per yard
All wool French serge, 40 inches wide, iri taupe,
sian, cardinal and navy,
$3.95 Wool Mixture.

Per yard.
green.
$3.75

wool suitings,

CQ
tP.tlt
in brown and
(IJO

heather mixtures,

Zibiline Coating.

Per yard

Q

Black zibiline coating, 54 inches wide.

$2 49
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FRISCO'S PRIZE FAMILY EQUALS NEW YORK'S GREATEST
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HURT IN BATTLE

eoiups
to

Aid

More Than 100 Shots Are
Exchanged Between Cops
and Men Found in Drug
Store; 3 Are Arrested.

"Reds."

(By The AsHorlnlrd Pri.)
Latvia, Dec. 2t.

IBt Th
FrM.)
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 26. Threo
men were arrested today following
a nistol fight with police in whio.i
Acting Captain James MacDonald
was wounded after he and five
other officers bad responded to
tlD" that a safe had been blown
in a grocery store and that another was about to be robbed in
an adjoining drug store.
More than 100 shots were exchanged between the police and
two of the men found in the drug
store, the front of which was badly damaged by bullets. Names of
the two were given as Georgo
White and Harry Carter, both of
Chicago. The third man, whose
name was given as Richard Emer
son, said to be from Kansas t;ity
and who In declared by police to
have shot MacDonald, was arrested
in another part of the city. Police
say he acted as a lookout for his
comDanions and shot MacDonald
as the latter and two other officers
were driving toward the drug store
In an automobile.
Carter was slightly wounded In
the fight that followed.
Police tonight are searching for
three women and one man who
they declare were accomplices of
the alleged yeggmen. The trio in
arrest, as well as the woman who
Is held, deny that there were any
others in the robbery, however. It
was said at a hospital tonight that
Police Captain MacDonald may
lose his foot as the result, of the
wound in his ankle. Thousands of
Omahans visited the scene of tho
shooting today. Local authorities
believe they may have captured
the gang which has blown nearly
safes here within the
twenty-fiv- e
last five weeks.
AuM-lntc-

Karl
Railek, tho bolshevik writer and
propagandist, has' published an ediin the Moscow Pravada's
tion celebrating the fourth anniversary of the Lenine revolution in
which Radek denies the
story that the bolshevik
revolution in .Russia, was financed
by' German gold. is devoted to a
Radek's article
description of the historic return of
Nikolai Lenine from Switzerland
through Germany to Russia in the
spring of J.917, with the permission
This
of the German government.
was the beginning of the revolution
from
and of Russia's withdrawal
tWe war.
Radek asserts thnt Lenine ana
his party of forty sent an emissary
'to the German minister in Switzer
land asking free passage for all emreturn to
igrants who wanted tothat
during
Russia and insisting
governGerman
the
their passage,
ment should not attempt to enter
into communication with them.
"On our side," Radek asserted,
"we promised to do everything for
lightening the position of German
prisoners of war in Russia and also
to expedite the return of German
invalids from Russia to Germany.
"After a little time, the German
government agreed to our conditions. Of course, it was quite clear
to us that the German government
intended to speculate on this episode, reckoning that after our arrival in Russia we would work for
interpeace. Rut this conjecture
ested us very little for we knew
that If, in Russia, the revolution
took a proletarian turn then its influence would tell far beyond the
confines of Russia."
The party, says Radek, had an
officers
and,
escort of German
when it halted at railway stations,
secret agents surrounded it to keep
the German soldiers and other persons away from the dangerous
P.iga,

lo

widely-circulat-

KPIOIAl

DI1PATCH

Indianapolis,

TO MOHNIN

Ind.,

5
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26.'

Loans without security and at
nominal rates of Interest will be

Bolshevik Writer Denies the
Widely Circulated Story
That German Gold Was
Used

AMERICAN LEGION TO
PROVIDE LOANS FOR
NEEDY

POLICE CAPTAIN

tL
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Mr. and Mrs. Silverio Rirerio and their children.
A "big family" contest
verio, Jr., 20; Mary, 26. In ths
parents of this coact family. In
ducted by a San Francisco newsth. photo, left to right, the mem-berear, at left, are Mrs. Silverio
of the family and their ages
Riverio, holdingjaby Mary, 17
paper unearthed the interesting
fact that that city possesses a are: Catherine, 4; Rupert, 6;
months old, stands beside Silverio
which
in
size the
Riverio.
Four other children,
family
Anita, 6; Ernest. i Louis, 9;
equals
record family of N.w York city
now dead, were born o the RU
Theodora, 10: Julius, 12; Peter,
verios.
Riverio la a
13; John, 14; Fran?es, 16; Martin,
having sixteen children. ' Mr.
and Mrs. Silverio Riverio are the
IS; Stella, lit; Victoria. 22; Sil
rs

c

WOOD
A

HEALTH

Theaters Today
"II" Theater Adolf Zukor presents Klslo Ferguson as the leading star in "Footlights," by Kita
Wei man, a. Paramount picture;

DRIVE

moulded the features of Jo and the
man's work she had done had given her face a masculine sternness,
her character a masculine rugged-nesBut her fine eyes, her lustrous hair and her warm, generous
heart were totally feminine.
Winning her way by the work of
her hands through a slough of
debts to the heights of financial independence, Mam'aelle Jo Is enabled at last to carry out the long
suppressed wish of her motherly
heart and adopt a child. Especially dear to the starved maternal In
stinct Is Donelle, fair, slight, eth
ereal, because of the indefinable
stiggesi.'on about her of her father,
whom Mam'selle Jo had loved In
her own youth.
Donelle. in keeping with the
spirit of the story, herself sacrifices
a great career for the sake of the
only mother she has ever known
and finds love. Tom Gavor makes
the supreme sacrifice for his coun
try. All these are real, flesh and
blood people people American audiences could not help but love.
Seldom has such a remarkable
east as Mr. Gasnler has assembled
Rose
been seen In a photoplay.
DIone, as Mam'selle Jo. gives one
of the most brilliant character
studies ever seen on the screen. As
an actress In France, Mile. DIone
attained wide prominence, but It is
as a screen player that she promises to attain the heights of stardom.
As Donelle, a dramatic figure In
"Silent Years," Pauline Starke also
wins high lailrels. Miss Starke al
ready has given ample proof of her
great ability on the screen. Suffice
to sav she Is at her- nest Jn Mr.
Gasnier's latest production. Others
of note who play Important parte
are Tully Marshall, George M'Dan- niel, George Seigman, Will Jim Hat-tos.

traveHolmes'
showing
and "Current Events"
pictures.
Iyrlo Theater The Metro Pictures Corporation presents Bert
us tho start In "Lady FinStarts Campaign to Teach Lyttll
gers," a Bayard Velller producalso "Sptkingr the Spooks,1' a
Natives How to Avoid tion;
two-pacomedy.
and Combat . Diseases Past ImoVanity
Theater "Silent Tears,"
from
novel
"Mam'aelle Jo," by
Which Sap Their Vitality. Harrietthe
Comstock; also showing
or
a
two
"Fox News" picof
reel
(By The Asmoclnteil Pre.)
Manila, P. 1., Dec. 26. Governor tures, and "Mutt and Jeff"
General Wood has started an into
tensive campaign
Improve
SCKXK SKTTIXGS
health conditions in the Philippines I1XK
KK i:.l.i;i AltTISTICAIXY .
Islands by teaching the peopl how
IN THE 'JrXJOTLIGHTS''
to avoid and combat the most common diseases which sap the vitality
That people can be ludared bv
The returning emigrants were so of the country. He has instructed
hilarious that Lenine had to take the director of the Philippine health their homes, whether it be a many- over executive authority and bring service to prepare a circular set- roomed mansion, with a dozen
about some order.
skylight
ting forth the causes, of various baths, or a
One attempt was made while the diseases and the methods which room in a sha,bby boarding house,
Gertrain was passing through
can be used to prevent them and Is an accepted fact. Something of
many, says Radek, to sound out the stamp them out. The circulars are the personality of the inhabitants
working to be posted in punne places in will pervade the place. Perhaps
party on the. question of This
was
for peace with Germany.
every munlCT(ality of the islands, that la what makes the settings
made, he declares, by a German and are to be read to every class so Interesting m "Footlights," a
the
to
wanted
said
he
who
greet
in the public schools throughout Paramount picture starring Els'e
Russians In the name of the cen- the archipelago.
Ferguson, that comes to the "B"
tral commission of German trade
"We must spare no errort to im theater today, for a run of three
was
believed
he
unions but Radek
prove general health conditions in days.
In this picture of an' American
acting in behalf of the German
the islands," said General Wood.
The bolshevik!, Ragovernment.
We must especially pay attention girl, who impersonates a Ilussian acdek says, refused to deal with him. to the need for combatting infant tress and as sucii becomes famou;,
The Russian party then went to mortality. We must avoid unneces- tho Bettings tell a story In them
Stockholm, where, says Radek, "we sary wastage of life."
selves. The living room of Lisa
received 200 Swedish kroner which
Addressing tne women s ciuns or Parsinova, as she Is known to tho
vast sum Manila,
Wood said: "Poli
General
apparently was that
world, is furnished In true Russian
Jack Mower, James O. Harwhich was figuring in nil tales of tics has been and Kt 111 is being ctyle.
The smallest
accessory rows, Jack Livingston, Ruth King,
French patriots as German gold played against human life, but we shows that Lisa Parsinova
has
funds supplied for the Russian
are going to stop it here In the been accuatomed to every luxury. Kato Toncray, Lillian Rambeau,
The bed room of this same Jean O'Rourke and Ruth Ashby.
Philippines. We must nave a cenof the sanitary apartment tells quite another
tralized control
story.
system of the islands, one that will ine room snows the character of SECRETARY OF FRENCH
66,793 CANARIES WERE act
without political hamperlngs. the actress as she is away from the
IMPORTED IN THE U. S. We need more hospitals throughout demands put upon her by the nub- - FOREIGN
OFFICE HAS
more nurses lic. Simplicity and refinement aro
' IN LAST FISCAL YEAR the islands, we need
RESIGNED
HIS POST
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theater
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foxes cover the entry of animals
FINDING EMPLOYMENT
for several days, beginning todav. continued in federal court here to
brought In for exhibition and later
"Silent Years" Is basedl upon the day until next Friday, when DisFflR Fy.SFRVIP.F MEM
returned.
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novel
m'selle Jo" bv Harriet T. trict Judge Munger said he hoped
Rare birds imported included 2
comstock
and vividly portrays a to be able to make a ruling. Affi4 count
blue birds of paradise,
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l highly dramatic
story In one of the davits were presented by both sides
Racirl birds of paradise. 21 Satin
26.
Jobs
Dec.
Ind.,
most beautiful sections of North to the controversy and some verbal
bower birds, 2 New Guinea mynaha forIndianapolis,
the
cheer
and
for
America.
the
Jobless
with
testimony was given,
and rare toucans, parrots and other
The spjrlt of the story Is that of argument by attorneys together
for the com
Unhappy are Christmas gifts which
species from South America.
and the happiness pany and the strikers. Sheriff
the American legion, in 11,000
In Florida waters arc to be cities and communities, is supply- that comes to those who give free- Fischer of Otoe county was accused
men of tho nation. ly. It is a big theme and a timely by the company attorney with befound six hundred and fifty spe- ing
Posts of the legion have had theme and Mr. Gasnier develops It ing In sympathy with the strikers
cies of fish.
their instructions for several weeks. Into a great big human story. The and negligent In his duties. An afReports from the states to national central character of the story Is Jo fidavit filed by the sheriff said
Morey, otherwise known as' Mam'- there had been no violence.
headquarters of the organization
here indicate a general observance selle Jo, from which Miss Com- 'stock's story derived its name. Ex
The world uses un an average
IN of the holiday.
EVERY
hard and bitter, had of three million needles a day.
This year the service men have perience,
or
women
the organized assistance
who will carry into hospitals and
unhappy homes the atmosphere of WHO SAID GEORGES HAD TOOTHBRUSH?
a family Christmas. Born at Kansas City In November of the mothNEW PHOTO SHOWS HIM SANS MUSTACHE
ers, wives, sisters and daughters of
the Legion, the Auxiliary is lending Its deft touch t? the young
veterans.
Visits will be made to the homes
of the sick and wounded and their
"It's an honest fact, cverv mem families. Special committees will
ber of our family has taken Tan- - take care of men still in hospitals.
lac with good results, and I can Entertainment and presents will be
V-- f
1
yjr- tell anybody it' the best family nrnvlded.
medicine m tne world," said Mrs.
In connection with these visits
Eva Perrez, 3639 Ma gee Ave.. Oak the Legion men and women will
land, Calif.
obtain information on cases of neg
"Six months ago I felt the need lect and follow up wltlf claims to
of a tonic, as I was badly run down government bureaus. Location of
ana leit weaK all tne time. I was every possible unfortunate
not really sick, but Just felt mis ice man has been effected mrougn
erable. We are not much on taking nnst meetlnes. the Red Cross, men
medicine but heard so much about ical organizations
and city and
Tanlac that I started taking it, and county officials. In some instances
four bottles did me a world of good. house to house canvassing has been
It gave me a good appetite. I got done by the Legion memDors.
to eating and enjoying my food and
While the sick and broken are
nave reit real good ever since.
h first care of the committee to
"My daughter, who had suffered day. Commander MacNider also has
from indigestion and stomach trou requested special attention ior ine
ble for a long time also started tak- unemployed. "A Job would be the
ing it, and It did her more good best Christmas present you could
than It did me. It relieved her in give these men," his message says,
digestion, and now her stomach Is and the membership of the Legion
Jn better condition than
it has is pledged to surrender its holiday
been for years. Then I gave it to liberty and pleasure for the Jobless.
ny little boy, following the hives
recently, and it also built him up FIND IOWA FARMER'S
wonderfully.
During the past winter we all took Tanlac occasionally
BODY IN LARGE BARN
and ft kept us In such good health
ON HIS SON'S PLACE
that we didn't catch colds like we
twed to and like the neighbors did
it that season. My daughter said
(By The AMortntutf rrm l
26. The
Oskaloosa.
Ia.. Dec.
the other day that Tanlac was due
all the credit for the good health body of Sam Cruzen, 5, wealthy
Georges Carpentler ntogTiphlnf photo for English bobble between
we are enjoying.
I am getting a Mahaska county farmer, was found
training sessions.
bottle today for a sick friend, and in a large barn on his son's place
I know It will help her. We gladly this morning. The top of his head
Recent
from
dispatches
Europe stated that dapper Georges Car
recommend It to everybody."
had been blown off with a snot
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by gun. No reason is known for tus pentier, European boxer, had added a mustache to bis fair face. Bat
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all apparent suicide. He was in good this latest photo refutes tha statement. Carpentier Is now in London
He may come to
other leading druggists everywhere.
health and had no financial diffi training for his battle with George " Cook In- January,
the U, S. in February.
Adv4
culties.
also
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VETS ABANDONED

provided needy sick and wounded
soldiers In each state in a plan
being worked out by national
headquarters of the American legion here.
Veterans who do not need the
money that would come to them
from payment of government adjusted compensation would contribute their bonus to a big rotating fund. Service officers of the
legion in each state would lend it

out.
"Our buddies broken in health
who want to take care of themselves and their families and keep
their self respect while battlins
through red tape for their Just
will be
disability compensation,"
the principal beneficiaries of tho
fund, according to Hanford Mac-

Nider, the legion's commander,
who originated the plan.
There are hundreds of Instanc
es in which sick and wounded ex- service men, unable to get government aid, have had to depend upon
charity while their claims were being reviewed, the legion reports
show. Tubercular veterans who
owe their condition to poison gas
or to exposure have gone to sanitariums in the west, there been
denied Immediate admission or
treatment and have become public
Other
charges, It Is declared.
young veterans, unable to work
because of their wounds or sickness and unable to satisfy the demands of government bureaus for
their compensation are in a pitia
ble condition and their depend
ents likewise are suffering, the legion declares.
Many of the older element of
men already have made
known their Intention of assign
ing their bonuses to the fund If tho
bebill
adjusted compensation
comes law during the present ses
sion of congress.

TEXAS AGGIES BEGIN
PRACTICING TO MEET
CENTRE NEXf MONDAY
(Br Th Afsotlmrd

Fm.)

Dallas. Texas. Dec. 26. While
Centre college was clashing with
the University of Arizona football
team at San Diego today, the Texas
agricultural and mechanical college squad, which is to meet the
"Praying Colonels" at Dallas stadium a week hence, reassembled here
after a brief holiday period and
started a gruelling preparation for
next Monday s contest. Dormitories and the gridiron of Dallas un
iversity, vacant during the holidays,
has been turned over to the farm-

ers.

The Aggie players voted unani
mously to sacrifice their Christmas
e MONNtN JOUMNAlJ
vacation In order to prepare for
Washington, Dec. 26. A frame their clash with Centre.
house on the top of a rennsylvanla
rSPfCIAL DISPATCH

hill, six miles from a railroad and
d
for a week
frequently
Is hardly a suitable place for 200
sick war veterans to pass the wln- snow-houn-

,ter.

pocono Pines, tnererore, passes,
as far as the veterans' bureau Is
Leased at $86,000 a
concerned.
year as a training center for disamen, the bureau
bled
announces the immediate closing
of the Institution.

27, 1921.
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CONDEMN JUDGE FOR
REFUSING TO GRANT
ITALIANS A RETRIAL

(By The Auorlat d Prem.)
London, Dec. 26. Italian news
papers condemn the refusal of
Judge Thayer at Dedham, Mass.,
to grant a retrial to Nicolo Sacco
Vanzettl, who
and Bartolomeo
Pocono Pines was Investigated were convicted last summer of
were
received murder In the first degree, accord- after complaints
from patients and physicians. Repnir to a dispatch to the Centra
resentatives of the American le News agency today from Its Rome
The dispatch says
gion who made Inquiry found that correspondent.
heating facilities were Inadequate. the Rome newspapers predict a
ew agitation throughout Italy on
The medical officer in charge offered the opinion that tubercular behalf of the prisoners.
patients could not be given suitable care during the winter. Tho
200 patients will be transferred to
other institutions.

m

BOOZE VENDORS
Must Have
Pro Agents
Acute Eyesight, Sharp

tion of grain alcohol, water and a
little syrup, according to the police.
is known
The latter compound
among the bootleggers as "donkey"
"kick."
of
its
because
presumably

Very little "good whiskey" Is
found any more, according to the
dry agents, who say that the risk
and difficulty of bringing ft so fir
inland from either the Mexican or
Canadian borders, or from some
sea coast part where It may have
been smuggled into the United
States. Is too great, particularly
when the "white stuff" which is
much easier to get, finds such
,
ready sale.

Hearing, and Possessed MINE UNION CHIEFS
ARE PLACED IN JAIL
Imagination.

of Some

(Br The Aisociatf Fren.)
Kansas City, Mo. Dec. 26. Fed
eral prohibition agents here, and
members of police "sponge squads"
need to be persons of acute eye
sight, sharp hearing and possessed
of some imagination in order to
match wits successfully with manufacturers and vendors of illicit liquor. That, at least. Is the testimony of the chief federal prohibi
tion enforcement agent in Kansas
and of
City, William Dunnigan
Sergeants Lloyd Cole and Nat Aid
of
in
ridge,
polici liquor
charge
ralilln souads.
are largely di
Tho r activities
vided Into two general categories
hunting out and destroying stills
and making arrests in "soft drink
parlors" which are violating the
law by liquor sales. Most of tne
latter places are former saloons,
where the old opaque or curtained
windows still insure considerable
privacy to those Inside. The stills
are found In all sorts of places.
from caves in the ground to apartment houses. A favorite device of
the illicit distiller Is the construe
tion of small secret rooms, entrance
to which is skillfully concealed.
In a tenement house recently
raided here, two such rooms were
discovered. New partitions had
been built and two small rooms,
only about six feet in width, were
discovered. Each still room had
two entrances, one from a corridor
in which a walnscoated panel slid
up to give access, and one through
a hole cut in the wall of an adjoining room, with the wall paper neatly matched around and over the
aperture. Entrances were then concealed behind pieces of furniture.
A third still room was in process
of construction on the same floor
and a fourth in the basement of the
building. All tenants denied any
knowledge of the rooms, in which
the stills and barrels of mash were
found. One man living in the house
was placed under arrest, however.
Often, according to the officers,
it is necessary to work for hours
before discovering a still, even after the officer is certain, from the
faint odor of corn whiskey or mash
and from the muffled sound of
dripping, that a still is in operation.
Dimensions of corridors art measured, and dimensions of rooms facIf
ing the corridor are measured.
they do not coincide the "hooch
sleuth" looks for a hidden room.
Almost an equal amount of ingenuity Is often necessary to discover the "cache" of hidden liquor
when a liquor selling "soft drink
parlor" is raided.
In one place a Blldlng panel In
the outer wall of a big ice box revealed the hiding place of the illicit liquor. Proprietors of the
place, who had been grinning at
the efforts of the police to locate
the "quarry," unsuccessful for fif
teen mlnu'
looked more serious
then, and t .iltted "you guessed us
that time." False bottoms in empty bottle cases hid the liquor in another place.
The liquor ordinarily peddled at
these places for 25 cents a drink
Is either corn whiskey, or a concoc

"Hardbolled" (Lieut. Frank H.)
Smith, probably the most cordially
disliked man In the A. E. F. because of his treatment of American
prisoners at Prison Farm No. ?,,
France, ia now a colonel in President Obegon's army fn Mexico, according to advices received by acSmith was paroled
quaintances.
from Fort Jay military prison after serving all but four months of
h
an
sentence, resulting
from a congressional inquiry Into
actions.
his
His home was l'i
Palnesvllle, O. The American legion doubts the Mexican colonelcy,
reporting that Smith was in Ohio
last month.

(By The Associated Prem.)
Va
W.
Dec. 26.

C.i
Anil
UnAnivt
ri
secretary-treasureand
president
respectively of district number 17,
United Mine Workers of America,
and William Blizzard, a
president of the union, were placed
in jail tonight after their surrender
at Huntington, preparatory to
pleading to Indictments growing out
of the ermed march into Logan
summer.
county-las- t
The three men were released
from Jail in Charleston Saturday
Logan,

KYanlr

KTennev

midnight after furnishing $10,000
bail each. They" had been here in
connection- with the same Logan
county demonstration.
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cough syrup, which is easily prepared

in a few minutes.
Get from any drupRist 2Vi ounces
of Finex. pour it into a pint bottle
and fill the bottle with syrup, using
either plain cranulated sugar syrup,
clarified molasses, honey, or corn
syrup, as desired. The reult is a
full pint Of really better cough syrup
for
than you could buy ready-madthree times the money. Tastes please

ant

and never spoils.

This Pinex and Syrap preparation
gets right at the cause of a cough and
immediate relief. IS
fives almost
the phlecm, stops the nasty
throat tickle and heals the sore, irritated membranes so gently and easily
that it is really astonishing.
A day's use will usually overcome
the ordinary cough and for bronchitis,
croup, hoarseness and bronchial asthma, there is nothing better,
Pinex is a most valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
pine extract, and has been used for
generations to break severe coughs.
To avoid disappointment, ask your
druggist for "2i ounces of Pinex"
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
satisfaction
absolute
or money
refunded. The Finex Co.,
fromptly Ind.

For Indigestion and Constipation.
There may be people in this vi
cinity who are afflicted with indigestion and constipation, and if so.
they will be interested In the experience of Mrs. H. C. Getty, Indiana, Pa. When visiting Mt. Jewett,
Pa Mrs. Getty was advised to try
Chamberlain's Tablets for Indigestion and constipation,
and says:
"This medicine not only cured me,
toned
but
up my whole system, so
that my health has been better
than for years, since taking It."
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PLANSF0R BURIAL
W. M. Coats, who was killed

at

the Slate avenue crossing Saturday
night or Sunday morning by a
Santa Fe train, will probably bo
burled by either the city or county.
B. L. Vancll, of
His
Lynndyl, Utah, was, notified of the
death by Strong Brothers, and
wired that he had no suggestions to
make regarding the disposal of the
body.
Coat's Identity
was established
through a letter In his coat addressed to him from his
Judge W. W. McClellan held a
over ths body
coroner's inquest
yesterday end reported the death
as accidental.
son-in-la-
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the Mississippi and Missouri rivers combined..
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's Dlapepsln" relieves
"Pipedistress
In five minutes.
stomach
Vou don't want a slow remedy
h
is bad or an
when your
uncertain one or a harmful one
your stomach Is too valuable; you
mustn't Injure It with drastic drugs.
Pape's Dlapepsln Is noted for its

Seven Passenger Touring

speed In giving relief; Its harmless-nesits certain unfailing action In
regulating slek, sour, gassy stomachs. Keep this perfect stomach
home keep It
doctor In your
case
handy get a large sixty-ceand then if
store
from any dri'g
you should eat something which
doesn't agree with you, if what you
eat lays like lead, ferments and
causes
sours and forms gas;
headache, dizziness and nasuea.
eructations of acid and unan
food
remember
digested
soon as Pape's Dlapepsln comes In
contact with the stomach all indiIt Is the most
gestion vanishes.
efficient antacid known the cerease
with which it overtainty and
comes stomach and digestive disorders is a revelation to those who
try it.
-J.
s;

$1585
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When Better Automobiles are Built Buick Will Build Them
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Tuesday.

none too plentiful even now, and
to discard everything that reminded her of age. She had a feeling
CHAPTER 49.
of disgust, almost of nausea, when
In all the small matters per she took down the colorless dresses
taining iu nvr me, ivituKttrei nay she had been accustomed to wear.
den was in a sense free to do as Hannah's daughter was nearly her
not now try size, and so found her wardrobe
she pleased. She-llto Justify her vanity, even to her- suddenly enriched with clothes of
self, as she dusted powder or ap- good material and quiet pattern.
plied rouge to her face. After all
"Perfectly appropriate for Hanthere was no reason why she nah's daughter," Margaret said to
should not use both rouge and herself in disgust, "yet the best I
it they made her lookA bet- - had for years."
powder
CVia nrn
r.
t ill
tn f as
Finally she had packed her
she liked.
She was not obllfted trunk and arrived at Mrs. Walters',
every moment of her life to live her mind made up to follow her
up to the role of mother to a girl Quixotic plan of living alone for a
time before letting Joan know she
past 16 almost a young lady.
Suddenly Margaret realized her was in New York.
life seemed to have always been
She had been delightfully symlacking in life and color. This was pathetic with Mrs. Walters until
went
she
She
after
Joan
away.
spoke of Craig Forrester; conright
felt that never had she expressed fessed to having a letter from him
her real self; or developed her announcing the date of his arrival.
personality. - Sho had been too
"Perhaps Mrs. Walters, Janet,
busy giving Joan her opportunity was not to marry Hudson Baker
to develop. She felt inhibited, shut after all.
Craig Forrester was
in. She was like a flower Which much more attractive, better looktried to bloom in some dark room. ing, and very wealthy. It certainShe longed to bank In the sunlight ly was strange that a man given
More than anything to sending post cards should write
of freedom.
else did she long to be alone with a mere acquaintance a letter and
herself, away from acquaintances, not write her, whom he had shown
alone where she could give vent special attention.
to every feeling, follow every
Someway Margaret couldn't help
whim, no matter how foolish.
wishing she had been, nicer to
bemore
ever
She resented
than
Craig Forrester; that she had not
fore Joan's feeling that she was been so sedate and
old too old to enjoy, to wear Other women were not, even wompretty clothes, to, perhaps, love en like Mrs. Walters who were oldand be loved. Joan thought her an er than she.
ancient dilapidated old person
"I have been told I was old so
good to keep house, darn stock- often I have come to feel old," she
She
ings, and make pretty frocks for once said to Mrs. Walters.
her Joan. Mrs. Hayden resented felt now that her feeling old hnd
another thing perhaps even more colored her actions to such a deforcibly. She wanted to be young gree as to drive people away by
with Joan, to play together with people she really meant Craig
her as Joan played with the young Forrester.
"I am ready for that visit to
girls who had been her Intimate.
She was passionately fond of this your modiste," she said the day
aaugnier or ners sowno was so ter- after their conversation regarding
cruel with the Forrester. At least she would not
ribly young, and
be outshone by clothes, even If
cruelty of youth.
Margaret thought of her in New sho were extravagant.
fine! We'll go this very
York, not alone, but with her
I telephoned yesterday
young friends, popular, sought aft- morning.
er, as she had been at home. She and she said she had some stunnew models."
thought of her as going to strange ning
-and unusual places, as meeting InIn the excitement of talking
teresting people, and longed to be clothes Margaret forgot for a time
with her, share her adventures.
to feel hurt over Forrester's failTet Margaret was in no par- ure to notify her, as well as Janet
ticular hurry to leave; she took Walters, that ho was returning to
time to go through her wardrobe, New York soon.
CRAIG FORRESTER WRITES
MRS. WALTERS.

d
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Breakfast party at Alvarado for

Miss Lois Stearns at 9 a. m.
P. E. O. will meet with Mrs. G.
W. Bond at 2:45 p. m.
Prof, and Mrs. L. B. Hessler will

university

SUIT
FOR LATE WINTER

THREE-PIEC- E

In these davs of short sleeves.
the elbows are always needing
some sort of special care. They
are so much exposed and so much
rubbed that dirt and dust is grimed
into tlicm and the amount of
scrubbing necessary to keep them
clean dries them out so that thoy
become chapped and only pick
more grime than they did before.
The elbows must be treated
with cold cream or with olive oil.
This will keep the skin so soft and
smooth that it is less likely to take
up the same amount of dirt. If
you are stout so that the elbows
are round and smooth you will
never have very much trouble with
them. But if you are tall underweight the skin over the elbows
will seem to be stretched and
loose and to fall Into all sorts, of
ugly lines and wrinkles.
So, if you are thin, you must
expect a certain amount of trouble
in keeping the elbows pretty. You
can make them plump by rubbing
them with warm cocoa butter every night. Or if you 'do not want
to do this you can try the
method of sitting with
your elbows in a saucer of Warm
olive oil. In about ten minutes the
skin will absorb a certain amount
of this oil and what remains on
the surface can be massaged Into
- the arm or wiped off with a soft
old cloth.
After such a thorough massago
with oil or cream, the elbows
should be rinsed in cold water or
rubbed with a little piece of Ice
If you have any handy. This astringent treatment tends to draw
up the loose skin. Then when you
dress to go out you will find that
you can rub a little powder into
the elbows and that they will be
as soft and white and smooth look- lng as you could desire. An excellent plan is to rub a little cream
Into the elbows every time you rub
any over the face.
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By ELOISE.
Advance stylo hints tell us that
e
three-piecsuit is to be the
the
enlno-'- a fnunrito
-It is
npiirmpnt.
or1
ivion ttmt nfl find an
K,.i ...n
enterprising designer bringing forth
suit for lute winter
a three-piec- e
wear, thereby beating the spring
The three-piec- e
styles by a few months.seems
so very
suit for winter
a
practical for one .preiers
frock in winter of some dark
COIOr WtllKi
ran,
blouse is' always wanted in the
spring.
rruia tVifoo.nlnpa mitt In made 01
is
a henna colored material which
Tf
rnapmhlps a WOOl
l.nnrt.,1
crepe. The skirt features aa few
pleats at the side. The coat Is long
Ibeltless model made on full linesn
with full sleeves. It Is rnther
or oriental in effect. A wide
Dana 01 suit uruiu
A large collar of lovely
coat.
and
beaver is a finishing winter touch
band of
to a spring like mode. The tVin
rOflt
i
.l.jnli ahnura
i.. nim.ii
oi'u"- - at
"eniuiuiurijr
ledge and at the wrists is an inter
i
esting hint of what tne irocK
suit may be withthis three-piec- e
out the Jacket.
VL

1.1

the
Vanderllp's parents moved to
Wakarus in 1S0O, ha then ofbeing
his
but a lad o six years. Most stones
poems as well as his short
hark back to the "airly days,' ami
dethe incidents nnd characters those
rart
picted are in the greater
which came under his observation
Wahalf a century ago along the book
karusa. Tho title of his first
WhisperOf poems is "Wakarusa
ings," the more recent output
"West Wind." He writes under the
nom de plume cf "Jw
"Uncle John," ns he is familiaiiy
known, is a bachelor. had quite a
"I alwnvs have
g
hankering to write, but Itoam
depend
that I have a noort trade commenton rather th n my pen,"
"I learned my
ortlsan-poced tho
,
l
.i- ,nifl. SO iOU
have done
can well imagine that I stone
than
a lot more hammering of
"
"
writing of poetry. the newspapers
more or lew for
inst for' the fun ofin It.
reply to
"No he E.il.1
"I never tried to find any
never
stone
of
art in a block
My trade
my hand at sculpture.
for
has been laying foundations
for pistones
houses and cutting
trimminjr and the
llars, building
picklike Tho building trades are laying
ing up ngnln. I have been
now
t
but
foundations all fall,
season
looks as though the closed
was on until spring."
on
"Uncle John" prides himself
one thing, poetically speaking, lit)
effusion on
has composed but ono
"Benullfiil Spring," and in ft foo-I
tnote beneath the poem pledgesthat
was his first and last on
poetical subject.
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MEXICAN CITIES
(By The Asuootntod Frens.)

El Paso. Texx. Dec. 26. American capitalists and small investors
are arriving in the principal cities
of Mexico on almost every train,
according to It. S. Parbachano. an
attorney of Mexico City who ia in
El Pnso on government business.
In all lines of business Americans
are taking nn Interest now. and for
trade competition Is running high
among Americans, British and Ger
mans, he mid. South Americans
also are bidding for trado and even
Canada has its trade representatives there, according to Sr. Barba- chnno.
are attracting attention
Mines
and Americans are causing a num
ber of, smaller claims to be reopen
ed. t?r. Barbnchano said there was
builders
opportunity for American cities
and
In Mexico City and other
towns'of the republic. Houses, he
said, are scarce.
"Houses and buildings suitable
to live in are so scarce In Mexico
City, nnd conditions there are typical of. other large
places, that
rents are extremely high," said the
"Small furnished apartlawyer.
ments, with only bedroom, living
room and kitchenette rent for 300
pesos a month, or'about $150 gold."
The visitor said he waa planning
to build fifty or probably a hundred bungalows of the California
type In Mexico City, principally for
rent.
that
Sr. Barbachano declared cent
rents had advanced 100 per cited
decade and
during the past
houses which ten years ago rented
now renting
a
month,
10
for
pesos
for 100- pesos. Kent Is demanded
six or eight months in advance, he
said, and the contract la binding
for persons who take lenses to fulfill their part of the contract
While in El Paso, Sr. Barbachano said, he will buy some equipment for troops In Mexico, having
cloth ng and
already purchased
blankets for 200 soldiers stationed
at the capital.

DUSIH SS BOOM
for
Quietly Making Plans
Activities
the Increasing
They Expect Before Another

too

Christmas.

J.r.CIA. OKMTCH

Now York, Dec.

10 COME UP Ifl

SAG!

""
20.

Mon-del-

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

tape-measu- re

,

pin-mar-

buff-color-

es

JOUNU
Believing

that before tha end of the new
bound to
year a business boom isboth
bankstir this whole country,
ers and business men here are tothe
day quietly making plana for anthey
increasing activities thatChristmas.
ticipate before another
Already concerted efforts to lay
a basis for exportation to the ends
of the earth are being begun by the
men who are almost ready to back
such attempts to take part in the
trade of the world, while the manufacturers who must turn out
are being the men of medicine declare that
American
products
treated by their bankers with
imporregard as most vitally an
admuch mora consideration than for- they
tant the maintenance ofIndustrial
and
merly, it la reported. If the final
scientific
vancing
conoutcome of the disarmament
ohemical activity In America for
ference seems to lead toward a Americans.
real basis for enduring Internation,
Car Crooks.
thousands of
al peace, it is predicted that YanMaking away with
kee men of affairs will be among every
every
automobile
of
the first to take advantage of its week, variety
the clever crooks of many
over
all
results.
gangs of motor thieves
Taxation Trials.
are Just beginning to be
town
this
the
of
the
That the income taxes
much more than a match for kidthese car
plain people of the middle classes
police. So slick are
can not be whittled down mucn nappers
alter
can
utterly
that they
more than a few dollars under the i
rLnaaranfn. nf Anv machine
new revenue law, is asserted by Iwlthin a few hours, the detec
many men and women who have tives declare, locks, cnams mm
Just begun to figure out their tax other devices appear In some castithe for the past year. Whatever es to be little respected by the exthe
relief from the old heavy levy latperts In this flourishing thieving,
corporations may find on the out Industry, and It is admitted that
est income blanks, it is pointed
a car in sight Is now worth two
that little lightening of this bur- left at the curb.
famden need be expected by the
Yearly Yelps.
n
ily folk who have to work for a
Bemoaning the
living. The deeper theso pioneer vows that they are about to take
tax calculators go into the figuring for the new year, thousands of
'of their pending tax bill, tne more the men of Broadway are now go- rnn rrh thn linilAl fleaSOn Of
they are Inclined to prepare for nn.
about the same amount of
In most cases this
swear-off- s.
of virtue is aamiueo. io dbvowing
.
..
1
i
Doctors Delighted.
v..w nnnp
t.v- - nnnli
II1UUUCU IhwitaIu
ft' J hv
'J tha
Deeply Interested and delighted
and uncertain quantity of liq
a
with the prospect of securing the lty
soon
as
uor
jusi
aid of scientists in making of most herearjouts.
of these martyrs find more
tho
medicine a more exact science,
It Is
or better booze available,
doctors of this town are now eag- ipnnhM(ait that their feet wilt fall
the
of
erly awaiting a start of the first
deck
wagon.
from the
study of the chomistry of the human body by chemists, physicists,
Thm tvnt wnmnn in Britain to
and other kindred experts. When complete a full apprenticeship in
chemical research has helped to an engineering shop Is a Scotch
the lassie, Miss V. A. Drummond, of
more definitely determine
"FMrthnr dlstinrtlnn has
chemical and physical processes Dnnrioa
that make up largely the life of come to Miss Drummond In the
man, a new basis for medical prac- form of election to tne iirttisn
tice will have been laid, it Is
of marine engineers.
agreed. With the saving of human
life and health, as well as nationRace horses are often insured
al safety and prosperity at stake, for amounts as high as $100,000.
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VALENCIA

Ibanc7 Writes of Ixve "Among
Tho Orange Trees"

Flower

fruit

Torrent (Entre

Naranjos.)
Blasco Ibanez. Translated from the Spanish by Isaao
Goldberg and Arthur Livingston.
(E. 1'. Dutton & Co.)
Unbounded romance, the fiery
passion of the Spanish race under
the warm southern skies in the
land of the sensuous orange blossom, is the essence of "The Torrent," a late novel from the virile
hand of Ibanez. To those who first
in his
read the noted Spaniard
monumental book of the war, "The
Four Horsemen of the Apoealpse,"
the new story will be a surprise
and something of a disappointment. Love is a stirring theme,
but a powerful war story in war
time creates a more lasting Impression.
"The Torrent" Is the tale of tho
struggle between the bohemlan
and the bourgeolse when a great
love is at stake. Leonora, the beautiful opera singer who has dazzled
kings anfl courtiers of many coup-triereturns to her native village
of Alclra In the province of Valencia, only to enchant the unsophisticated Rafael Brull, who by accident of birth is destined to become the political leader of the
community.
That Rafael should succumb to
the charms of Leonora is to be expected; that she returned his love,
she who called herself "the property of everybody and of nobody,"
creates the situation which Is difficult to both. Itafael, the weaker
of the two, follows the line of least
resistance, however, and returns to
tho conventional life of petty political prominence and deadly domesticity outlined for him, while the
prima donna goes off to new conquests.
There Is much beauty of description In the book. Moments which
linger In the reader's memory, the
night of the flood of the Rio Jucar,
tho magical spring night of the
lovers' own under the orange blossoms, and others are charmingly
depicted. The nccounts of the religious superstition of the rural
people, their political Intrigues,
their respect for the "Brull dynasty which hnd been bossing the
district for thirty years with ever
Increasing power" are told with a
meticulous truthfulness easily ap.
L. L. L.
preciated.
The

MARRIAGE

A10ICEUT
OF

ft

CONTEST

BOOK

ENDS

We have received an advance
copy of the latest book on auction
bridge by Wynne Ferguson of New
York, a recognized authority on the,
subject. For the player who finds
It difficult to wade through the intricacies of several hundred pages
of auction literature Wynne's annual outburst Is a boon and a blessing. His forceful and repeated admonition to steer away from a
"bidding Jag" should be given deep
thought
by innumerable players.
As In the more pretentious works,
the new rules of tho Whist club of
New York are Incorporated in this
new volume.
The little book is
published by the Bristol Press. New
York City.
The most prized volume In the
collection of Louis Untermeyer. the
poet Is said to be a Bible sent to
him by H. L. Mencken, the literary
critic, which hears the legend,
"Property of the Hotel Astor" on
the cover and which Is Inscribed on
the title page "To Iouis Untermeyer, with the compliments of the
Author."
The successful run of Somerset
Maugham's play "The Circle" has
but heightened his reputation as a
clever satirist and dramatist. The
reviews of his "Liza Of Lambeth"
have called attention again to the
very early blossoming of a power
which found its finest expression
in "Of Human Bondage."
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of

wedded

of unhappiness.
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Substitute

mutta ertin enraci in rowacr
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DifWtlkle

life

yields

"Brunt," a novel of marrlart, by
Charlei O. Norrli (B. p. Dutton A Co.)

BOOK

Harvey Fergusson's Much
Discussed Novel on the
Southwest is Made Sub
ject for Prize Essays.
Is "The Blood of the Conquerors" a story of the decline and
civilization,
fall of a magnificent
or is it an interpretation of a strain
of blood which still flourishes'
Is it a record of Ramon uelcasar s
love affairs, or is it tho account
weakling? Is it
of a
weakly put together in a newspathe
or
is
literary epic of
per style,
the American southwest?
Has Harvey Fergusnon "hit off"
New Mexico?
of Alfred
With the
A. Knopf, publisher of the novl
bv Mr. Kergusson, the Journal has
arranged a prize contest in which
essays answering these and similar questions about the book may
be submitted to the Journal literary staff.
In this city in particular nas
comment on the book been particularly divided. It is either ofa
perfectly faithful reproduction conNew Mexico and Its existing
ditions, or it is an impudent trav
esty on a wronged territory. The
author adapts to his own purposes
his knowledge of Albuquerque, its
residents, society, religion, occupations, newspapers, professions, bus
iness, saloons, hotels, prejudices
preferences, likes and dislikes and
all of its other conflicting phases,
and weaves them into an interesting novel.
The contest Is open to any resident of New Mexico. The contestant may discuss the book In his
own style, putting forth his views
either favorably or unfavorably
about tho book. The main point
by which the manuscripts will be
Judged will be the contestant'?
ability to employ his knowledge of
New Mexico in an appraisal of tho
author's fidelity to the life he deHas Harvey Kergusson
scribes.
"hit off" New Mexico?
The contest will run through the
month of Janunry, and offers five
cash prizes: a first prize of 1 10:
a second prize of $5, and three other
prizes, one of $2.50, one of $1.50,
and one of $1 each. The length of
the manuscripts Is limited to four
hundred words, and either typewriter or legible manuscript should
be used In preparing tho papers.
Many of the essays will be published In the Journal.
H. L. Mencken, Heywood Broun,
John Farrar, and other eminent
critics have written much about
"The Blood of the Conquerors."
Albuquerque undoubtedly harbors
many people who wish to tell what
they think of It. This contest offers them an opportunity.
BOOKS RECEIVED.
The following new volumes have
been received from the publishers
for review in the Journal Book
Corner:
Laramie Holds the Range. By
Frank Spearman. (Scribners. )
success. By Snmuel II. Adams.
(Houghton Mifflin.)
Trouble the House.
By Kate
Jordan. (Little, Brown & Co.)
Messer Marco Polo. By Donn
Byrne. (Century company.)
Niels Lyhne. By Peter Jacob-se(Doubleday Page & Co.)
Wings of Time. By Elizabeth N.
(B'rederick A. Stokes.)
Hepburn.
Three Soldiers. By John Dos
Passos. (Doran.)
n.

Charles G. Norria bravely
a comprehensive treatment of
education In his book, "Salt." Satisfied by the result and encouraged
by the appreciation of readers and
reviewers, he has made a still more
courageous attempt this time to
picture married life.
"Brass" is a lesson In matrimony,
considered carefully, Its advice Is
not that cf Puck,
"Don't." It
pleads rather for thoughtful deliberation before entering the bonds;
It advises against lightly casting
them aside, once they have been assumed.
For a while, Philip Baldwin
thinks that the essence of marriage
Is partnership; but he comes to find
that the aim should bo the success
of the home. Partners in frivolity
come only to grief; partners In
home building attain the goal of
happiness.
Philip Is physically strong and
morally weak. He cannot refuse an
expensive meal and an afternoon
at dice with his friends at a restaurant, even though it means bankruptcy. He can stand and see his
first wife the only woman he really loved being torn from his
side and not lift his hand until he
knows it is too late. When they
are
he allows her to
drift away again, never seeking to
he: 1 the breach between them.
Later, he goes through an unsatisfactory type of companionship
with a woman older than himself.
Unable to break from It, he remains
inert until an outside force intervenes. He allows himself to be
drawn Into a match or away from
it; his is not the deciding voice.
Phllln Baldwin's affairs of the
heart are unfortunate, but they are
not discrediting to the Institution
of mnrriage.
They reflect the
weakness of Philip himself. Philip's
In most refavored
less
brother,
spects, finds marriage not a burden but a blessing because In his
asterv over external affairs ne
builds ft strong character which
meets,hls wife's devotion more than
,
halt way.
ke himself, is
Pbllin's sister.
ruins
The
weak.
big
city
tragically
Riches turn
her simple honesty.
her head. She fears the odium of
a situation she herself created. She
seeks the easiest way out of one
mirrlage nnd then enters another
alliance which no reasoning could
Justify.
MarJorle Js one or tne lew un
characters.
Adversity moulds In
her nohle Ideals. When both
Philip and she have failed in their
own married life and in otner ventures, they realize that then they
could make matrimony a success.
Anyone not afraid to wee the unpleasantness of life should be glad
to read "Brass." The big theme is
bravely done. At times, the meticulous details become annoying, but
tho abundance of the autnors
wisdom based on observation is a
never ending source of amazement.
The characters mav be improp
erly drawn at times. Plot construc
tion mav be weak. Tha book may
not reach its goal. But no one can
snv that the characters fail to In
terest. Neutrality with any is Im
'.
possible.
"Brass" takes Us place beside
"Salt" as a brave novel, written
with force and vividness. Interest
ing to the last.
C.
A. '
'
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OLD TOWN RESORTS
RAIDED BY SHERIFF
CHRISTMAS MORNING

1

and
Jerre Coffey, Ruby Oleson
arreste at 3 o'clock
Christmas morntng by deputies of
the sheriff's office who raided the
Old Town establishment operated
by William Brown. The three were
released on bond and will be
brought before the district court
Oley Oleson were

today.
Some time ago an injunction was
placed by the district court against
Brown prohibiting him from operating his place of business for immoral or unlawful purposes.
Mabl? Mazon, said to be the proprietress of the Liberty Bar at Old
Town; Haze Taylor and W. W.
Pride were arrested shortly af) er
Mrs. Charlotte Lampanlus, a 95- - the other arrests when a raid 1 as
woman
yer-ol- d
of Centralis, made on the Liberty Bar. Ed th
were. arLittle, Brown and Company, the Wash., Is the mother of a civil war Slane and N. Murphey two
estabgrandmother of a Spanish rested In front of the
publishers of A. S. M. Hutchinson's veteran,
lishments. They are charged with
"If Winter Comes," now the bent war veteran, and
of five world war veterans.
being Intoxicated.
selling novel in America, In order
to correct an unfounded rumor, reIs
a
assert that this English author
Menteth
man Arthur
Stuart
He is, however, unHutchinson.
married, which will surprise many
feminine readers of his novel of
married life. The American publish
ers also deny the published statement that Mr. Hutchinson Is coming to this country In 1922. He Is
now completing a new novel his
fifth, which he has been writing
for some time.

The best selling novels In Eng
land, according to a recent report,
nro E. F. Benson's
"levers and
Friends." Ben Hecht's "Eric Dorn, "
John Galsworthy's "To Let." W. L.
George's "Ursula Trent." Jeffery
Farnol's "Martin Conisby's Ven
geance" and A. S. Ta. Hutchinson s
"If Winter Comes."

animal
Thornton W. Burgess
characters are known In about ev
where
there are
ery household

Before long you win
youngsters.
be eating the "Thornton W. Bur-geGreen Forest Animal Crack
ers" which are being made by the
Albrccht Bakery of Akron, Ohio
The container, with its animal pic
tures by Harrison Cady, will certainly please the children.

"The Blood of the Conquerorn,"
novel of the
Harvey Fergusson's
Southwest, Is now In its second
printing within three months. Mr.
Fergusson s book Is winning Its
way on merit alone, according to a
statement from the publisher Al
fred A. Knopf.
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The elbows need special care.
CO MGRES
Peggy: Using peroxide to bleach
will
face
on
the
hair
superfluous
discourage the growtn or tnese
hairs. The peroxide Is very Question of Finding Sources
darying and In many cases has
for Funds With Which to
drying and in many cases has
hairs. If you do not favor electric
Pay It Is the Chief
needle treatments you can keep
down these hairs by pulling the
Stumbling Block.
most noticeable ones with a pair
of tweezers.
(By The Awoclnted PreM.)
Blue Eyes: Alligator pears are
Washington, Dec. 26. LegislaThe tive
not particularly fattening.
plans for the congress call for
most fattening fruits are bananai the enactment
of bills to encourage
and grapes.
the merchant marine, to provide a
bonus payment to former service
men, enact permanent tariff schedules, and provide the regular ap- l,
propriations, Representative
said
republican house leader, with
today after a conference
LAURA
A.
EIRKMAH.
By
President Harding.
"There are no definite proposals on the merchant marine or
bonus which can be said
ANSWERED LETTERS.
Just right, dip your curtains lntp soldiers'
tn have the arnroval of the ma
the dye in the came manner. Then jority at this time," he said, "but
A Reader: "I would appreciate
dry them by stretching them on a the outline or suDjecis 10 De lunen
your printing a recipe for turkey sheet on the floor,
botn matters." Every
measuring them up Include will
I don't seem to get it with the
be made In thB
stuffing.
(so as to endeavor
.. .A Wa oAAoA
tn VlflVA nil the
Just right."
IID
0.iVv,
them the same size they were), UUUBU,
got
Answer: There are several kinds and pinning them with common appropriation bills which originate
nv
ihai-- i
Anrii I. ho its iu
annnrixi
of stuffing that may be used with pins completely around the four
senate time to consider
roast turkey chestnut oyster, etc. sides of each curtains, at the ex give the
and adjouii
on
final
them
passage
but I will assume you mean that treme edge. If you 'spread the
In June.
good old stuffing which our grand- - sheet over a thick, large rug this oongress
The question of finding sources
iiiviiieiB uiaue aim wnicn can t ue pinning will be easy.
Open the for funds with which to pay the
beaten:
windows of the room so that they hnntia
Iia nnnortpri. WAS the chief
Sage and Onion Stuffing: Peel
dry nicely. When dry all yon
block for proposals for
four large onions and put them yill
will have to do Is press the edges stumbling
such a bill. Enactment of such a
through the meat grinder or chop where the
are, with a measure, he added, would probably
tnem finely by hand. Then put hot iron. Many housewives have
require simultaneous creation of a
the chopped onion Into a frying tried using coffee as a cream-dy- e
tax to meet the outlay. Mr.
pan with 4 tablespoons of butter instead of tea, but this Is apt to special
Mnnrialf anM Via dlrl nnt riiflCUSS
and let cook over mild heat until leave a coffee odor while tea
with
the
president the "remunerslightly soft (about 10 minutes). feaves no odor. If you prefer, you
plan" for subsidizing mer.Now turn It, with the melted but- can dye the curtains with one of ation
chant ship operation, and he extint-dyter, Into 1 quart of bread crumbs the excellent
pressed tho view that considerable
and mix well. Add enough more or soap-dysold at drug stores discussion
would be required be- melted butter to moisten all the and elsewhere, which do not re- fnrA
.nne'fAfHrirt'hnI
Cnilld
lantlpr
crumbs and season with salt and quire boiling,
adopt a plan of action on such a
Mrs. G.: "Have you any sugges- measure.
pepper to suit taste. Mix in 1 teaspoon of powdered sage and stuff tions listed among your household
There Is a possibility that Presithe bird with this.
economies for uses to which worn dent
Harding will leave WashingAnxious: "Will you please let me silk stockings may be put?"
ton before New Years, for a three
know how I can make my, long
Answer: I am going to ask my day
trip to Plnehurst, N. C. but
curtains cream color?"
Readers to answer this question. no detinue
decision as to pians
Answer: Although you did not I generally use my old stockings has
been reached.
say that your curtains are white, as dusters or to polish my shoes,
I assume that they are for no but I would appreciate hearing
In
Ala., there ap
other color could be changed to what other women
do with theirs. pears Birmingham,
to be no form of labor from
cream. The first step in dyeing Just send me a postal with a few which
women
are
excluded. The
them Is to take them from the words on it and I will print these city has five, women
chauffeurs,
windows and lay them flat on the replies In the column.
four women employed as draymen,
floor. Measure them with a
L. Li.: "Please print some candy twenty-eigas semi
engaged
jotting down their exact recipes. I have a birthday In Jan- skilled
In steel mills or
size.
Then ' wash them in mild uary and want to make some can- blast operatives
ten
women
listed as
furnaces,
soap suds and
water; dies for the party."
coal miners, and one woman who
rlnss and let dry. Prepare a
Answer: Send me a stamped self- earns her livelihood as a railroad
with tea, testing the tint by addressed envelope and I will send switchman.
e
dipping a piece of material the you my
article entitled,
rame as the curtains into It and "Six Good Home-Mad- e
Candies."
Julius Caesar was the first ruler Forlnrsntf, Tnv1Mi nd Growing Children
this
color
is
If
the
Jetting
to style himself aa emperor,
dry.'
giving recipes. vj)
Tin Oriiind Food 0111111 For M Am
luke-war-

U.S.

Kus-isla-

v.- -

m

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

s,

Mrs. W. L George.
Mrs. W. L. George, bride of the
famous English novelist of that
name, is planning to come to the
United States in the near future.
She was formerly Miss Kathleen
Geinel of York and is noted as an
athlete, actress and pianist. She is
prominent in social circles in Great
Britain and famous for her beauty.
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Kans., Man Has
Second
His
Published
Book of Poems and a Volume of Short Stories.

son, poetic thoughts ocoma to John
Thomas Vanderup,
yenrs uiu.
rru
...v.in nnA nr mlnv weather
John"
"Uncle
with
work,
interferes
pursues the poetic muse wnn p?"4ni
imlir recently he rjublished his second book of poems. A
or wnicn umn
volume
third
is author carries tho title of "Willi
Oats." It Is a series of short
Lomlnlsfdlirsa of his UiO- neer days nlo"g tho Wakarusa river.
Becauao of its value ior uiia a..u
color of the early days, Secretary
W. E. Connelley, of tho Kansas
State Historical society, has placed
in the archa copy of "Wild Oats" in
the state
ives of the society'
museum in the memorial building

m

KEEP THE ELBOWS PRETTY.

IRIIDAfS

(Ily The Annotated Frea.) A he
Hue rK
wields his titone hammer dailyma-in
as a stone
trade
of
his
pursuit

BEAUTY CHATS
IS

writes poetry

n.rtt,..

'

Book

By Vicente

faculty at 8
Sigma Chi dance at fraternity
Topeka,
house at 9 p. m.
entertain

p. m.

.

By Edna Kent Forbes.

BRIDE OF ENGLISn
WRITER TO VISIT
IN UNITED STATES

a stuhe mason

S&cial Calendar

By JANE PHELPS

'
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Is the solvent for our social disorders to come from the West?
This Question to raised by Ralph
Connor's new novel "To Him That
Hath." As a background for his
romance, Ralph Connor gives his
hero tho controlling Interest in a
great Industry where the Ills of Ia
hor unrest make themselves mani
fest. The typical west rn frank
ness and courage In meeting the
problems and finding a satisfactory
answer make the reader feel that It
Is to the west and Us quick sense
of fair play that Ralph Connor
looks for square deal m modern
life.
Mrs. Cora Foley Is slated to be
come the first woman member of
the Evansville, Ind.. police force.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin. J :3
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
j
:
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
WARNING!

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.'
Is the trade mark of Baer Uuufacturt of MonoaNtlcacldMtar of SliejUwl4
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ociety

forever 75 yetri his
relitd upon Goursud'i
Oriental Gctmtokcep
the skin and complex-

ion fai perfect condition
through th stress of
the season's activities.
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Hons to meet increased demands, enlarge their sales

WHO SAID THERE WASN'T ANY SANTA CLAUS?

and improve their service.

RIPPLIRG RHYMES

Verily, theso tire golden days for courageous
youth of America who have also the ability of whicn
business Is so much in want. Golden days, notwithstanding the dark background which has so
"The man we want"
many scared into Inactivity.
exists, of course. But It is for him to reveal himself and go after the big job that beckons. It Is
for the men who know themselves, have confidence
in themselves, possess the courage to attempt new
things, to come forth and pick up jobs worth while.

By WALT MASON.
LOOKING BETTER.

FRANCE YIELDS.

As was to have been expected Fiance has yielded to the Hughes views on naval proportions, but
the demonstration her representatives made has left
a bad taste In the mouths of .her friends In this
However unsuccessful the French move
country.
was, the result has been a loss of prestige among
Americans who feel that the French, of all peoples,
should have had their fill of competing with richer
and larger nations in preparation for war.
One by one the obstacles set up against the aim
TUESDAY
December 27. 1921
of the conference aro falling. The way Is opening
to a success of such magnitude as even tha most
OUR CONTEST.
confident friends of the Harding plan scarcely could
bells ring in the new year
The Journal wishes to thank the public for It have foreseen. When the
will ring In a new era of good feeling and cothey
In
our
assistance
making
subscription drive a huge
of the earth.
success. The cash receipts exceeded our expecta- operation for peace among the peoples
tions. Everything was pleasant among the contestants throughout and all feel that they had a square
UNEMPLOYMENT DECREASING.
deal.
In our contract with the managers of tha drive
Secretary Hoover says that probably 2,000,000
the Journal reserved the right to have all previous persons have obtained employment since the holdcredits checked by certified accountants after the ing of the unemployment conference In Washington
sealed box came Into use. Gano, Underwood, Slppel a few weeks ago. Conservative estimates given to
and company, leaders In New Mexico as certified the conference were that about 3,300,000 persons
accountants, did the work. Two experts spent three were out of work.
days In checking every Item. Mr. Slppel, of the
Principal efforts of the conference were In callfirm, assisted the judges In the final count and ing the attention of the public to the unemployment
signed the final certificate.
Nothing was left to situation.
Many large employers promised to do
and
chance or to the unrevicwed control of the man- what they could to lessen unemployment,
agers, although their records were found to bo free changed conditions show that they have kept their
The votes word.
from any manipulation or favoritism.
of the contestants were checked against the cash
However trying conditions In Industry may be
received by the Journal from each contestant.
during the next two or three months, there seems
The Journal was determined that the results to be assurance of decided Improvement early In
should be above suspicion. We have no hesitancy the spring. The outcomo of the Washington
in assuring the public that everything was absoon the limitation of armaments should have
a good effect in aiding the world to get down to
lutely fair.
e
confidence.
We wish to thank Messrs. Walter M. Connell, business with
Charles Roehl and M. P. Stamm for taking hours
out of their Christmas day to assist us In the court
of the contents of the sealed box used for the final
four days. It was a great Inconvenience to them.
Wo appreciate their courtesy,
MOUNTAIN VALLEY.
Messers. Reynard and O'Dell complied with their
we have struggled
agreement with the Journal to the letter. Their Lost in the mountain valley corn
grows sparse and
efficiency and Integrity In the contest were above Too long for bread. Here
yellow.
question.
we
hnve driven
and
The valley is too narrow,
The outcome is gratifying to the Journal. We Our plows vainly against the flanks of the hill.
only wish that every contestant might have won a
There Is no more use In struggling, O my brothers;
looked out from between two big was waiting outside. The
capital prize.
;
Let us lie down together here and rest.
stuck out his tail.
stones, and Uncle Wiggily felt no
has
grown
the
crust
of
earth
the
when
Some day
j
longer afraid.
"Oh, ho! Here's Uncle WIggily's
mid
ni
EUGENE V. DEBS,
"Oh, Mr. Kingtall, I am so glad striped rheumatism crutch and he
As the dead craters of the moon, these hills will
to see you!" exclaimed Undo Wlg-gil- can't be far behind!" howled the
wrinkle
"I will gladly come in your Fox, who couldn't tell colors
Eugene V. Debs, socialist leader, was given n Like the wrinkles on a forehead; they will draw
den and sit down," and in he went, very well, not knowing the differBy Howard B. Garl
Christmas present of his freedom by President Together like a finger and a wrinkled thumb,
with his red, whito and blue ence between red and blue and
the valley between them, and there will ba
black and white. "I'll get Uncle
striped rheumatism crutch.
IIrding. The Journal wishes to record its ap- Squeezing
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
us magnificent sepulture, O my kin.
For
"Ah, ha!" said tho Fox, who Wiggily!" howled the Fox.
proval of the president's decision.
Newspaper Syndicate.
was
"I
He made a grab for what he
following Uncle Wiggily,
Debs was convicted of obstructing the draft dur- Already the cold hills lie
see where that rabbit went in be- thought was the crutch. The
UNCLE WIGGILY AND MR.
at ' our cornfields covetously.
ing the war. This was done at a time when our Staring down
saw
tween
rocks.
his
those
I
'
red,
RINGTAIL.
whisked away his tail,
Malcolm Cowney in the Dial.
national safety required that civil rights of freedom
white and blue striped crutch go- flopped around, stuck out his claws
Uncle WIggily came hopping up ing in after him. I'll get him!"
of speech be suspended. War can b carried on by
and gave the Fox a hard scratch
the steps of Ms hollow stump bunWhile the Fuzzy Fox was sneak- on his nose.
a republic only by the creation of a virtual dictatoras
soon
almost
In
as
galow
he
den
had
the
toward
rocks
the
ing up
"Oh, wow!" howled the Fox.
ship and the silencing of opposition. It la an unhopped down one morning and to try to get Uncle WIggily the "I never knew Uncle Wigglly's
fortunate necessity. We should .make haste to reinknocked on the door.
was
ease
his
at
sitting
bunny
crutch
had toenails on the end!
WHO'LL RE THE FIHST PASSENGERS?
"What is the matter now?" side talking to his friend, Mr. Oh, wow,
pair the situation in times of peace, if our liberties
I guess I'll run home!"
A steamship "company announces sailings for the asked Nurse Jane
And run he did, not hurting the
Fuzzy Wuzzy, Kingtall.
are to be safe. The unfortunate utterances of a Irish Free State. A trifle premature, perhaps, but his
"had
name
muskrat
Mr.
he
that
lady
Ringtail
housekeeper.
at all.
few are harmless compared to the dangers of the pretty safely prophetic.
Springfield Republican.
"Did you forget your pink, twink- cause his tall of fur was marked bunny gentleman
I'm
"Well,
very
glad you in$
permanent Impairment of civil rights.
ling nose, that you came back in
vited mo In," said Uncle Wiggily
such a hurry?"
WHERE HAVE WE HEARD OF HIM?
The Journal does not approve of Mr. Debs or
to Mr. Ringtail, when it came time
It is rumored that Josephus Daniels' quest o! "It is my red, white and blue
his theories. However, repression of those who disto go home, and the Fox was far
is leading him toward the vice presidency. striped rheumatism crutch that I
obscurity
away.
agree with us Is not the route to Ideal conditions of
Birmingham
forgot to take with me- ,- said Un"I'm glad to have had a visit
cle WIggily. "I feel a rheumatism
government.
from you," said Mr. Ringtail.
PEACE SCORES AGAIN.
pain coming on, and I think I'd
The action of President Harding deprives Mr.
So everything happened for the
with
war
Cuba has voted to end the state of
better take my crutch with me
Debs of further posing as a martyr.
best. And if the rice pudding
Hungary. This, we are sure, will be a great relief when I go looking for an advendoesn't fall down stairs when it Is
to Hungary, If by any chance she knew a state of ture today."
St. Paul
trying to slide on the banister rail
warN between herself and Cuba existed.
"Oh, I'm sorry if you have a
THE FIRST NATIONAL'S NEW BUILDING.
with the egg beater, I'll tell you
Pioneer Press.
Nurse Jane. "Here
pain,"
spoke
$
next about Uncle Wiggily and
4
i
la your crutch," and she handed
Nippy's choo choo.
HEROISM OF THE FINEST BRAND.
him his red, white and blue striped
The announcement of the First National bank
the best thing thnt Dr. Lorcnz's visit rheumatism helper down off the
that It Is about to advertise for bids for Its new willPerhaps
I
do for the American people will be to remind mantel, where it was trying to
building at Third street and Central avenue has them once again thnt those men who save life are tickle the face of the clock.
I
STATE NEWS BRIEFS
aroused public Interest. As soon as the public Is among the greatest ot the world's heroes, The
"Well, perhaps my pain will not
be as severe as it sometimes is,
I
convinced that the announced decision Is bona fido Churchman.
and I may not need my crutch."
and that building Is to begin In the spring, the anthe bunny said. "Anyhow, I'll
Aztec The flow of gas from the
nouncement will elicit public enthusiasm.
take it with me."
gas well near here is sufficient to
So along hopped Uncle WIggily
The building of this great structure will be r.
supply a city of 35,000 inhabitants,
through the woods, carrying hia
distinct step forward for Albuquerque. It also will
according to experts. After the rig
and tools burned a(f the La Plata
red, white and blue striped crutch
DE VALERA AND FARXELU
mean great things for this strong institution.
over his shoulder as he might 'OK wow 1" howled. tKe Fox well of tho Midwest company they
Coming as It did solely through the columns of
a
of the
carry
for
his
rheufishing
pole,
with light and dark rings Just like shipped in a new outfit, one cost
(From the New York Times.)
In
the special organ of the bank and on the day folMr. de Valera frankly admits that the majority matism did not hurt then. It was tho tail of Mr. Raccoon.
In. fact best in the country which
of $76,000. With
lowing the publication in the same columns of news of the Irish people would, "at the moment," vote only that he thought it might sud- Mr. Ringtail Is a sort of cousin of the neighborhood
crew
new
havo
him
the
make
lame.
rig
drilling
He seems also denly
Mr.
of the Indictment of Mr. Raynold and Mr. Rogers to ratify the treaty with England.
though his common this
As Uncle Wiggily hopped along, nameRaccoon,
to be aware that he will be outvoted In the Dail
is Ringtail Cat, and in Mex- been able In a few weeks to sink
by an Arizona grand Jury, many people are dis- Eireann.
the
old
hole
about
to
the
1,800 feet, using
Fuzzy
down
Fox,
a
looking
he
does
ico
a
he
called
Is
hopeless out of
"Cacomixyle."
prolong
Why, then,
his den, on the side of the
from the other hole for
posed to be skeptical as to the good faith of the contest?
"Well, I certainly am glad to the gasand
Possibly he is consciously imitating the
saw
the bunny and, lolling out see you. Uncle Wiggily," said Mr. power
lights. They have also
announcement.
course of Charles Stewart Parnell In 1890. In that hill,
his
piped the surplus gas to a safe disThe Journal does not share this skepticism. The year Parnell's leadership of tha Irish Nationalists wife:red tongue, the Fox said to his Ringtail, as he set out some tender tance
h
In
pipes and the
become impossible on account of his figuring
for the bunny to gnaw. Mr.
bank is able financially to build this structure when- had
"I'm going to trail after Uncle twigs
in a divorce suit. The majority of the Irish memate meat, like other cats, flare of this can be seen from AzRingtail
miles
ever It pleases. To do so now, when the, conduct bers of parliament perceived
tec,
away. It is said
twenty
this and, when ParneU Wiggily and get him."
but he had some vegetable food
"If you do bring him home with for his rabbit friend.
that the volume of gas has inof some of its officers Is under criticism, will be a would not retire voluntarily, set about deposing him.
may nibble his ears!"
"I'm glad to see you," went on creased and they are going to put
days of meetings and impassioned you so IMrs.
stroke of business genius and will go far to allay But it took 12
Fox.
over the turbulent as- growled
it. He
to
the bunny. "In fact I am glad I in a third pipe to reduce the presTo build now would be a good debate In do historicpresided
"I
will!"
public hostility.
said Mr. Fox.
room fifteen, always imperiam safe in your den, for Just as I sure.
the
sembly
Off he sneaked through the reached here
business policy. The Journal believes that it will ous, interrupting tho speakers, snatching papers
I caw a fox after
Amid the Joyous holCarlsbad
from the hands of an opponent and refusing to put woods, going very softly and mak- me."
be done.
no noise, for that Is the way
ing
was
In
end
motion.
the
decisive
there
the
nothing
"Oh, maybe the Fox is outside iday setison and like a bolt from a
There Is nothing the matter with the First Nawith
a
fox.
members to do but walk out and
for the forty-fiv- e
"If clear sky, comes the wire telling
now," laughed Mr. Ringtail.
tional. It is an Institution of which Albuquerque leave Parnell in command of his twenty-siUncle Wiggily hopped along and he is I'll
of the sudden death of the Rev.
The
play a trick on him."
once
at
all
he
along,
and,
a
has long been proud.
wrote
heard
of
friend
"How?"
Uncle
that
asked
faithful
George H. Glvan, former beloved
whole,
Ireland, John
Wiggily.
When It comes to wisdom in determining on a Morley, constituted a "lamentable chapter" in the rustling in the dried leaves of the
"Why," went on the other ani- pastor of the Methodist church of
"demented scroll of aimless and untoward things forest. The snow had melted and mal, "as you see, my tall is ringed this city for four years. The ensound and Just public policy, the present manage
that seem as if they made up the history of Ire- the dried leaves were scattered or striped, Just like your rheuma- tire community feels this sudden
ment sorely lacks the sagacity of its former presi- land."
over the ground.
It comes as a personal
tism crutch. Now, I'll go to ithe shock.
"Dear me! I hope this Isn't the door of my den and stick out my loss to all; the passing beyond of
Sensible and patriotic Irishmen can wish to write
dent which made the Institution great. Its officers
Wolf!" thought the bunny.
Ho tail. The Fox will think it is your this noble character, a Christian
do not lack capacity to pass upon loans. They know no more chapters of that kind. .The split due to was
No parJust going to run when a kind crutch coming out, and you with It. gentleman and scholar.
obstinacy and arrogance deferred Irlsn
how to keep the bank's assets Intact. Their great Parnell's
e
and
said:
should
voice
Valera
de
twenty-fivIf
He'll make a grab for the crutch, ticulars of the death can as yet bo
gentle
years.
hopes for
defects Is their foolish notion of compelling every- succeed In wrecking tho treaty and tearing Sinn
"You must be tired, Uncle WIg- as he thinks It Is, but it will be my obtained. He was living In San
one to bend the knee. To cross them In their do. Fein asunder, there is no telling how much longer gily. Please come In my den and tail. I'll pull my tail out of the Bernardino, Calif., and the cause
cause of Ireland would be kept from fruition. sit down!"
way, give a quick flop around and of his death is attributed to' heart
sires means the bringing down of the wrath of this the
d
A den! can this be a Fox!" scratch the Fox on his nose."
failure.
Irishmen today ought to
The motto of
"Oh,
powerful institution upon the head of the poor fool be to agree quickly with England and avoid th5 gasped the bunny.
"It will serve him right," said
n
The Atchison, Tope-k- a
Carlsbad
American risk of some mischance, some collision, some outwho regards himself as &
"No, I am not a Fox. I am a Uncle Wiggily. '"Please do It."
and Santa Fe railway system is
break that would set passions aflame again and friend of yours," went on the
Mr. Ringtail went to the door of
citizen.
voice, and then a kind animal face his den.
Surely enough the Fox considering plans looking to the
If these gentlemen will learn that a loan is a plunge all into chaos and misery once more.
service Instead of a club they will be all right.
(Copyright 1921 by George Ifttthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent O fflce)
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All around me men are building
bungalows in which to dwell, and
the painters brisk are gilding,
graining, staining, wildly well; and
I see the glaziers glazing, and behold the braziers brazing, and the
carpenters are raising still more
buildings, with a yell. Everywhere
I hear the hammer, everywhere I
hear the saw, and the workmen's
Joyous clamor fills with happiness
my craw; lor the dead old davs
are ended when no sound of toil
ascended, and my ample beard I
rendered, while I muttered "Pish!"
and "Pshaw!" Oh, the dead old
days are finished may they never
amble back! when our wads were

UTTLE

diminished that we coudn't
build a shack; and the landlords,
profiteering, came like shearers to
the shearing, truculent and domineering, to remove our little stack.
Now we build our little shanties,
build our neat
sheds, and our grandmas and our
aunties will have roofs above their
heads; and they'll plant peas and.
lilies, and materials for chills, ami
the renthogs have the willies as
they curl up In their beds. Oh, tha
better days are coming when the
building booms begin, and the.
plumbers they aro plumbing, and
the tinners gayly tin; every gent
will have his cottage where tha
flies succumb to swattage, where
he'll eat his humble bottage and
the renthog's growing thin!
three-corner-

ed

"rf
t"
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R BODY OF UNIDENTIFIED
MAN IS FOUND

BENNYS
WOTB BOOK

IN ROAD

25 MILES OF

GALLUP,

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Gallup, N. M.. Dee. 26. Tha

body of an unidentified man was
found Friday afternoon lying In
the middle of the Farmington-Gal-lu- p
road, at the foot of Tohatchl
mountain, about 25 miles out from
Gallup. Two Indian girls coming
to Gallup from the Tohatchl school
saw the body lying in the road and
when they reached Gallup reported
the matter to the sheriff. Later in
Me and pop was eating breakday the Farmington mail stage,
fast this morning and pop put his the
a two-to- n
came upon tho
watch on tho table, saying. One body of the truck,
man also and later rehand is loose, do you think you ported to the sheriff.
The
can strane a point and remember was lying with his head In theman
rut
to take it to the Joolers after of one track of the
road, which had
akool?
In so deep that It was Imcut
been
' Wich I remembered
to take It possible for the mail driver to turn
all rite, ony on the way it axldcnt-l- y his car out, so it was necessary fop
wile I him to move tho body from the
out
of
hand
my
slipped
was carrying it carefill by the end road in order to pass
by without
of the chain, and it fell rite on passing over it.
as
if
the pavement making a noise
Friday morning the sheriff with
something fearse was happening the Justice of the peace went to the.
inside, me thinking. Heck, good place where trie pody had been renite, G.
ported seen, and brought it to the
And wen I showed It to the local undertaking company.
The
jooler he opened it and looked at man's neck had been broken In
some
his
lnsides
its
hed, saying,
way. It ia believed that he
shaking
You bleeve in treating them ruff, fell from the rear of an automobile,
as It was speeding down Tohatchl
dont you?
Wy, it dident fall very far, I sed, hill over the rough roads. He was
and he sed, A foot is as good as a a young man between 25 and 80
mile ware watches are concerned, years of age, and about six feet
It will cost 4 dollcrs and 60 cents tall. There was absolutely no mark
to repair, come back in 2 weeks, of identification on his person. A
and youll be lucky if you get it large, broad brimmed hat which ha
wore showed that it had been purthen.
In a etore In Los Angeles.
One hands loose; too, I sed, and chased
The man apparently had been a
he sed, I wouldent doubt it.
from
And tonite at supptr pop sed, member of the navy. Judging
He was a well deDid you remember to take that his appearance.
and
robust
veloped
appearing;
watch to the jooler?
man. His arms, shoulders
Yes sir, I sed. Not saying wat young
and chest were covered with tatelts happened, and pop sed, Well tooed figures of every description.
lets have It, ware is it? and I sed, On one arm there was tattooed the
Its still up there, he sed come head of a wolf and under It the
back In 2 weeks.
words, "Lone Wolf." A name, per2 weeks to fix a loose hand, the
his own had once been
man must be dippy, wat did he say haps on his chest, ,but this name
it would cost? sed pop.
had later been obliterated.
4 dollers and 60 cents, I sed, and
It Is believed that the man hoppop sed, Wat, how mutch, wat? ped on to the rear of a passing auif
as
him
Wich I told
agen feeling
tomobile and that ho was thrown
something was going to happln, from the car as It went down the
and pop sed. He cant charge eny steep hill and that his neck was
sutch sum as that for fixing a loose broken in the fall. He had been
hand, the mans a Joolor, not a seen earlier in. the we:Tc walking
plummer. 111 go rite up there after along the road. At this time of the
suppir and tell him what I think year there la very little traffic on
of him and his hole family.
Mj the Farmington road, and for that
Gosh, holey smoaks, reason the body lay In the road for
thinking.
heck. And I sed, Well G, pop, he nearly twenty-four
hours before It
sed other things was the matter was discovered.
with it too.
Some of the officers are of the
Well then he told a He, sed pop,
that the man might have
and I sed. Well gosh, maybe it opinion
been a deserter from the navy,
would of bin a lie wen you saw which might account for the lack
the watch last but I dont think it of Identification marks about his
was wen he saw it.
or clothing.
Did you drop that watch? sed person
pop, and I sed, Ony once.
Wich Jest then something hap- 18 ARTESIA ATHLETES
pened, proving I was rite.

'

tar-too-

ARE AWARDED LETTERS
OF
WIVES
JAPS
14,686
(Special Correnpondencei to The Journal.)
Artesla, N. M., Dec. 26. The
ARRIVED IN HAWAII IN
football players
of Artesla high
THE LAST TEN YEARS school were awarded the athletio
letter "A" at a special assembly on
the last day before the Christmas
(By The Associated Preee.)
players and
Honolulu, T. H.. Dec. 26. Jap- holidays. Seventeen
6
Manager Luther Caraway were the
anese wives to the number of
have come from Japan to Ha- recipients of this honor.was Coach
waii in the decade between July Adams stated that he
with the excellent record,
30, 1921, ac1, 1910, and June
team, and was conficording to the records of the Unit- made by the
ed States Immigration station here. dent that next season would witness
The reason for
Of the number, 10,617 were "pic- a better record.
ture brides," who came to wej the delay In the presentation of
to the delay
were
honors
due
these
the
Japanese already here, and
other. 4,069 were wives who had In the arrival of the beautiful
been married In Japan and came orange and black pillow tops.
The financial conditions of the
to join their hubands.
athletic fund did Hot permit .the
The elder duck builds its nest authorities to give sweaters to the
14,-68-

well-please-

of Its own down, six nests being players. However, a beautiful piltop. with the large athletio letrequired to supply one pound of low
ter was presented with the privilege
this famous down.
of wearing the "A" on any sweater.
The following men received the
construction of a through line from bar for their second year of footEl Paso to Fort Worth, Tex., a dis- ball, in addition to the letter: Captance of about 560 miles, as a con- tain T. Bullock, C. Cole, N. Clyde,
and C.
sequence of the growth of the E. Klopfenstein, A. Sloan
Plains section of Texas and the in- Stoldt. The following; men received
creasing demand for more rail- their first letter for football: H.
road facilities. The new road will Cole, C. Yeager, E. Welsh, G. Wilprobably run from El Paso via liams, B. Pollard, R. Davis, P.
Carlsbad, N. M., and Seminole, Turknett, 3. Jackson, C. Brown, J.
Tex., whence there is an Atchison, Christopher and G. Sterling,
Topeka and Santa Fe line of fifty
miles to Slaton, where the Santa
Weak Ijiings.
Fe line to Post, Tex., twenty miles,
Those who have weak lungs can
from
be
followed
there
not
and
be too careful about taking;
might
a straight line would be taken to cold, as unless promptly treated,
Fort Worth, perhaps via Haskell, pneumonia may follow. As av
Throckmorton and Graham, Tex. prompt cure for bad colds no on
Preliminary surveys are reported could wish for a better medicine
made. .
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. The success that has attend
Las Cruces Luis Lucero of Las ed the use of this preparation, not
Incritics
hailed
and
Cruces,
by
only throughout the United States,
structors at the Chicago Art insti- but in many foreign countries,
tute as one of the country's most shows that it Is a remedy that can
promising young artists, died In be relied upon. It is pleasant and
Chicago last week following an safe to take and only costs 85 cents;
operation.
large size 60 cents.

By Gene Byrnei

"THE MAN YE WANT."
Advertisements

which include these words are

appearing frequently in the papers. They are widely distributed, throwing open the avenues of opportunity to the "right man" wherever he may be.
Usually they are addressed to young men, but as
ability Is sought It is reasonable to 'conclude that
fellows turned fifty who have not lost ambition
and possess brains, energy, enthusiasm, Ideas and
adaptability would not be barred from consideration on account of age. The advertisers seem to
want supermen. At any rate they have important
work to be done and they announce their readiness
to pay generously for the services of those who can
qualify.
The significance of these quests for high class
ien by large business organizations goes far
their affirming the truth that there "always
Ss room at the top."
Not only is there room, tut
here docs not appear to be anyone capable of fillNot
ing; the vacancies and getting the big money.
nly are there highly desirable places "going begging" in this time of general business depression,
but the managers of big business envisage the approach of better time and are making prep&ra- -
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OWNER LEAVES

THE

furnished
nicely
modern house, witti. three can- vassed-i- n
sleeping porches and
screened
front porch j
large
shade.
garage, sheds, walks
In
Fine location
Highlands,
Rents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for $4,750.

HURRY!!!
Several good houses and apartments for rent.

REAL BUY
furnished,
Completely
brick, two sleeping porches, fire
feaplace, good floors, built-i- n
tures, alL modern Improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.

T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR.

Loans and Insurance.
Tlione

210 W. Gold.

907--

Ackerson & Griffith,
120 8,

M.

white stucco bungalow,
features,
vhardwood
floors, built-i- n
vourth ward, new.
f MOO Double cottage, three roomi, batb,
glassed porch on each aide, completely
furnished, rcnta for $S0 per month;
East Central.
cement block bungalow,
$6,000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward..
14,000

Eealier

SUDDEN 8EBV10E.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) render! sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to pauple who demand quality.
n before 11 a. m. mailed tame nay.
Work In before I p. m. mailed soon next
Address work to
day.
TUB BED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albtifluerque
(we want a representative In iujn
territory.)

In all lt branches, Loans,
"A BARGAIN"
Surety Bond,
Sooth Fourth Street, Next .to P. O. Four room brick: modern:
Phone 67.
front and sleenine norch.

Iniurunce

lit

larsre

wtm

latest built-i- n
features, and furnished complete: laree lot. gar-aeetc.
500 cash and balance
like rent.

e.

AND

HOME

INCOME

worsham
Mcdonald
Fine brick house, eight large
Real Estate Insurance
rooms, sleeping porch, furnace, Phone 966-108 S. Third
firenlace. garage: one block 4om
f
Central avenue in best sectK.
Lowlands.
Must be sold .and once and
--- A
REAL HOM- Ewill
terms, location considered,
surmise you.
Nine rooms, three sleeping
R0LLIN E, "GUTHRIDGE
porches, hardwood floors, furnace heat, strictly modern, loGold
314
1023
W.
Phone
cated on West Central avenue.
We have been fortunate In getting this home liBted for a few
days and the price is right.
DEATH
&

SENTENCE

FIR

home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better in 1922.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
m

rhone

FQlftSALE

A. FLEISCEEE.

Fourth. Albuquerque, N,

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for it? Also figure mn this

SLAYER

Liberal terms.

OF

.

..

FRANKLIN

'

& CO,

459--

216 W. Gold.

J.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
OX YOVR MONEY?
20
furnished
This twenty-rooIt.
apartment house will do well
There are six apartments;
In
location
furnished, in best
city, a rare bargain. Owner has
a large proposition, wants to
sell this one. Desirable terms
can be arranged. See ua without delay.
DIECKMANN REALTY, CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 670.
309 W. Gold.

Two

A BARGAIN
frame houses on East

San-

ta Fe,- one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
are both in good condition, revenue $45.1)0 per month, will sell
for $2,800; $800 cash balance
$S0 per month Including interest. See
A. C. ST A It E S.
Phone 168.
310 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

1'lione C57.

Room.

I'UU KUiVi' 6evrai vururulsneU rooms.
UK South Edith.
MATTRESS RENOVATING FOlfRENX Nicely furnished room, close
.
South Arno.
In,
MA l ilted HtilAUVAlJM),
3.b0 und up
Wit ltENT furnished room,
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, furheat. 307 South Walter.
Earl Trost, Confessed Mur- niture packing. Pbun 471. Ervln Btd-rit- IT UK
KENT Moe furnished rooms. 315 ft
rompunf.
Huuth tieeond, phone bU-J- .
derer of Miss Magnuson,
TYPEWRITERS
KliNT furnished room for light
Is Sentenced to Be Hanged TliPEWKltEKS All makts uverhau1e3 Full
North Third.
humfkeeplng1,
mafc'UU
KENT Three furnlslted housekeepRibbons tor every
and repaired.
On Next March 9.
911 North Fourth street.
rooms.
Ex.
chine.
ing
Typewriter
Albuquerque
!22 Suth Fnunh
change. phine to;J-l''Llt.Wtinii;u rooms, hot ivaler heat; no
(By The Associated I'ress.)
414 West Bilver.
sick; no children,
FOR SALE Real Estate ITuliKENT
Waukon, Iowa, Dec. 26. Earle
Two furnished front rooms
Miss
of
Throst, confessed slayer
for light housekeeping. eOD eioutb tiuo- l'U)l HAI.K Kln 6U foe. lot on East
teachfcllver at reduced price. J. A. Ham- ond.
Inga Mngnuson, 20, a school
er of Dorchester, was sentenced to mond. 824 East Silver.
FUlt IIE.VT Furnished room wilh privl-leg- e
be hanged on March 9, by Judge H.
of parlor; garage available. Phone

SCHOOL TEACHER

E. Taylor today.
Counsel for Throst, who had entered a plea of guilty to a charge of
..first degree murder at a preliminary-he- a
a week ago, made
aring
be
stirring appeal that the penaltywas
light. Thev asserted Throst
TayJudge
mentally unbalanced.
lor stated that he had purposely set
the execution at a distant date to
Rive mental experts an opportunity
to observe the prisoner's actions.
Throst confessed on December IS
to killing Miss Magnuson in her
school house. She had been beaten
'
to death.

INJURIES ARE FATAL
TO AN INDIAN TRADER
(Special Correspondence to The .tmnnnl.)
Gallup,' N. M., Dec. 26. John A.

A

Cowan, an Indian trader of St.
irii. died at a local hospi
tal last Saturday evening, following
injuries he received about a weka
when he was run down by
ago
.
- nti
Mr. Pnwan
woa in Gallup
visiting with his
as me
C. U. Manning.
,nephew.
wton wdpa irnl n tr home from
town last Thursday evening, and as
they were aDoui to cross me anreei
man
to enter the Manning home,
came riding a horse down the
The
horse be-- ,t
street at full speed.
nr a nnnl nf water
In the street and turned quickly out
of tne way oi u. ins wiimni
Mr. Cowan, knocking him to the
pavement. He sustained a fracture
renat the base of the skull which
He was
dered him unconscious.
treatfor
taken to the local hospital
ment, where he died.
Mr. Cowan was a retired attorney. He came west about four
years ago and conductedC. aC.trading
store
for his A Nephew. lnW fltMatt,
hlS
.ntlro1
IT.
home town, Harrisonburg, Va., for
many yeans. He was oi yuni
age, and had never een married
The remains were taken to the old
home for interment. He Is survived
by a brother and two sisters.
.

1

ROCKY KANSAS WINS
ON POINTS OVtK.KAT

FOR RENT Miscellaneous
foil Itli.Vi i'rlviub garage, liZi Kast

California's old gold days will
soon pass into memory with the
first
razing of San Francisco's
subtreasury building.
Originally constructed In 1850
by act of congress for use as a
government assay office during
the gold rush days, the building,
three years later was remodeled
into a mint and in 1867 was made
into a subtreasury.
For seventy-on- e
years the old
structure was identified with the
west
and still reof
the
growth
tains many reminiscences of the
Since 1915, when the
Eldorado.
new subtreasury was completed,
the building has been occupied by
a private concern.
Thomas P." Burns, In his history
of the subtreasury, of which he
was cashier for tnirty years, recalls many historic events which
Were enacted about the old building. One of the most notable of
these was the ffrupment in August,
1892, of $20,000,000 in gold to the
subtreasury in New York. This fs
believed to be one of the largest
sums of money ever shipped at one
time. It was carried on a special
train of five cars, manned by fifty
armed guards.
In May, 1915, $100,000,000 cash
was transferred from the old
subtreasury to the new without
the loss of a single penny.

Moving Picture Funnies

.

in a
bout today,
in the opinion of newspaper men.
maKansas was the aggressor in a
jority of the rounds. The weights
were announced as Kansas, 135V4,
Ray, 133
i-

THrtRhlirflTh.

fn,r

-l

ten-rou-

8

-

w

cough Medicine,
well of a cough mediwhen
druggists use it in their
cine,
....... nw.ltlna In n,Of
APOtlt!) fft HTlV
UWI1 , n
Tn, in vt ww.
other. J. Goldsmith, druggist. Van
Ethen Ir. Y., writes: "I have sold
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
to
years with complete satisfaction
m- ana customers, x
myself
.,. .,oo u in mv nwn uy
family.
bothI tor ordinary coughs and colds
t.- e..
VI, a nmiorn
It
,u, ,t
.grip, and find it very erncamoun
A Good

It speaks
1

LI

Cats are now rare In Egypt.

""

A

z2

IDLE FREIGHT CARS,

Washington, Deo. 25. On December 15 there were 531,337 idle
freight carsv"because ofto business
reports
conditions," according
to the American Railway associathe
Of the total,
reports
tion.
were
871,221
surplus
stated,
In good condition, as
freight carswithon De839,632
compared
r
cember 8.

.

FOH KENT

Silver.

LEblltAJJL.E room for gentleman,
210
bath, outside entrance.
North Walter.
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms for
houeekeeping; convenient to town, also
to shops. 408 West Iron.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch, gentleman only. 234 South
Walter. Phone 2272-FOR RENT Furnished front room, five
blocks from postoffice; private entrance. .401 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Largs, sunny, furnished
room.
Phone, bath; well people; no
children. 416 West Gold.
RENT
FOR
.Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two parsons; no
110
South Walnut. .
children.
IMPERIAL, ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central.
Theater, 211
FOR RENT Ulussed-i- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across street. 114
188H-North Maple, phone
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch; lights and water
and use of bath, 125. Phone 1611-EUJ1N HOTEb Sleepine room. and
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month.
602(4 West Central.
nice unfurnished
RENT Two
FOR
rooms wilh bath end large sleeping
SIS
Mountain
West
Road, Phone
porch.
S02--

WOODWORTH Newly furnished, nice,
clean roome and housekeeping apartments, by day, week or month. 112
South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with or without sleeping porch; suitable for one or two gentlemen; close in.
41
South Third.

FOR SALE

PouItry-Eg- g

FC I SALE Six Rhode Island hens and
one rooster.
1002 East street, phone

z5.

(By The Assoclnted Preaa.)
TMHxhureh. Pa.. Dec. 26. Rocky
Kansas, of Buffalo, N. Y., outpolnt.

1714-J-

Furnished rooms; also Canary birds for sale. 21K South Walter,
luteY
J.
phone
PERSONAL
FUU ltENT Furnished light housekeeping room for lady. 111) per month. 4'J&
BARBER For private homes. Ph. H21-South Edith.
FOK RENT One nice
large room for
housekeeping, for lady employed. C17
AN OLD LANDMARK IN
West rlilver.
RENT tileepiag rooms for gentleSAN FRANCISCO WILL v'OK
men employed, fS.oo up; no sick, til
West
bilver.
BE TORN DOWN SOON FOR KENT
Nicely furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; so sick.
lilt! North Second.
(By The Assoclnted Tress.)
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 25.
FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt
housekeeping; no children. (08 West
of
One of the last strongholds
Central.

illKV

GOING

WE BUt POULTRY AND RABBITS of
202 South
all kinds. Phone 852-Broadway.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro bred S. C.
R. L Reds, breeding pens r singles;
also a fine lot of bronse turkeys. Mo.
H. B. Watklns, phone 84H-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
S. C. R. I. Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks,
cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-bone.
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Reds,
a superb lot of eocks and oockerels tor
for BABY
sale. Book orders now,
CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 188 North
High.
'

dressmaKTng

MOTH THE.
WTURE.A'iYOU

WID 41
ALL!

THAIS

brick stucco, steam
floors, built-iheat, hardwood
features, lot 150x300 feet. Located in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Triced at
MARTIN CO,
A,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
228 W. Gold.
Phone 158.
m

m

WANTED Dressmaking; children's sew
ing specialty. Mrs, Baker, phone liw-J- ,
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Millinery. 100 South Broadway, ph. 777-- J,
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
N. Crane, US North
mall orders.
Seventh; Crane Apartments, pnone ait,

LOST AND FOUND

Cut out the picture on all four LOST Wallet containing railroad passes
aides. .Then carefully fold dotted
finder return to Journal office and reline 1 its entire length. Then dotted ceive reward.
line 2. and bo on. Fold each sec- LOST Laxae aasollne tank. Sunday in
aouth part of town; reward. Phone
tion underneath accura.ely. When
completed turn over and you'll find I403-Jpicthe
Save
a surprising result.
FOR RENT Office Room
tures.
j.
ioli
RKNTTirreen"vry desirable office
The telephone arose out of an
roome. light, neat and water: will rent
to
an
apparatus
attempt to design
separately or as a whole. A. B, ttliner,
21 J H Wort Centrtl, phone HI.
aid deal people in hearing.

bed-roc-

a.

Every Mother longs for "Home fir
self and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy taut
yearning. You can if you will but
Delay la danonly make the start.
gerous and time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting' her with a oon'.mnt to
one of our choice
'oe. You
will both be happier for the glvi;ig.
$20 cash starts you "Homewifl."

Five-roo-

oak
ward.

.

'

We have one of those new. little

that make
bunealows
Cluistmasy kind of home; three
rooms, modern, sleening porch
and a small payment will handle
it.
Whv non
J. L: PHILLIPS. Real Estate

FOR
FOR

Third

SALE
SALE

354--

Miscellaneous

Tsurgura''

"

nay '""""Phone

U409-K-

TRY BODDY'S MILK.

Phone

HOME
nOME.
brick sleeping porchbuilt-i- n
dining room
and kitchen features; garage,
a fine location.
lawn, shade,
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
J. P. GILL, Heal Estate.
115 S. Second.
Phono 723-Four-roo-

es,

m

modern,

J.

PROM

ALBUMENTALS
.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Gat Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUA'd & CO.
Albuquerquo, N. M.

BEST IN TOWN.

FOR SALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
208 South Arno.
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap. 628
South Walter, phone 2314-J- .
DENVER POST delivered at your door.
60c per month.
Phone 194D-NAVAJO RUGS Positively at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phone 1,30-four-rooof
FOR SALE Furniture
house,
complete. Phone 2417-JFOR SALE Edison machine and forty- five records; good aa new. Phone
2404-J-

and
FOR SALE Used tractors,
with gang plows. Hardware Depart
ment J. KurUel ft Co.
J U.ST RECEIVED a lurge consignment
of plnons, lbc the pound. Robert
1114 West Central
Full SALE orilce furniture, desk, safe,
etc.;
adding machine, typewriters,
reasonable. Coll phone 701-CLARIFIED and pasteurised milk. Theie
Is only one piece to obtain it. AlbU'
querque Dairy Association. Phone 301.
FOR SALE Freen buttermilk und cot
In gallon
tage cheeee; also tresh milk lulfr-lots.
Swaynes Dairy, phone
SALE- - Cliltiieu suliuwlciics, i'la n
iult
Whieuo cunuas, best Ice cream In tile
Dee. college inu,
Wo deliver
city.
iihone --'41.
SEND a genuine NiVAJJ RUO ir liER
PILLOW TOP home fir
MANTOWN
Christmas; bargains at loot Lal Lie
141D-tral, phone
grocer for Albu
BUTTER Ask your
u
querque Dairy Association Duller; at
can
not
supply you, call
your grocer
1
North Second.
the dulry,
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
oravent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arktnsaw
Black, llanos, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps.
or call Wm. Dolde, 70S
Phone 1S28-South Broadway.
pork; whole
FOR SALE Fresh corn-fe- d
or half hog; half will average about
W. li.
18s
a
pound.
seventy pounds;
Hicks, phone 200, J. C. Penney Store.
PAINT
ROOF
ASBESTOS
GOOD tor all kinds of roofs, II per gallon.
The Masano Co., J10 South
Wakiut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
roof, will last as long as the building.
FOR SALE Five hundred aharee of City
E.ectrlc Railway, below par. Dr. R.
L. Hust, M. T. Armljo building.
seat
EFFECTO AUTO TOP and Vals-par,
dreeslng. Effecto Auto Enamel,
on
automobiles.
Enamels
Valsper
Homestead
Plvmmiih Cottage Paint.
irioni. Paint. Knof Paint and Cement. Sat
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher I.eath- er Co.. 408 West Centrnl, pnone luni-- j.
USE

SALE

Livestock

Good milk, cow and chick

GOOD INVESTMENT
Modern apartment, close in, 'fine
location, completely furnished, income over $300.00 per month. Let
us show you this, also
cottage, hardwood floors, heat,
$5,500.00.

$6500

$6500

Buys

new. newly furnished houses in University
Heights. Three are rented for
$100.00 per month, owner occupying other. A rare bargain
for some one with the ready
cash. Act quick.

FRANKLIN & CO,
Realtors.
Third nnd Gold.
Phone 657

W, H, McMILUUN

FOR SALE

House.

boutt.
Inquire 101 5 West Fruit.
FOR SALE
brick house, on
North Edith. Phone 3401-RFull SALE OK RENT Irurmslied or
house. Apply 21 Easl
FOR SALE

By owner,

four-roo-

FOll SALE Uood
House, garage and small grocery. Call at 318
South Seventh.
FOR SALE On eusy terms,
modern bungalow; will take good lots
or real estate paper. Phone 2040-FOR SALE By owner, new modern
house, near Robinson park, S7b0
ensh. 860 per month. Phone 1825-FOll SALE Five-rooframe, modeiu,
convenient fur two families; large lot;
east front; highlands. Phone ltidV-FOR SALE Small house 111 south high-laud- s;
would take vacant lot as first
payment, balance like rent. Call 1702
East Grand.
FUR SALL By owner, 711 West Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms If declred. Phone 1803-tUU SALE OR RENT Six brana new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
Coul; will sett one or all on reasonable
terms. See K. H. strong, or i U lien
nttt. Phonee 76 or 146.
Full SALE Account leaving city,
modor unfurnished
ern house; screened porches, nicely arCentral,
ranged for two families. West
Phone owner, 2304-neat park.
and
FOR SALE By owner, five-roolarge front porch, modern bungalow,
In good residence
aection; east Iront,
lawn and tiees, in very oeei conuuion,
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
town.
Phone 1486-rooms and
Full SALE House, fou
end
glassed-l- a
sleeping porch, front comback porch; big basement; furnace;
pletely furnished; large lot; this Is a
good buy; easy terms. Address box C
care Journal.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, bard wood floors, firethree
sen
encd
porches,
place, large
light, airy bed roor.e with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, eta.; everything In excellent
If
terms
desired. Phone
condition;
1SJ7--

J.

W ANl ED

Position

WAN1ED Adobe laying by the day or
H. C. Richardson.
by contract.
WANTED
Situation as private or camp
N. Pereich, Hotel Angelus.
cook.
First-clas- s
WANTEI
colored woman
wants half days work. Phone 743-PRACTICAL NURSE wall's position,
charges reasonable, Mrs. llarter, 204
South Third.
WANTED
Position as pastry cook or
moat cutter; experienced. 1102 South
Third.
married
MIDDLE AGED AMERICAN,
man wants work of any aina. c.
Halstetd, 1315 South Edlth
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPE.-- . CLOSE and
WILLIAMS
ZAND,
keep Dooka.
room
Mellnl building. Phone 701-COMPTOMETER
OPE'
EXPERIENCE
RATOH wants Inventory work; have
machine. Address J. I. 8., care Journal.
NURSE wants position, nursing and keep
ing irouse xor invauu or neauusecaer,
twit vhm' --urnertiinre In hoaDitaL Ad
dress N. C. care Journal.
YOUNG man, college education, having a
sense of responsibility and fully conversant In handling office detail work
in which initiative Is essential, desires to
make connections. Address U. L. C, care

WANTED
WANTED
H0-M-

.

Miscellaneous

Cattle

to

feed.

For

Pnone ROOM

Rent-Roo-

AND

with Coard

m

BOARD,

all conveniences.

BEAUTIFUL BRIGHT
HOME.
On West Central avenue, large
lot and priced to sell; good
terms.
Living room, fireplace; dining
room with bay windows, built-i- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nice large
bedrooms, plenty linen and
clothes closets;
bath,
lovely
large front porch, large back
porch. Whole house surrounded
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
driveway,
garage
and large outbuildings, fruit
and shade trees, garden, etc.
When you see all that there is
to this piece of property, considering its fine location for
$7,200.00,
you will say, It's
ours.
THIS YCI.ETIDE
SEASON
HAVE YOU A HOME?
If not, why 'not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow it
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT.
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on if you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.
HOUSES FOR RENT
Life is Service.
We Render Uoth Gladly.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phone
(40

PROFESSIONAL

To

rent

a

"BU!"ES3

a.

CARDS

511 South Broadway.
AllOrfSHS.
piano. Phone Full RENT Room and board; 110.50 a JOHN W.
1311-WILSON,
week. Phono 1720-Attorney.
FOR taking and serving dinners and NICELY
furnished toon, with board; Rooms 18, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
.
pnrties, pnone jus-wPhone 115S-J- .
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
S OVES POLISHED an
set up. Ervlo ROOM AND BOARD
PHYSICIAN!
with sleeping porch,
AMI Mt'KUMIAS.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
adjoining bath. 1636 East Central.
DR. a. L. Ul ltTON,
HAULING of all kinds done. Joe CoroCAN
ACCOMMODATE
one
Diseases nf Ine Stemnrh.
gentleman
na, phone 1820-M- .
convalescent. Apply Casa de Oro, t13
.
Bulls.
Harriett Building.
AND GENERAL HAUL- West Gold.
SCAVKNUElt
UK, S. C. CLARKE,
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, FOR RENT
Room
and
sleeping porch
Kye, Kur, None nnd Throat.
723 East Iron, phone i305-with board. 210 Stanford, University
Barnett Building.
Phone 8J8.
EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player Heights.
Office Hours
James
Dulan, phone FOR RUNT Large furnished room with
piano repairing.
9 to 18 a. m.. and 2 to 8 p. m.
1974-llli'O New York.
'
table board; rates for two people, til 11K. MAKGAItlT CARTVVR1GHT,
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals; South Fourth.
Grant Bldg., Room 18. Phone (71.
also wrlders' supplies and carbide for JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for Office Residence
1123
Central
East
sale. N. M. Sloel Co., Inc., phone 1947-few reservations now
Phone 671.
beaitnseekers;
and available.
WANTED
Secondhand furniture
Phone 2238-trunks. We buy everything In house- F.R RENT Room ana
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
sleeping porch.
hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 215
v Ith board for convalescent!; gsntle-me- n
South First.
Phone 158.
Practice Limited to
home. Phone 2148-only;
private
GENITO - URINARY DISEASES.
MAX BARGAIN
BTOllK, at 315 South MOMfa
HOARDING
HOUSE
warm
Nice,
AND DISEASES, OF THE 8KIN
First, will pay the highest prices for
rooms; good home cooking.
your eecond-hanclothing, shoes and 904sleeping
South Third; short walk from station. Hussermun Laboratory In Connection,
furniture.
Phone 858.
Citizens Bank ISIdg. Phono H8A.
"
FOR RENT Nice "rooms"wlth sleeping
RUG CLEANERS
porches, with board, for convalescents.
CHIROPRACTORS
MATTRESSES
renovated. 13 60 and up. M.j.
.12 South Broadway, phone
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin 526. Reed,
471.
Co.,
Bedding
phone
Chiropractor.
MODERN
ACCOMMODATIONS
for
FINISHING It is
18 and 20 Armljo Building.
BETTER DOKAK
healtliseeker, in
home; special
better. Return postage paid on mall care given to bed country
car
to
close
orders. Tho Bsrnum Studio, 218' West line. AniiiTsa Box patient;
FOR RENT Apartment
224, city.
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
MIKAMONTES-O.N-THE-MESFOR RENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
CLEANING PAI'ER,and kalsomlne, wax A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for
tubercular
1117
and 8 large sleeping porches.
ing floors, nouse ana window cleaning,
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- East Central.
and all kinds of repair wonk; work guar- tendance; rules by
the week or month.
RENT
FOR
Two
furnished
for
anteed. John Goodaon, phone 634-J- .
2400-Jrooms,
I.
Call
Kodak finishing. Full RENT Furnished room with board, 724light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
WANTHJ
Canrul
Bouih
Second.
satisTwice dally service.
first-claa- s
Remember,
home cooking, for two gen-t- lt
Send your finishing
housekeepfaction guarantied.
men; private entrance, 111 per week, FcfR RENT Three furnished
to a reliable, establlehed firm, llanna sir per month; all conveniences,
ing rooms; also two rooms and steeping
7&2
porch. 1004 Forrester.
Hanna, Master Photographers.
South Third.
WINDOW CLEANING
NEVVLV
ALBUQUERQUE
FURNISHED ROOMS,
with FOR RENT A aunny furnished apartCc Windows cleaned and floors steam heat, hot and cold water, two ment of three rooms, bath and screened
scrubbed; stores, offices and houses first class dining rooms, with best of porclL 401 South Seventh
222
Mrs . Hlggins,
FOR RENT Three-roocleaned; reasonable rates and honest home cooking.
apartment, furwork. Postoffice box 101. A. Granone; East Central. Ocptdfntnl Hulldlng.
nished, strictly modern; no children.
leave your calls American Grocery, phone RLSEUVATIONS
now be had at St. 725Houtlt Kdlth.
may
203.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates, FOR RENT Two rcorns and sleeping
$17.50 to $35 per week; Includes private
porch, unfurnished: private entrance;
HELP WANTED
room with sleeping porch, connected to no small children. 208 North Walnut.
bath
medical
and
care,
medicines,
Three-rootoilet;
FOR RENT
apartment.
Male.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
modem, completely furnished, close In;
WANTED
Experienced cook. Manhattan service; no extras. All rooms have steam water paid. Phone 840 or 907; no
Rev.
hot
cold
end
Cafe.
heat,
running water.
Phone
Superintendent.
OFFICE Wo furnish all W. H. Zlegler,
EMPLOYMENT
FOR RENT Entirely
apartseparate
kinds of help. Try our service. 110 491.
ment, In private home; suitable for two
,
35t-wSouth Third, phone
who desire quiet; best location.
adults
FOR RENT Dwellings
WANTED
Phone 91.6-Twenty extra boys wlUi bi
cycles, needed for December 3t anu
Two furnished room cotthree rooms,
FOR RENT Furnished
lull RLNT
leave name and address at Western Un
1727
West Central.
tage.
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
Ion Office.
water
furnished.
and
light
Apply 1006
FOR RENT New house.
Call Averlll
West Central.
retniile.
Apartments, apartment 6.
ExWANTED
furFOR RENT
Experienced collar girl.
Furnished, lioupo, four FOR RENT Two and three-roocelsior Laundry.- rooms and bath. 425 West Santa Fe.
nished apartments, hot and rid waur
steam
and
and
paid.
beat;
light
telephone
lire
WANTED
Girl for general bouaewurk.
FOR RENT
In
(rouse.
i
421 Sooth Broadway.
Marl Brothers, 208 South Second.
Apply 423 South Third.
WANTED- - Girl for general housework,
FOR RENT Furnished
four FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
house,
rooms and bath, $40. Phone 177.
porch, completely furnished; one and
Apply 823 North Thirteenth.
one-ha- lf
blocks from postoffice; no sick.
Girl for genernl housework; FOR RENT
WANTED
One side of double house,
703 West Silver.
In.ulre
10 North Thirteenth.
208 South Broadway,
unfurnished.
good wages.
e,
Maid for general homework. FOR RENT Five room "furnlshed
WANTED
FOR SALE Ranches
$25, at 118 West Silver or phone
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper,
aifaifa rancid
Fult" SALE For
WANTED Woman for general hojirf- - 678.
70S
four-rooWest
four mil s from city. Inquire 400 West
FOR RENT Well furnished
work: must be good cook.
Gold.
Lead.
house, at 128 North Fourth. Dr.
FOR SALE Sheep
WANTED
ranch, three-rooGirl for housework, some
new house, near main ditch and pub-ll- o
cooking; good wages; no laundry work FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at
409 North Twelfth.
road, seven miles south of town. Call
1008 South Arno.
Call at 1702 East
at 1203 South Fourth.
Address post-offi- Grand.
WANTED
Stenographer.
box 061, giving experience and FOR RENT Three-roofurnished house. FOR SALE Country home, stucco bouse,
even rooms, steam heated, elsotrlo
salary expected.
sleeping porch, $26; key at 706 East
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; on ten-acWANTED Glri for washing dishes and Santa Fe.
orchard.
Adereu Postoffice boa 277, or
611
Four-roomust
housework;
FOR RENT
speak English.
modern house,
2467-RSouth Broadway.
two screened
and garage. phone
porches
FOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles
WANTED A reliable girl or woman for Phone 1238-from postoffice, on main ditch; l'ub.e
1012
South
V'11"
housework.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
general
chicken
2140-houses, fo's,
cr house, garage,
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-.Broadway or phone
blooded chickens and turkeys; also furA cook In a family of four; call 1203 East Copper.
WANTED
terma
Phone 2416-JMrs. D. FOR RENT
Five-roomodern house. niture;
good wages to right party.
Welnmai, 7 Of West Copper
furnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire
month 614 F.ast Santa Fe.
Room and $10
EARN BOARD
while attending school; catalogue free. FOR RENT Four-rooTIME CARDS
house, glassed
Mackay Business College, 0Vt South
sleeping porch, modern, furnished;
at716EastCentral.
Loi
Main,
Angeles.
highlands. Apply
furnished cotWANTEP -- Ladles all over N'W Mexun FOR RENT Three-rooto take orders for my medallions; good
tage; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East
702
m- South High,
Haseldlne.
Call
Write
at'
for
Karry
particulars.
pay.
'
Rea, 606 North
Second, Albiqu-r.ut- ,
phone 1310-New Mexico.
FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
room apartments and houses; some
Male and Female.
WEST BOUN3 Dally.
fuVr.lshed;
steam heat. W. H. McMU- over
Arrive.
17, desiring
YOUNG men, women,
Depart,
Train.
llon, 206 West Gold.
government positions, $130 monthly, FOR RENT Unfurnished fuur rooms. No. I The Soout.... 7:80 pm 1:80 pro
lu:S0
am 11:00 am
8
R. Terry (former Civil service examiner).
No.
Calif. Limited.
at
two
porches,
bath, basement and
R. Terry, (former Civil Service exmalner)
No. 1 Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
Inquire at 210 North No.
26 Continental Bid.. Washington, D. C. 1201 Eust Copper.
The Navajo. .11:38 am 1:00 am
Cedar, phone 2378-SOUTHBOUND.
Three-rooCHANCES"
furnished
10:10 pm
house,
Rent
FOR
No. 89 El Paao Exp
201 Sou n
and
at
11:30 am
bath,
17
porch,
El
sleeping
No.
Paeo
Exp
FOR SALE
Garuge, best location In Edith; will be vacant December 11,
EAST BOUND.
town. Phone 878.
224 South Edith,
No, t The Navajo.. 8:10 pm 1:40 pm
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long MODERN
five-roohouse, garage, No. 4 Calif. Limited, t.00 pm 6:40 pm
lease. Address Cora, care Journal
No. I 8. F. Eight.. 1:26 pm 1:10 pm
Fourth ward; three and four-rooFOR SALE Small rooming house; long houses, llghlands or lowlands. Rollln s. No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:60 am
Outhrid ge, 314 West Gold.
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
FROM SOUTH.
n
No, II Prom El Paso 6:85 pm
FOR BALE Small grocery and
FOR RENT Unfurnished
El Paso 7:00 am
No.
From
30
Seventh.
house of five rooms with large lot, at
dwelling, Call at IH South
No. 80 connects at Telen with No. II
FOR SALE A meat market; everything 418 West Atlantic avenue: very handy
Co..
railroad employes. City Realty
for Clovis, Pecee Valley. Kenar City and
omplete. Call at 1106 East Central, to
O
Coast
' 207 West Gold, phone (67.
phone 766-No. 19 connect- - at Belen with Mo. tl
FOR SALE One of the iiest business
PAINTING
Clovle end polnta east and south
from
properties In Albuquerque. VIS Bouih
First street. Inquire at savoy noioi oi WH.fN YOU consider painting, phone
1C47-fice.
estimates furnished free; all
.
OPPORTUNITY Is offcrea tor invest work guaranteed) do Job too large.
ment In local commercial enterprise;
sate and profitable. Address Postoffice
box 114, Albuquerque, N. M;
FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondhand pool tables and one billiard table,
In flrst-olscondition; also one twelve-foo- t
soda fountain, A- -l condition. In
quire at 129 West Silver.
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
mercantile business, located on railSeven-roodwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
road. Will sell for value of Improvements
inevery
respect.
Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
reason
for
It
Coo,'
alone.
selling.
terested In good-slse- d
Frontage Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
proposition, address postoffice box 638. Albuquerque.
r

WANTED

ens. Phone
FOR SALE Bucks, does end frying
rabbits. 7IO west L.eaa
FOR SALE Fresh young cow. giving
tnrce gallons mini, m poum jmoq.
FOR SALE Milk goat, cheap; also two
Call at 116
Rhode Island roosters.
West Silver, phone 678.
two
Two
colts, 100
FOR SALS
horses,
cblckins andgood collie dog, cheap.
Mr. Lawrence. 12"4 North Bleventh.
FOR SALE Uentle driving horse, light
spring wagon and buggy harness; also
One block east of
good stock saddle.
.1 o u i nm.
Armljo postoffice, phone zioz-jutxllil- I,u
FO't SALE Ten head of Missouri mules,
ccjiiu,.- -.
expeneuceu oiLica uiau,
ten head of work horses and marss
v....
and twelve head of Holstaln and Jersey H.Ullia U.11L7, ftOU W.
milk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on salesman; could invest small amount cap-iltIn paying, legitimate business. Ad- town lota. Cows at corner of Mountain
road and Fourth: miles and horses at aresa m. xi. c care journal.
or 45.
Bell's Livery Stable. Phone 4J-AUTOMOBILE- -.
- FOR SALE Furniture
WILL pay .cash for used Kords. iii
North High.
FOR SALE Beautiful solid mahogany
bed and dining room set; bargain. 70 EXPERT
O. K.
Radiator
Repairing.
North Fifth:.
Sheet Me'al Works, 1 North Third
two
tables,
FOR SALE Two
library
6
BulcK
FOR BALE
euurlni oar;
first-claCo..
aressing laoies, xwo neavy learner am.
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
chairs, one kitchen table, and several odd city.'
cnairs. 4U& west central.
FOR BALK Soma ext:a good used care;
FOR KALE Morris chair, china cabinet.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto' Co-- (08"
kitchen cupboard, dressers and large West
Central.
e
high-gradused
furniture,
stock of
FOR SALE Ford roadster, good condinrlced right. 825 South First
see, after I
$160; come and
tion,
FQR BALIS One bedstead, mattress and o'clock, or Sundays. 609 South First.
springs, sanitary couch and pad,u gas FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six. In excelrange, arm cnair, gooa bccoiiu-iihulent condition; a bargain; cash or
good condition;
sewing machine; all in
term. 1304 West Central, phone 3481-never used by sick. 207 North Arno.
FOR BALE Will sail Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
MONEY TO LOAN
runabout. $M South Broad
MuNEV TO LOAN On watches,
SALE Ford light truck, $160; one-to- n
FOR
guns and everything valuaole.
Ford truck, $300, worm drive;
Mr. B. Marcus, 112 South First.
$660. Ill
light Bulck, $580; Bulck
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnes West Gold.
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con- SEE McINTOSH AUTO COMPANY for
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st
used tires, all sizes, used parts; Max
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dia- well, Rtudebaker, Roo and Chalmers carsy
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan is. 6(l West Central.
1
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman'a
WANTED USED CARS
117 South First.
Bonded to the state. WE PAT CASH for used cars of any
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
CARPENTERING
Oarage, (00 South Second.
PETTlFoTtD THE ODD JOb""mAN,
.
FOR RENT Ranchet
kind of work, rhone H7I-PAINTING--PAPEkiN- G
WANTED Odd Joba carpentering, paint-In- FOR liiixi&tttKi!AwiyJ'it. MundeUt,
1458-116 West Central
and root repairing. Phone
WHEN considering painting, paperhung-In- g
or kalsomlnlng, call 234, or call at
FOR RENT OK SALE Eighty-acr- e
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; la-- re
or by
house, seven mllee 07 East Csntral, for Hanson ft Powers,
ranch, four-roojobs er email; work by contract reasonfirst-clatelewater
and
eaet of townf fireplace,
the day; careful .mechanics and
painters and paperhangers;
able prices; work guaranteed; estimates phone. Call at HOC Eat Central, phoa we guarantee all our work; bo job too
Ml-.
...
... ,
,
,
...
big or too mall.
free. Call 1781-Z417-.l- i.

Gtcam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland Park. Roof garden with
best view In city. Garages.
Ready for" rent about March.
Soo J. A. HAMMOND, Agt.
mono 1522-824 E. Sliver.

200 West Gold

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

2413-R-

FOR SALE Kitchen range, in good cod
union, til 9 South Fifth.

FORSALE

j

FOR SALE
Desirable building lots In all
parts of the city.
We also nave a large and
complete listing of homes for
sale on easy payments. Call
on us today.
J, D, KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

a real

Phone

modern new home,
Fourth
floors, fireplace;

Four brand

on East Silver, new, well. built,
furnace,
five rooms, basement,
built-i- n
features; furnished ready
to move in; good terms, and
priced to move it.
R. McCLUOHAN, Realtor
Phone 442-- J
204 W. Gold

WHY NOT?

C, THAXTON
Mountain Road

W.
705

PARK VIEW COURT

FOR RENT

To ITuabandal

HOMES

SPLENDID

110 S.

Realtors.

Third and Gold.

Realtor

START RIGHT
Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roo-

THE CITY

JANUARY FIRST
You will agree that this Is a
mighty good value when you
look it over. '
Eight rooms, nice porches, fireplace, plenty
large
closets,
basement with laundry tubs,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewalks,
shade trees, lawn, garage; best
of location. Near Robinson
Park. Terms.

Nine-roo-

D.

REALTORS

-

'f"

.

& CO,,

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

F1

n

P.F.
Ground

BMA
A

floor

Cromwell

Building.
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WILL WE GET DOWN TO CHEESE
AND CRA'CKERS?

illl MAGNIFICENT

We TInve Good Fresh
Crackers and Good Cheese.

Should

have fresh

Swift's

raekase Premium Bacon We were fortunate
having a Supply today.

Head

Lettuce

Today.

Great Artistry and
Success, Mme. Ernestine
Schumann-Hein- k
Sings a
Delightful Program.

With
In

Butter Hns Declined.
WARDS STOfiE.

HOMER H. WARD
rhoncs

S15 Mnrblc Avenue.

IN RECITAL

VOICE

ALSO THE BEANS
California

CONTRALTO

BILLY ALGER KNOCKS
OUT SOLLY BURNS IN
FIGHT AT FORT BLISS
(Br The Associated

DiTAC ETO
ARMOfir CONCERT
Greatest Attendance in His
tory of City's Musica
Events is Recorded; Apollo
Club to Profit.

The eong recital given last night
The biggest musical event that
to a packed
house by Madame
has known that
Albuquerque
was a
Ernestine Schumann-Hcin- k
what music lovers termed the con
success. The great
cert given by Madame Schumann- magnificent
Heink in the armory lart evening.
contralto was in splendid voice, and
From the standpoint of attendance
her art Is still undimmed by the
alone, it ranked far above the
passage of ungentle time.
brightest spots in the history of
The first group presented by the
musical endeavor In the city.
famous singer opened with an aria
More than 300 people were turn
from Mitrane by Rossi. It was exed away after the huge armory had
tremely well sung, with remark- - MANAGER OF A COFFEE
Hun
been crowded to capacity.
able pianissimo effects. Next came
SHOP LYNCHED BY MOB dreds availed themselves of stand
the favorite, "My Heart At Thy
der6om
before
firemen
the
Ing
Sweet Voice," from Samson and
clared that no more weight was to
(Br Th Aiaorlnted
Delilah, which the diva sang in
26.
be allowed in the hall and stopped
Key West, Fla., Dec.
German,
rendering both verses,
'much to the apparent astonishment Manuel Head, manager of a cof- any further admittance of music
been
fee
had
he
after
lovers.
who,
shop
of the audience. A tremendous
A check
of tho automobiles
wave of applause greeted the sing- - beaten by a band of masked men
H. parked In the twelve blocks sur
er nt the closo of the selection. Al yesterday,a shot and killed W. was
tho
rounding
armory revealed
prominent resident,
some
slight
difficulty Decker,
though
the jail by a mob ear- total of 487 In the area.
seemed apparent In the breathing, taken fromand
He was
Ernest F. Landolfl, trertpurer of
lynched.
Mme. Schumann-Hein- k
did "Mein ly today
being removed the Apollo ciuo unoer whose ausJlerz" superbly, with the several shot twice before
on
out
then
from
the
taken
Jail,
pices the concert was given stated
rather high notes perfectly handled. a
county road and strung to a tel- last evening that he could not ac
The gem of the group was Meyerestimate the gross repole where he was riddled curately
beer's aria. "Ah,""Mon Fils," from ephonebullets.
ceipts of the concert but that the
Le rrophete, in which Mme. 8c.hu- - with
In
a
Barricaded
of
banked
club
the
had
$2,900 up to yes
cupola
mann-Hein- k
triumphed in the role house, Head last
night stood off terday afternoon.. The final figure
of Fides In the famous Metropol- an
armed mob until captured and will doubtless exceed that sum ma
itan production of 1 903 with
to the county Jail. Marines terially.
rez. The aria was sung In French. taken
from
Officials of the club
navy yard stood guard
Her second group included the outsidethe
the Jail until the mob had voiced their gratification over the
"Indian Love Song" of Lleurance, disbanded.
But at 2 a. m., when success of the venture. Future at
more familiarly known as "The
marines were rolieved by dep- tractions of a similar standard are
It was the
Waters of Mlnnetonka."
mob
uties
the
Concerts bv John Mc
gathered again and probable.
well siing. A rather flagrantly sen- forced their
were put
way Into the cell Cormack and
timental set of tilings followed. house.
within the range of possibilities by
"Have You Seen Him in France?"
the huge attendance of last eveby Stephens, "Flanders Requiem"
ning.
and "To A Messenger," both by 4 LIVES ARE LOST IN
LaForge. were very nicely done,
CALIFORNIA STORMS GOLF FINALS WILL
"Out
and were well applauded.
Where the West Begins," also by
BE PLAYED MONDAY
(By The Asaorlnted Vrm.)
I.aForge, followed. Because of Its
i
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 26.
possible Association with New Mex- - Tho death
list in, the California
Arthur Prager defeated P. F.
ico, the sontr was heavily r.nplaudw uy rwc
one up and Herkenhoff deAfter this gmup, Mme. Schu-- 1
led.
'mann-Heintoday Three men were killed feated Roy McDonald two up in the
ang the two requests
semi-fin.. ur
round of the State Nant the evcnine "St e Nncht." by
and today the body of a tional bank golf trophy tournament
ririiher, and Kevin's familiar "Ro yesterdaybcileveft
owned when the which was
fourth,
at the Country
inry" were feelingly sung.
waves upset"- - his skiff, was club course played
yesterday afternoon.
The last group opened with high
In
found
Oakland
Estuary.
Roses
Prager and Herkenhoff will play
the
"When
Relchnrdt's
Damage In this section was esti- the final round Monday afternoon.
Bloom," a very pretty melody. mated
et
but was much
Schubert's "Erlknnic" was sung heavier In $100,000,
southern California.
DECISION TO THORPE.
of dramatic and
with the
were washeleven
There
bridges
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 26. Harvey
Tli!s seemed to ed out or
vnral nwfi'i-iionimclosed
ordered
today,
of Kansas City was given
bo due to the artistic manner of
San Thorpe
materially.
peding traffic
the decision over Sailor Jerabek at
o,,,.r,uulr.ii uliiih the nrlma Diego
was cut off completely from the end of a ten round bout here
The number was rail or automobile communication
donna exerted.
remarkably done. Another Schu- - and streams in that section were this afternoon.
was overrunning thpIr bnnlts as a resnlt
bcrt thing, "Haiderrosleln."
verv lovely "Pirate Dreams,
by . extraordinary downnours In the
of- little
n
was
pleasant
mountains east' of there.
Iluerter.
JOHNSON COAL CO.
The last number or in"
ferine.
Coal and Wood.
program was a revelation of the CANADIAN PENNY SENT
Gallup Lump $11. no a Ton
existence of a magnificent coloraNORTH
FIRST STREKT
"BoleIn
Arditi's
tura contralto!
MAN TO AUBURN PRISON
rePhono 388-ro." Mine. Schumann-Heinvealed a trill of no mean power
(Br The Assorlnted Press.)
bravura passage of splendid caliBuffalo. N. Y.. Dec. 26. A Ca
ber, and a pianissimo cadenza of nadian penny sent Clement Pacyna
tremendous beauty. The .audience to Auburn prison, where he was
made the diva repeat the "Bo- killed today In an attempt to es- lero."
cape. When New York Central
Arthur Loesscr, the accompanpassenger train Number 15 was
ist, played several very charming held up October 21, 1920, tho big
was
apand
warmly
selections,
penny was taken by tne roDbers
When Pacyna
plauded. He played two Chopin from a passenger.
numbers, wfth the "Minute Waltz" was arrested tho penny was found
-,
encoras an
and a "Rondo" by in his pocket.
Field, an "Etude" by
and Liszt s "Rakoczy March." He FIVE ARE ARRESTED IN
was recalled for another encore
after the last number.
MISSOURI ROBBERIES
Jewelry
Tho Albuquerque Apollo club,
Just out of the high rent district.
under whoso au.iplces the concert
(By The Associated Press.)
Postofflce.
was given, offered two very inEast St. Louis, 111., Dec. 26. Five Phone Opposite
903-122 S. Fourth
well rendered chor- men were held by police here toteresting andSchumann-Heinuses. Mme.
sang night following their arrest yesterthe "Star Spangled Banner" with day and today in connection with
the club and audience, in closing. tho recent robberies of the State
Bank at Dupo, and the payroll rob
bery at Klncaid lst August. Police
WANTS REVISION OF
claim the men are principals In a
bank robberies. Tho two
ring
DUTIES ON TOMATOES theftsoftotaled
For
Gifts
Can-trel-

ten-rou-

l,

six-rou-

phy-sica-

LETS

GO

PAST! itIE

TODAY

Pr.)

YEARS"

"SILENT
r

'

The Spirit of "Mother I.tcrnnl"
Trom the Novel "Mam'selle Jo," by Harriett Comstock

Pauline Starke and Rose Dione
ARE

THE

STARS

NEWS"

"FOX

And "MUTT AND JEFF" CARTOONS
REGULAR

LOCAL ITEMS

ADMISSION

last-nig-

OF BISBEE SCHOOLS
IS CRITICALLY ILL

.'?.vyA'..w.iiiti.ju..w.

ii.mm

;ji,i ami

MTH EATRE

(By The Associated Press.)

Blsbee, Ariz., Dec. 26.
a stroke or paralysis Saturday
night, C. F. Philhrook, for many
years superintendent of Blsbee
schools, was tonight reported In
a serious condition. Physicians said
his condition had Rhown no Jm
provement since the stroke.
Mr. Philhrook was stricken dur
ing a Christmas eve celebration
As he had worked long hours for
several days in connection with
preparation for the celebration, it
was at first believed that he had
merely fainted as the result of
Later, when he was
taken to a hospital and kept un
der
examination
all Saturday
night, it was found that he was
from
paralysis.
suffering
has for many
Mr, I'nllbrook
years been a leader In educational work in the state. Ho is also
prominent In Masonlo circles.

Three Days Starting Today

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Adolphf Zuiypr

presents

rootiiohts

DR. FISHER WILL GO
TO PARIS TO DISCUSS
GERMANY'S WAR DEBT
By The Associated Press.)
Dec. 26. Dr. Fischer.

Berlin,

chairman of the German war debt

commission, has been Instructed
to proceed to Paris for discus
sions wnn tne reparations commission.
His mission concerns
Germany's reply to the commis
sion's Inquiries, and was decided
upon after Informal conferences.
Dr. Rathenau
has
Although
been in constant touch with the
cabinet and also with President
Ebert, since his return from
London, official quarters decline
to discuss
the information he
brought back, or to give any Indication of the nature of the reply.

Malone Taxi & Transfer 15S

Galli-Cur-

PRE-WVENTOR-

Y

i

Coal Supply Co- Phono 4 .ind 5.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Schlott of
East Las Vegas, with their daugh- ter Mra. K. Bletsoway and baby.
and their eon, XV. B. Schlott, and
down from Las'
family, motored
Vegas Saturday to spend theMrs.holl-8.:
days with their daughter,
A. Connell, 1223 West Mountain,
road.
Save costs of a suit ny pnyint?
your poll tax this week, thePay at
High
State National Lank or ut
school.
South
115
Louis Trauer of
Seventh street who l.as been seriously ill at the Presbyterian hospital, Is reported to be Improving.
,T.
A. Br;.ckctt of Bakersfield,
Cal., returned to his home last
Christmas
night after spending
with his mother, Mrs. L. H. Brack-e- tt
of 618 South Arno street, and
his sister, Mrs. J. K. Whltesides.
A. T, Hogan, proprietor of the
Bon Ton bakery at Flagstaff, Ariz.,
Is spending the holidays in the city
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
N. Hogan.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 614-There will be a regular meeting
of Temple Lodge, No. 6. A. F. and
A. M. at Masonic temple at 7:30
o'clock. There will be installation
of officers.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
.1
W. Peeuo. of Gallup. N. M.,
who was here tne past iew ua3
Mrs. Pegu, returned to
Gallup laBt night.
J W Palmer, of 323 West TI- tera's avenue who was east to visit
relatives and friends in New York,
has returned to the ci .
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
of Menaul School, a daughter, yesterday.
Albuquerque Camp, No. 1, W. O.
XV., will rrieet tonight at K. of P.
hall at 8 o'clock.
F. Gonzales. 220 North Sixth
street, was arrested on a speeding)
He is charged
charge yesterday.
with traveling 25 miles an hour on
south Broadway, M. A. Ochoa, sis
east Cromwell avenue, was also arrested charged. Willi speeding on
south Broadway.
There will be a regular meeting
of Albuquerque Council No. 641,
K. of C. at St. Mary's hall at 8
o'clock this evening. Following the
meeting there will le an Informal
dance for members and their ladies at 9 o'clock.
a,

i

PRICES

jtyWj j way

1

THRONG REFUSED

V'm.i

El Paso, Tex., Dec. 26. Billy
Alger of Safford, Ariz., knocked
out Solly Burns of Deg Moines, Iain the sixth round of a twelve-roun- d
bout at catch weights her?
at Fort Bliss tonight. The men
are of the lightweight class. Alger
floored Burns twice for the nine
count In the sixth', before putting
his man away. Burns, a veteran,
fought gamely, but was no match
for the more rugged and heavier
young westerner.
Young Tommy Murphy, Fort
Bliss, knocked out Battling Chlco
II, El Paso, in the first round of
contest. Larry
a
El Paso, stopped Knockout
Weisner, Fort Bliss, in the fiftn
bout with 'i
round of a
right hand punch to the heart.n
Upon examination, the club
stated that two of Welsner's
ribs on the left side had been
fractured.

27, 1921.

December

SALE
Merchandise in Stock
At Greatly Keducetl Trices
All

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117 8. First St.

DEATHS

AND

vui

k

Phone 817.J
FUNERALS

SANCHEZ Pedro Sanchez, SOl
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sanchez,
died this morning at the family
608
Walter
North
residence.
street, after a short illness. The
body was taken to Garcia and
Sons.
Funeral arrangements ar.
pending.
Thomas D. Kirk-waKIRKWAN
aged 33 years, died at a local hospital last night. His wife
was here with him and will take
the body to their former home In
Calif. - Strong
San Francisco,
Brothers are in charge.

'

William
Charles
BROWN
Brown died at his home, 8 23 Nortii
mornEleventh street, yesterday
ing, aged Z'i years. He had mad'
is iminc m rtiuuiiiniiinc iui
past three years and is survived
by Ms wife who was with him
here. The funeral services will be
hold today at 2:30 o'clock from
the residence Rev. P. 12. McGuIre,
or me juetnoaisi cnurcn, oriiciai- ing. Interment will be in the
family lot in Falrview cemetery.
Strong Brothers are in charge of

arrangements.

t

k

Raint-Saen-

bell. Jr.. died at a local hospital
yesterday, aged 40 years. Tlis father resides in Bradford, Pa. The
body was taken to Strong Brothers'
instructions
mortuary pending
from relatives.

English hull dog, brindle, with
white breast, male; answers to I
"Itex." Phone 2DO or return to II
315 West Marquette
avenue. II
Liberal reward.

Turner Adair Post

,(f'C
Id r .
,
.

C--

PINION

.

I

:

Ball

see

and

Lizzie

and

Directed by John S. Robertson
Photoplay by Josephine Iovctt

'
,
j Added Attractions
"HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES"
"CURRENT EVENTS"-

v
.

"

-

ARMORY

17

Come

'

Election of Officers
for 1922
Carnival

demanded

J.$lJL''t

et

Ai.d
fi' thelove.truth!

had found her

VVY

,

LABOR HALL

Big

,

,

'

IYjJf
At
Tonight

'lea

' Sh8 ha1
and won the
world as "ze
W,,..
slan actress. Lisa Pinlnnv.

1

tl-'M- f

:

aSOnS-uml- ms,

Regular Prices.
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f

ftiMiiii

i

"

Mima in ,iWHU,
JMini.i.H'l.m
..iLu-IIl.',;'--.

mi

im

mhiui
-!

MII,.,

Press.)

The

official

agricultural chamber of Gran
t'anarla, one of the Canary Is
lands has petitioned the Spanish
foreign minister to open negotia-

STAR KILLED.
Fort Worth, Texas, Dec. 26.
famous American
Anglo Hughes,
cowboy star, was killed in an automobile accident, according to word
received here tonight. Hughes' car
crashed Into a ditch.

NUTS

COWROY

LADIES' RUBBER
HEELS,
Men's

Your 1921
Poll Tax

Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.
Phone 109

ALBCQUEIlQrE TRANSFEIt
Phone 512, 401 North First St.

STAGE

AT LAST

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

.

Albuquerque,, 7:46 am
In Santa Fe. , .10:46 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fe

In Albuquerque

Phone

7:10 pm

600

On account of not having our
retail yard in readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton lots Lump Coal,

Delivered $11.00 per ton.
HAGAN COAL MIXES

TAXI
SINGER
Office
210

HAGAN COAL

Singer Cigar Store,
West Central

Phone

020

i

WE

ARE

GOING

TO

Let Us Send a Man

.-

J,

GUYS TRANSFER

3

71

EDUCATION

..ftgryJ?.-:i.-

M,iniMTinium

MOVE

BERT LYTELL in a scene feom "LADYFINGERS"

We have some Used Pianos and Player-PianoPhonographs, that we will sell cheap as we dcr not
want to move them.' Also our stock of small instruments will give 20 per cent discount on.
Guitars, Mandoline, Banjos, Ukulele and Violina.
s,

PICTURE

METRO

,

LYTELL

Albuquerque Music Store
Phone 778

IN

"LADY

311 West Central Ave.
A

WM.

H. WALTOX

REUBEN

PERRY

j

Production

ATTRACTION

"SPIKING THE SPOOKS
A

QUALITY

FBIGEBS7,

Bayard Veiller
ADDED

i

COAL and WOOD
SERVICE

CORPORATION

Presents

BERT

SATISFACTION

Two-Pa-

rt

VANITY

REGULAR

Comedy
PRICES

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let onr

PHONES

5

Tracks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home

CERRILL0S EGG COAL

31,1921,

IM1J--

TO 11 P. M.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

re

Rightway Shoe Shop

1

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton

Brown's Transfer
Phone

CONTINUOUS

Coal! Coal! Coal!

Holiday
15c a Pound

$1,00.

(By The Asorlulrd
Madrid, Dw. 26.

WATCH

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
MALDONADO
Benilo Maldon
Zlt goum first, rbone JSl-ado, eged 28, who was thrown from

J

Ty"t
yV i.

No. 401,
V. F. W.

Meeting

UZXle

J

J.

tions with
the United States
government for revision of the
DECISION TO MVFRS.
ROEPON The remains nt Mr. duties Imposed on nmatoes, which
in' large
Edna Rohson, who died hero are sent to America
Salt Lake City. Dec. 26. Midget
the
Christmas day, will be shipped this quantities from
Smith of Salt Lake and Spug MyCanaries.
ers of Pocatello, Idaho, fought six
MAN THROWN FROM
evening to her former home In
rounds here tonight. The referee
Dunlap, la. Strong Brothers are In
TEXAS BANKER, DEAD.
HORSE AT ALAMEDA
awarded tho decision to Myers.
charge.
Calif., Dec. 26.
Beach,
Long
DIESJFR0M INJURY
COATS
Funeral
services
for Robert Haussels, for more than
W. M. Coats, who was killed hy a 30 years president of the WagBenito Maldonado, of Alameda, train at Slate avenue and the San- oner National Bank of Vernon,
Texas, died here today. He was
who was "thrown from his horse ta Fe tracks Christmas
day, will 89 years of age.
near his home Sunday morning, be held at Strong Brothers'
chapel
died at, a local hospital yesterday this afternoon
Our window for Christmas barat 3:30 o'clock.
Maldonado sustained a Burial will be in
morning.
gains in Jewelry, Silverware and
cemeFalrview
the
his
horse
iractured skull when he struck
Sunday morning and was Ivory.
tery.
brought to a local hospital, died
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
ground. He was brought to Albu218 S. Second St.
yesterday
morning. He is survived
querque late Sunday afternoon. AlPIERSON Funeral services for
though he partially rallied from the Henry Plerson, which were to have by his parents, cne sister and two
recover
was
to
brothers.
The bodv was taken to
unaDie
operation, he
been held at Strong Brothers' Crollot'g
funeral parlors pending
from the shock.
cnapei yesterday afternoon, were funeral arrangements.
postponed as Mrs. Plerson received
CHARITY DANCE
word to ship the remain to their
Prompt and Efficient Service.
RACHIEHA Dimas L. Bachleha,
rormer home in Kansas City, Kan?.
WEDNESDAY She
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
678
will leave tonight with the Peter Bachleha,
died yesterday afbody.
C. A. Hodges.
118 W. Sliver.
ternoon at their home, 1407 South
'
A carnival ball will be given at
Rarelas road. Funeral
will
MONG
the armory on Wednesday evening
William Mong died at 12 bo held this afternoon services
at 3 o'clock
for the benefit of a group of needy o'clock yesterday at his home on roni
the
BurSacred
Heart
church.
Mrs.
In
the city.
healthseekers
South Edith street. He came here lal will be In San Jose
cemetery,
Mabel Jackson, owner of the Im- with his wife and
son
Is
In
Crollott
of
archarge
arrangefrom California about three weeks ments.
perial hotel, is in charge of thenumrangements. There will be a
40c.
igo. He leaves the widow, son and
such
ber of entertainment features,
five brothers and siHters in CaliforPA LAS Ancora Salas died yes
as a wishing well, a fortune teller, nia. C. T. French is in charge of terday
45c.
at tho home of her
and other attractions. A large share funeral arrangements, which will parents,afternoon
443 West Pacific avenue.
No cheap work. We use only
of the arrangements for the dance bo announced later.
She Is survived by one brother. She
the best material and skilled
are being contributed.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and the prices
workmanship
SIMS The body of Mrs. Eliza Eleutero
Funeral
Salas.
arrangeare low but we never allow
beth Sims, aged 30 years, who died ments are
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
la In
Crollott
pending.
that cheap look to attach Itself.
at her apartments' on North
We call for them and bring
DOINGS
street Sunday afternoon, was charge.
'cm hack.
last nigiit on train No. 29
GRIPE
William
2!)
Grlee.
aged
I(snipped
Th atmnsTibere on the' Heights to Tyrone, Oklahoma, for burial. years, died yesterday afternoon at
Is Just a little warmer than on the The body was accompanied by her his apartments, 320' North Broad
218 South Second. Phone 127.
her at the
Mr. Grica
lowlands, probably liwing to the husband, who was .with
had been here
of her death. C. T. French way. two years,
draft circulating through the time
from
here
nearly
coming
'
was in charge.
streets.
Kichmond, Ind. He Is survived by
one sister at Cutlway, Ga.. and one
The new Heights garage will be
VILAS
The
remains
of
of Howard hrother at Richmond.
open for business about the first
The body
Vil'is, who died Sunday morning, was taken to Crollott's.' ,
the new year.
at Blakemore's
The Christmas carolers visited will lie in state
many chapel from 8 o'clock this morning
the Heights and entertained beautiuntil 4 o'clock this afternoon. The
J. W. BRASFIELD
of the residents with some
body will be shipped to Lob Angeles, Watch, clock and .lewelrv repaired.
ful yuletide music.
on
train No. 1, accom- American.
California,
Swiss and
English
Is now due and unless
by his wife, Mrs. Alma make.
STURGES' CAFE CLOSED panied
Vilas and Mrs. Dave Rlttenhouse. 117 S. First
Phone 917-- J
the
of repairs,
paid on or before
account
On
SANCITES
The funeral of Mrs.
December
ISturges Cafe will be closed for
uen days.
Altagracla Sanches, who died Sunthe lav requires suit
day evening et her residence at
for collection to be
North Fourth street, will be held
crrr fimcctbic213 bhok
whop
Smith Second.
To replace that broken window
t'uon.
this morning at 8 o'clock from the
fiwiiiirlit
- .
Fr Call and Dellienr.
family residence. Burial will be in
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
For the convenience of the
San Carlos cemetery. Crollott wll)
Phono
421.
423
North
First.
c. fi. Conner, m. n. D. o.
have charge.
public, a clerk has be
Specialist.
Osteopathic
2033-7U1-placed ,m the State Na- Stern Bldg. Tel.
ORTIZ Florentlna
Ortiz died
rinnal Hnnlr rn rnnoroo
yesterday nflernnon at her parents'
We deliver any size any home. 1318 South Third street.
She
tax payments,
poll
during
1
I.
4 A
t
the, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Where. Henry Transfer Con was
DanKinir nours. iu a m.
Demecio Ortiz. Funeral arrangeCall
Phone 939.
ments are pending. Crollott Is In
co
p,. m.
charge.
BOARD OF
Syca-Jmo-

VTOI' "

I

Wednesday, Dec. 28
8:30 p. m.
TAXI
Proceeds to Be Devoted to Charity.
FOGG, The Jeweler Regular Prices.

K0NE

k

McGEE John H. McOee die
at a local hospital yesterday, aged
.
..
.
Tl,Isn ftk,.,
Tn hn(lv
will be shipped there for burial.
Strong Brothers are in charge.
CAMPBELL James F. Camp-

LOST

UNDER

A

PRIVATE

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

TUTOR

Vou Could not Receive as Complete or a More Personal Training Than With Us
SECRETARIAL, STENOGRAPHIC, HIGHER
ACCOUNTANCY,
SALESMANSHIP,
ADVERTISING COURSES
Our students' success Is due to Individual Attention, Small
classes, elimination of impractical work, una systematic, intensive study. Our
enables yon to meet tho supreme
test In the Iiuslncss training
World.

'

,

,

1

Real

Gallup

Lump

Coal

IIAIIii COAL CO.
, PHONE Bl.

Western School for Private Secretaries

NEW TERM JANUARY 3, 1922.
Day, Half-DaEvening and Special Sessions,
Avenue
at Elitlith Street.
Tijeras
Telephone

Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
-

.
901--

J

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

